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Introduction

Much has been written about the impact of govern-
ment support on institutions of higher education,
stressing the influence of government interests and
policies on the organization and functioning of uni-
versities and colleges (Kidd, 1959; Orlans, 1962; 26
campuses, 1963). Federal interest and support have
also had profound impact, however, upon the supra-
institutional organization of higher education. This
study concerns the changing structure of higher educa-
tion in the United States today and, particularly, pat-
terns of national organization which have recently
emerged in response to the increasing involvement of
the federal government in higher education.

Centripetal and centrifugal tendencies character-
ize American higher education today. The value tra-
ditionally placed on institutional autonomy by Ameri-
can educators is still a strong force in maintaining
decentralized formal authority. However, new efforts
are being made at state and regional levels to achieve
ordered division of labor among diverse colleges and
universities by developing statewide coordinating
councils and regional associations. Also, the grow-
ing importance of higher education for the national
economy and welfare has increased a tendency for the
federal government to have a hand in important educa-
tional decisions. Such government involvement,this
study will suggest, has provided a major stimulus to
the elaboration of national structures within higher
education, encouraging proliferation and adaptation
of educational organizations and groups to serve as

1
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connectors between formally autonomous segments of
higher education and government agencies. Utilized ex-
tensively by government as sources of information and
advice on various higher education activities, and by
academicians as instruments through which to partici-
pate in shaping higher education policy, these struc-
tures provide an interorganizational context for edu-
cational decision making on the national level and for
the development of new patterns of informal influence
among institutions and larger segments of the higher
education system.

EDUCATION AS A FORMALLY DECENTRALIZED SYSTEM

Education in the United States has not tradition-
ally been viewed as a system, largely because it is not
a formally centralized national system with authority
concentrated in a central agency or a ministry of
education. Formally, American education consists of
many state and local systems, with few direct con-
nections among them or between them and the national
government. Recently, however, students of American
education have begun to emphasize that a description
of the school system which focuses only on its formal
decentralization of authority overlooks important
sources of system integration on the national level--
sources essential to the functioning of the educational
enterprise. Wayland (1964) points out, for example,
that "ancillary structures" provide critical linkages
among levels or segments of American education in lieu
of integrative structures within the formal system.
Wayland defines "ancillary structures" as "deliberate-
ly and formally organized systems not a part of the

formal organization, which contribute to the function-
ing of the education system in specific ways 5. 5827,"
and he stresses that "structures which are parts of
the formal organization in many countries of the world
are defined as ancillary structures in the Uhited
States 5. 59q." For example, in educational systems
characterized y strong central control, educational
standards are set and maintained by structures with
formal authority. In the United States, on the other
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hand, private testing and accrediting associations
function to standardize educational activities at
different levels of the system, making it possible for
students to move from one level to another (as well as

from one school or college to another across the sys-

tem) without encountering severe discontinuities. In

the study of American education, then, an examination

of ancillary structures illuminates a degree of coher-

ence not apparent in the formal organization of the

system and draws attention, as well, to important

changes occurring in the structure of the educational
enterprise as ancillary organizations proliferate and

assume new functions.

In his analysis of the structural features of

American education, Wayland focuses on the role of

ancillary structures as linkages within the educational

enterprise--as interconnections among educational sub-
systems, serving in lieu of a central ministry with
formal coordinative authority over the larger system.

The present study focuses on the tendency of ancillary

structures to serve also as linkages between the edu-

cational system and other institutional systems with

which education is increasingly interdependent in

modern society. Thus, for example, as the need of the

federal government for the products of higher educa-

tion and the need of colleges and universities for

federal support have heightened the mutual involvement

of these formally independent spheres, higher education

ancillary organizations have functioned increasingly

as connectors between them.

This work is particularly concerned with one type

of ancillary structure--the national voluntary associ-

ation--which has come to perform a vital linkage

function in government-higher education relations in

the absence of strong bureaucratic machinery for

ordering the extensive interaction between these

spheres. Associations tend, in all realms of American

life, to act as connectors between their members and

levels of government. In the words of La Palombara

(1964), associations
i

r
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can provide an orderly, predictable means

of transmitting demands to the authoritative
structures. They also serve as significant
instruments through which authoritative struc-
tures communicate to the governed and reactions
of the latter are fed back to governors. It

is difficult, indeed, to conceive of a modern,
large-scale democratic system functioning
adequately without a well-develo ed associational
interest-group structure 5. 12

In this sense, then, these ancillary organizations
serve the integration of the larger decentralized

sociopolitical system of which the national government
and higher education are a part. The concern here,
however, is not with educational association behavior
as it contributes to the functioning of American
democracy. Our concern is more narrowly with the
consequences, for the national organization of higher
education, of the development of persistent and
patterned associational linkages between higher educa-
tion groups and institutions of government.

PATTERNS OF INFLUENCE IN A DECENTRALIZED
HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM

Clark (1965) has pointed out that the study of
decentralized systems of action, such as the American
educational system, requires interorganizational as
well as intraorganizational antaysis. Systems in
which formal authority is decentralized exhibit pat-
terns of influence which are significantly different
from the patterns typically found within bureaucratic
structures. In the decentralized system, the efforts
of autonomous units must be concerted "without the
authority of formal hierarchy and employee status
5. 2337." Cooperative action is voluntary, "concerted
by the leverage of money and prestige and the limited
confluence of independent interests25. 22g." Inter-

organizational analysis (in contrast to intraorganiza-
tional analysis) focuses attention on patterns of
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cooperative interaction in situations of unstructured

authority.

An interorganizational framework, Clark asserts,

is particularly useful in the study of new patterns

of influence developing in American education.

In some countries the study of influence in

education must begin with the fact that there

is a national organization of education with

important elements of hierarchical and for-

mal control from national ministries to the

region, the community, and the individual

school or college. In such countries,

educational organization or educational

administration or educational policy is

related to this formal national system.

This relationship is laAing in the United

States, but an attempt is now being made

to exert influence from the national center,

and much of this influence flows outside

bureaucratic channels 5p. 233_2347.

The study of centralizing tendencies in American educa-

tion thus requires an analytical focus on interorgani-

zational relationships among autonomous organizations

and groups engaged in voluntary forms of limited co-

operative alliance. The emerging patterns of informal

influence which this analytical approach can illuminate

represent, according to Clark, "ways of influencing the

grass roots level of operation in a field where no

formal authority can impose co-operation5. 2227."

The present study seeks to describe and analyze

emerging interorganizational patterns in higher

education, focusing on the role of associations as

instruments through which informal influence is ex-

erted not only outward from the national center to the

"grass roots level of operation," but also inward from

dispersed institutions and groups to the national cen-

ter, and particularly to the federal government.
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SOME HYPOTHESES REGARDING TBE BEHAVIOR
OF INTEREST GROUPS

The role of associations as mechanisms of influ-
ence in decentralized systems of action has long been
of concern to students of interest group behavior in
the United States; some questions and hypotheses sug-
gested by political scientists in the literature on
interest groups have guided the study at hand.

One major stimulus to the formation of voluntary
associations in any institutional sphere of American
society, according to David Truman (1955), is increased
government activity in that sphere. Thus, for ex-
ample, labor and trade associations proliferated rap-
idly during World War I when

. .the responsibility of the government
for a suddenly increased measure of economic
planning in order to satisfy the needs of
war led it to invite and encourage the
establishment of associations that could
simplify its task of eliciting information
and coordinated action 5. 267.

In recruiting the national resources for
such an emergency, the Government stimulates
interaction throughout the nation. . . .

Once the habit of associated activity was
established under the stimulus of govern-
ment encouragement, most such groups tended
to persist and to invite imitation 5. 5.27.

A significant number of higher education associ-
ations with offices in Washington, D. C., have come
into existence as a direct result of government encour-
agement, most notably during World War II. Even more
numerous in Washington, however, are offices of nation-
al associations which originated for purposes quite
unrelated to higher education-federal government rela-
tions, but which were stimulated to establish organ-
izational representatives in the Capital because of

11
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government involvement in programs affecting their mem-
bers. Truman's generalization emphasizes the impor-
tance of national government activity as a stimulus to
the creation of new organizational linkages between
higher education and government agencies, although
frequently, this study suggests, the linkage role is
assumed by organizations which originated independently
for quite different purposes.

This study concerns, then, both the proliferation
and the "politicization" of national higher education
associations in recent decades as a result of growing
government involvement in higher education programs.
Chapter 2 provides a summary picture of the gradual
expansion of federal support for higher education
in the United States since the framing of the Consti-
tution and describes briefly the range of educational
ancillary structures which have emerged--primarily in
the 20th century--to deal with the government. Chapter
3 discusses the voluntary association as a special type
of ancillary organization, as well as the social and
political conditions which have contrfbuted to the
formation and development of voluntary associations in
the United States generally, and within higher educa-
tion specifically. Chapter 4 offers a typology of
higher education associations, pointing up differences
in the specific organizational interests which have
drawn (or are drawing) several types of associations
into an active relationship with the national govern-
ment and the degree to which associations of these
types function presently as important connectors be-
tween the academic community and the government. Fol-
lowing a discussion in Chapter 4 of the pressures on
associations of higher education to politicize, Chapter
5 describes some constraints on this politicization
process, which have had an impact, as well, on the
role which academic associations play as spokesmen for
higher education in Washington.

A second hypothesis to be examined here is stated
by Eldersveld (1958) in a discussion of the changing
nature of interest group behavior in the United States
today. He suggests that the objectives of interest
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groups can no longer be defined simply as gaining
access to agencies or officials of government for the
purpose of representing or articulating group view-
points.

Although historically representation and
access may have been the goal, the shift
in objectives has led to groups concerned
with ongoing political and social relation-
ships, desiring to penetrate deeper into the
political and social structure, not period-

ically and intermittently, but continuously
and for the purpose of developing and sus-
taining contact and influence with the sig-
nificant opinion and action leadership of
the community. The group perspectives are
no longer merely specific and limited but
long-range and comprehensive 5. 1927.

Chapters 4 and 6 of this work attempt to show that
an objective of one group of higher education associa-
tions in particular can be characterized as "sustained
contact and influence" with federal agencies and
officials playing a major role in higher education
policy. A visible consequence of this objective is
the development within these associations of organi-
zational machinery for handling the ongoing tasks
which participation in the policy process entail (for
example, monitoring government programs or arranging
for members to testify before, or advise, legislative
and administrative committees of government).

Another hypothesis, also from Eldersveld (1958),

suggests that a consequence of the desire of interest
groups to establish and maintain an effective voice
in the shaping of federal policy is the use of a

"strategy" of intergroup relations, which includes:

e bargaining, negotiating, coalescence, re-
ciprocation, even combination and continued
alliance. Such attempts to limit competi-
tion result in less group autonomy
The processes of sharing expertise, intel-
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lectual resources, financial resources,

personnel, as well as attitudes has become

much more prevalent and important than for-

mal organizational liaison and cooperation.

This intergroup bargaining process has

become much more essential today in the

U. S. in our fluid power context J. 1947.

An important factor in the behavior of interest

groups in the United States today, according to Elders-

veld, is the constraint on group competition which re-

sults from "an awareness of the limitations of their

power 5. 1947" as autonomous units. According to a

report published by the U. S. Chamber of Commerce

(Hall, 1965), executives of national associations

attributed changes in associational interest group

behavior to a tendency on the part of Congress to

favor bills brought in by a "Ilnited

front," since such bills are said to in-

dicate resolution of potential conflict

within an industry, and thus the bill's

passage will offend no major groups

concerned. Association personnel feel

that the same process has begun to be

characteristic of the executive branch

of government as well, that "government

bureaus, already impatient with having to

deal with multiple organizations representing

various facets of the same irdustry, will

increase the pressure for amalgamation

5p. 33-3/2"

Dealing regularly with the federal government,

then, places pressures on voluntary associations to

engage in intergroup bargaining and alliance for the

purpose of maximum effectiveness in affecting federal

policy. Chapter 6 of this study focuses on the struc-

ture of intergroup relations among higher educaticn

associations in Washington, examining the effect upon

interorganizational behavior of the desire of such

associations to maximize their effectiveness as par-

ticipants in the federal policy process.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study was conceived as an exploratory inves-
tigation into the activities of higher education
associations in Washington, D. C., and was guided by
a number of broad questions rather than by a set of
well-developed hypotheses requiring validation through
field research. The hypotheses presented above--
toward which the present report is addressed--were
drawn from the literature on associations as part of
the ongoing process through which the focus of the
study was gradually defined. In this process, infor-
mal interviews conducted in Washington, D. C., (during
the summer and fall of 1966) played an important part
in directing the investigator's attention to specific
problem areas, while a variety of published materials
were drawn upon to corroborate and extend the insights
and information gained from interviews.

About 70 interviews were conducted in Washington,
the majority with executive secretaries and other staff
members of associations, with university representatives
having independent offices in Washington, with govern-
ment officials of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare and of the National Science Foundation, and
with Congressional staff members. These interviews
were largely unstructured, but questions on each of
the following topics were asked of all association
personnel: 1) the origin of the respondent's associa-
tion and its primary purposes and activities; 2) the
reason for the establishment of an association office
in Washington; 3) the nature of the relationship be-
tween the Washington office and the association member-
ship (including the leadership function of the central
office and forms of communication between office staff
and the membership); 4) the type and amount of contact
between this association and others in Washington; and
5) the relationship between this association and the
federal government (both the amount of contact between
association personnel and federal officials and the
nature of that contact, with special emphasis on changes
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which have occurred in government-association relations
in the last five to ten years). As the investigation
gradually became centered on one particular group of
associations, representatives of those organizations
were reinterviewed with particular stress on topics 4
and 5.

This general format was revised, as appropriate,
for interviews with government officials and other

respondents not directly connected with the associa-
tions themselves.

These interviews ranged in duration from one to
three hours, and provided an indispensable guide to
the problems and issues which have preoccupied associ-
ation personnel and government officials concerned
with higher education legislation in the 1960's.

In addition to the interviews conducted in Wash-
ington, the investigator was also able to attend the
annual meetings of a number of higher education associ-
ations as well as a number of informal interorganiza-

tional meetings among the executive staffs of these
associations.

Although observation and interviews in the field
were of primary importance in gaining familiarity with
the Washington scene and in narrowing the focus of the
study, published materials were utilized extensively

to corroborate and elaborate impressions formed in the
field. Heavy reliance on public documents in this
investigation resulted, in part, from the abundance
and quality of published records pertaining to both
association and government activity in Washington.

As democratic organizations, supported primarily
by dues from a widely dispersed membership, national
associations have a continual need to account to their
members for the activities of the paid office staff
and of the elected association officers. Such

accounting frequently is embodied in annual reports
and house journals, sometimes supplemented by associ-
ation newsletters. Addressed to an audience of
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professional peers (and infrequently perused by, al-
though available to, the general public) these reports

gen.:rally contain detailed descriptions of, and care-
ful justification for, the work being done by associa-
tion personnel on the membership's behalf. In addi-
tion, organizational publications often provide ave-
nues for public expression of members' views on associ-
ation policy and activity in sections devoted to
letters or other forms of member comment. Such publi-
cations can be a valuable source of insight into inter-
nal organizational relations as well as into the
activities of organizational representatives in a
wider social context. They are most reliable, however,
when interpreted in the light of informal interview
data on association affairs and in the light of Some
understanding of the broader social and political
milieu within which associations operate. The socio-
logical and political science literature on associa-
tions, interest groups, and on national gavernmental
structure and processes contributed importantly in this
research to the interpretation of association records.

In using government documents, as in using associ-
ation publications, the difficulty is more often with
an overabundance than with a scarcity of materials.
Published House and Senate hearings and committee re-
ports, the Congressional record, and the publications
of the U.S. Office of Education and the National
Science Foundation provided essential aids to the
understanding of legislative issues and events, and
they constituted an important farm of documentary
evidence for the analysis presented here.

Ultimately, it is the purpose of an exploratory
study to suggest and define problem areas for future
research and to provide some conceptual orientation
for that research. Same suggestions regarding a
further direction and procedure for investigation into
the role of national higher education associations are
offered in the Conclusion section of Chapter 6.
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Development of Federal Government-
Higher Education Relations

In the American federal system, no ministry or de-

partment of the national government coordinates educa-

tional activities. Responsiblity for educational admin-

istration rests, rather, with state and local governments

and with private groups. No mention of education ismade

in the U. S. Constitution, and legal authority for decen-

tralized control of schools has been based on the tenth

admendment of the Constitution which reads: "The powers

not delegated to the U. S. by the Constitution, nor pro-

hibited by it to the states, are reserved to the states

respectively, or to the people."

As a result of this formal decentralization of au-

thority, the higher education "system" in the United

States has developed largely through the piecemeal re-

sponse of educational institutions to a myriad of local

and private interests and needs rather than in accordance

with any overall national plan. Many kinds of vital de-

cisions regarding the size, location, and nature of col-

leges and universities have been made independently by

state, local, and private authorities. As a result,

higher education in the United States has come to be

characterized by extraordinary diversity--a diversity

which has been valued by American educators as a partic-

ular strength of the higher education system, in keeping

with the pluralistic quality of American life.

Despite the traditional American belief in the vir-

tues of local control and varied sources of support for

education, however, the growing importance of higher edu-

cation in modern industrial life has brought about the

13



increasing involvement of the federal government in
higher education affairs. In recent decades, federal
resources have become a major form of support for many
colleges and universities in the nation, and, as a result,
the government has played an increasingly important part
in shaping the character and development of the national
higher education enterprise.

HISTORICAL REVIEW

Uhtil the beginning of Wbrld War II, educationcould
be said to have played an essentially passive or depen-
dent role in its interrelationship with other major insti-
tutions in American society, conserving the social order
rather than functioning to promote social and economic
change (Clark, 1962). American colleges and universities
had ceased during the 19th century to function soley for
the purpose of producing "gentlemen" and of preserving
established elites. The industrialization process ofthe
middle and late 19th century--with accompanying changes
in the structure of the labor force--had placed demands
upon educational institutions at all levels of the system
to provide ever greater amounts of skilled manpower to
meet rising national needs. But the importance of higher
education to the expanding national economy was to become
greater still during the years of World War II and the
postwar scientific revolution, when American universities
and colleges became the critical loci of manpower train-
ing and of scientific research. During thes, years, high-
er education emerged as a vital innovative resource for
the national economy--and consequently for the national
defense and welfare--bringing it inevitably into the fore-
front of federal government concern. At the same time,
the rising costs of extensive training and research fa-
cilities have brought institutions of higher education
to rely more and more heavily on the resources of the
federal government.

Higher education expenditures just prior to World
War II (1939-40) totaled $678.6 million. By 1951-52,
they were up to almost $2.5 billion, and by 1965-66 they
had reached an estimated $12 billion. Total expenditures
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for higher education in 1975-76 have been projected at
$22.9 billion (Sim and Fullum, 1966). As the costs of
higher education soar, the national government emerges
as the only agency capable of sustaining adequate support
for this massive enterprise.

A number of Constitutional provisions have provided
legal bases for federal participation in the educational
sphere (Quattlebaum, 1951). They include such diverse
items as federal jurisdiction over Washington, D. C.,
(giving the government authority over education in the
District of Columbia) and implied federal power to govern
territories and possessions (Article 1, Section 8). In

fact, the 1931 report of the Hoover-appointed National
Advisory Committee on Ealnatinn lied 14 warrants for
federal support of education. But the Constitutional
clause granting Congress the "Power to lay and collect
Taxes, Duties, Imposts, and Excises, to pay the Debts
and provide for the common Defense and general Welfare

of the United States article 1, Section g" has been
especially important in legitimating federal aid to edu-

cation, just as it has been a major justification for
government intervention in the economy.

As Babbidge and Rosenzweig (1962) suggest, much of
the history of government participation in, and support
of, higher education activities can be viewed as an

extension of the principle estab-
lished early in the union, namely, that
the expenditure of Federal funds for
educational purposes and the use of
educational institutions were justi-
fied in the effort to produce highly
or uniquely trained personnel to meet
identifiable needs of the National Gov-

ernment 5. 27.

The concept of allocating federal money and land for the

purpose of meeting "national needs" has been central to

the legitimation of all government participation inhigher
education programs sinc, early in the historyofthe United

States.
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The federal government began providing instruction
for Armed Forces personnel in 1777 and established the
first federal institution of higher education, the Mili-
tary Academy at West Point, in 1802 (Legislative Refer-
ence Service, 1961). Aid to education in the territories
and states, through the endowment of schools with public
lands, began as early as 1785 (*uattlebaum, 1960).

It was in 1862, however, that the first major leg-
islation concerning American higher education was passed
by Congress. The growing need for agriculturally and
industrially skilled manpoLar in a rapidly expanding econ-
omy led, in that year, to the passage of the Morrill Land-
Grant Act, which allocated public lands or land 3crip in
each state of the union for the support of institutions
of higher education. Ten percent of the proceeds of the
sale of this land could be used to buy a site for a col-
lege or land for an expel.imental farm (Rudolph, 1965).

The remainder was to be invested or loaned to maintain
a perpetual fund, "the capital of which should remain for-
ever undiminished gddy, 1957." Through the provisions
of this Act, the federal government sought to pramote in-
struction, particularly in public colleges and universi-
ties, in the "agricultural and mechanic arts." The first
Morrill Act, Rudolph points out, gave strong impetus to
the development of vocational and technical training pro-
grams as

a legitimate function of American higher
education. . .Everywhere the idea of
going to college was being liberated from
the class-bound, classical-bound traditions
which for so long had defined the American
collegiate experience 5. 2637.

Supplementing this legislation was the secondMorrill
Act (1890), which granted federal funds on an annualbasis
to land-grant institutions and broadened the range oftech-
nical programs aided, again to promote instruction in areas
of national need. According to Eddy (1956):

The money was to be applied "only to instruc-
tion in agriculture, the mechanic arts, the
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English language and the various branches
of mathematical, physical, natural and
economic science, with special reference
to their applications in the industries
of life, and to the facilities for such
instruction 5. 102/."

The impact of federal support on institutions of
higher education was to be greatly expanded in the 20th
century, as economic and international crises led to a
broadened definition of the legitimate domain of national
government in the United States and stimulated federal
agencies to utilize the manpower and research resources
of American colleges and universities to fulfill national
needs. Durir: World War I, the National Defense Act of
1916 established the Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps
program, through which military officers were trained on
the campuses of American colleges and universities. In
1926, the Contract Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps
was similarly established (Legislative Reference Service,
1961). During vhe Depression years of the 1930's, tem-
porary federal support of numerous educatignal programs
was provided through the Federal Emergency Relief Admin-
istration; federal aid to college students became avail-
able through the National Youth Administration; and funds
were made available to states and cities, through the
Public Works Administration, for construction of college
buildings (Quattlebaum, 1960).

It was World War II, however, which precipitated

involvement of institutions of higher education with the
national government to an unprecedented degree, in a pat-
tern of mutual dependence which has persisted to the pre-
sent day. Colleges and universities participated, for
example, in training national manpower through the Engi-
neering, Science and Management War Training Program,
which involved over 1,500,000 persons (Allen, 1950). The
Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944 was even more ex-
tensive, making almost every veteran of World War II eli-
gible for educational benefits, and requiring a major
expansion of higher education facilities to accommodate
the resulting increase in college enrollments (Quattle-
baum, 1960). In response to general sensitivity regarding



the "threat of federal control," and setting a precedent
for federal educational activity in the postwar years,
the administration of both of these programs was dele-
gated, as far as possible, to state agencies and the edu-
cational institutions themselves, with minimal supervi-
sion or control from the national government (Legislative
Reference Service, 1961).

Particularly momentous for the future of government-
university relations was the establishment during thewar
years of the federal grants and contracts system of sup-
port for university science research. Prior to WorldWar
II, little basic research in the sciences had been funded
by the national government; academic scientists had re-
lated to federal agencies largely as short-term advisors
on government in-house research programs. The advent of
World War II, however, required an extensive mobilization
of university scientists--through the allocation of fed-
eral grants--in the service of national war needs. Far
from diminishing at the close of the war, the federal
grant and contract aystem was expanded to support abroader
range of scientific research, involving the university
in new and increasingly diverse ways in the technological
development of the nation and in the solution of national
problems.

Although the responsibility of the national govern-
ment for the general welfare and defense had legitimated
federal support of certain higher education activities
for more than 150 years, it was during World War II that
the basic importance of higher education for the ongoing
welfare and development of the nation became firmly es-
tablished, and that broad federal support of academic re-
search became a central and permanent feature of the Amer-
ican higher education system. The postwar years--marked
by the appearance of Sputnik and the continuing Cold War,
as well as by a growing awareness of domestic social prob-
lems in the United States--were to see a rapid expansion
of government aid to higher education.

Between 1946 and 1967, federal funds allocated to
colleges and universities for research and development
increased from approximately $65.5 million to nearly $1.5
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billion (Congressional Quarterly Service, 1967), making
the government the source of three-quarters of all the
funds expended for academic research in 1967 (Greenberg,
1967). In keeping with the prewar pattern of federal
aid to education, these funds were directed toward the
fulfillment of major national meeds--particularly toward
defense, scientific and technological development, and
health (Kerr, 1966)

The focus of federal interest on the uses of higher
education for national development meant a concentration
of support on specialized areas of training and research
--largely within the physical sciences--with little ef-
fort to develop a more comprehensive higher education
program. The government did not, that is, concern itself
with the welfare of higher education as a whole; it did
not have a specifically "educational mission." Rather,

individual government agencies utilized the expertise
and facilities of higher education institutions in the
pursuit of their own programs, with little attention to
the overall effect of piecemeal federal support on the
functioning of the educational institutions involved or
of the national higher education system.

This pattern of fragmented support and the absence
of a more general higher education policy were perpetu-
ated, in part, by the continuing fear of federal control
of education which permeated the American system. Dur-

ing the 1950's, however, it became increasingly clear
that strains and imbalances had been created within in-
stitutions of higher education--and in the higher educa-
tion enterprise as a whole--by the concentration of fed-
eral funds on research and graduate training in the sci-
ences (to the neglect of the social sciences and humani-
ties as well as of undergraduate instruction) and by the
tendency of federal agencies to grant funds to a limited
number of universities already possessing the largest
share of talent and the most extensive facilities. In

1962, 38 percent of all federal allocations for higher
education research was concentrated in ten universities;
59 percent was concentrated in 25 universities (Ableson,

1964).
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In addition, strains upon the internal cohesion
of those universities receiving extensive federal funds
resulted from the project system of research support,
through which funds are granted directly to university
scientists for the execution of specific research pro-
jects. This system tended to draw the primary loyalty
of faculty members from their educational institutions
to agencies providing research funds (Shannon, 1967).
Large grants to individual faculty members provided
these agencies leverage for demands upon the institu-
tions housing their research projects, reducing adminis-
trative control over budgeting and related allocation
of time and space. In Lapp's words (1965), this situ-
ation forced a university, in an extreme case, into the
position of

. a kind of switchboard intermediary
between government agencies and the labor-
atory. Rather than exercising critical
judgment on what fields of research should
be supported, the university acts as a con-
tract office somewhat at the mercy of
11

eagerbeaver" staff members who demonstrate
an ability to get contracts 5p. 21-227.

Finally, stress was created within institutions of
higher education by federal requird!,ents for matching
funds and cost sharing, by red tape connected with the
processing of federal funds, and, significantly, by dif-
ferences in policy among different funding agencies ($2.7
billion, 1967).

An awakening concern for the effects of fragmented,
mission-oriented government support on the American uni-
versity system led, during the 1950's, to some signifi-
cant efforts on the part of the national government to
respond more directly to educational problems. The first
and one of the more important programs reflecting this
concern was the College Housing Loan Program, passed in
1950, which provided for long-term, low-interest loans
to universities and colleges (both public and private)
for the construction of residential and other revenue-
producing facilities (Legislative Reference Service, 1961).
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The National Defense Education Act of 1958, stimu-
lated in part by the launching of Sputnik a year earlier
and an anxious reevaluation of science education in Amer-
ica, also reflected the federal concern for more balanced
support of higher education institutions. Although the
emphasis of this act was on science, mathematics, and
modern foreign languages (in keeping with the earlier
patterr of support in specified fields), its major pur-
pose was the improvement of teaching in these areas as
well as research. In addition, Title IV of the Act au-
thorized 5,500 graduate fellowships to be awarded only
to students attending new or expanding graduate programs
(Congressional Quarterly Service, 1967). A $1 billion
program, the Act constituted a massive federal commit-

ment to higher education.

In 1963, the Higher Education Facilities Act author-
ized $1.2 billion for three years toprovide federal grants
and loans for constructing or improving higher education
facilities, both graduate and undergraduate, public and
private (Congress enacts, 1963). This Act has been des-
cribed (Congressional Quarterly Service, 1967) as "the
first broad education bill enacted in the postwar,period
that did not have national defense overtones 5. !V." In
addition to funds specified for facilities to be usedfor
science, engineering, mathematics, and modern language
courses, funds were made available without categorical
limitation for other academic facilities as well.

Finally, the "revolutionary" Higher Education Act
of 1965, which appropriated well over $600 million for
1966 and 1967 for a broad range of education programs,
introduced some major changes in the pattern of federal
aid to higher education (United States House of Repre-
sentatives, 1967). Perhaps most importantly, federal
scholarships for undergraduates were approved for the

first time in American history. In addition, Title III

of the Act authorized $55 million "to raise the academic
quality of developing institutions (colleges which 'are
struggling for survival and are isolated from the main
currents of academic life')ongressional Quarterly Ser-
vice, 1967, p. 517." And Title VI authorized matching
federal funds for the improvement of undergraduate classroom
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instruction in science, humanities, arts, and education.
As a result of this law and its subsequent amendments,
as well as of such earlier legislation as the Higher Edu-
cation Facilities Act of 1963 and the National Defense
Education Act of 1958, federal aid for students rose from
$7.5 million in 1950 to over $1 billion in 1967, while
federal funds for college and university facilities rose
from $5.7 million to $1.4 billion during those years (Con-
gressional Quarterly Service, 1967).

FRAGMENTED RESPONSIBILITY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Concern for imbalances created within and among uni-
versities and colleges by mission-oriented federal sup-
port, along with a gradual broadening of the concept of
"national needs" in relation to higher education, has led
to a new sense of federal responsibility for supporting
undergraduate instruction as well as graduate training
and research, small or "developing" institutions as well
as strong, well-established universities, and research
in fields other than the physical and biomedical sciences
and engtneering. This new concern has not, however, served
to integrate or coordinate the many federal educational
programs administered by diverse agencies.

The situation has not changed fundamentally since
1931, when the National Advisory Committee on Education,
appointed by President Herbert Hoover, reported that:

. .multitudinous Federal educational
activities were scattered throughout the
various Federal and indepen-
dent agencies 5nd that the Federal Gov-
ernment had no inclusive and consistent
public policy as to what it should do in
the field of education 5. 347.

This scattering of responsibility not only persisted
through World War II, as government interest focused on
university science research, but increased in the post-
war period, when the wartime Office of Scientific Research
and Development was dismantled and numerous federal agencies
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and departm nts took over and expanded the grant and con-
tract systcm of research support.

A Legislative Reference Service Report (1961) indi-
cates that "practically all of the departments and agen-
cies of the Federal government are administering one or
more educational activities at the Federal level 5. 17."
Babbidge (1964) estimated that 46 government agencies
have programs important for higher education alone. Fol-
lowing are the education expenditures of 15 departments
and agencies with estimated expenditures of more than $1
million during fiscal year 1967, according to a report by

the Special Subcommittee on Education of the House of Re-
presentatives Committee on Education. (Figures are in
millions of dollars.*)

Office of Education
Department of Defense
Office of Economic Opportunity
National Institutes of Health
Veterans' Administration
National Sciencc Foundation

Department of Housing and
Urban Development

Department of Labor
Department of the Interior
Public Health Service (excludingNIH)
Department of Agriculture
National Aeronautics and

Space Administration
Vocational Rehabilitation
Administration

Atomic Energy Commission
Economic assistance (funds

appropriated to the President)

$3,047**

2,361
841
790
415

395
347

284
216
193

182

141

121

115
108

*Source: Special analysis GI Budget of the United
States, fiscal year 1968.

**This figure represents estimated gross fiscal year
1967 administrative budget for education, training, and
related programs.
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Of the preceding agencies and departments listed,
two--the U. S. Office of Education (USOE) and the National
Science Foundation (NSF)--have had as a general mandate the
the promotion of higher education activities.

The original tasks of the U. S. Office of Education,
created in 1867, were:

.to collect such statistics and facts as
shal] show the condition and progress of edu-
cation, to diffuse such information as shall
aid the people of the United States in the
establishment and maintenance of efficient
school systems, and otherwise to promote the
cause of education 5. Sa_Government organiza-
tiou manual, 1967, p. 362/.

Functioning primarily through most of its history to
gather and disseminate educational statistics, only in
the 1960's has the U. S. Office of Education came to play
a central role in the administration of federally funded
educational programs.

The National Science Foundation, created in 1950,
was authorized specifically to "develop and encourage the
pursuit of a national policy for the promotion of basic
research and education in the sciences 5ational Science
Foundation, 1965, pp. viii-ig," a responsibility which
involved it deeply in graduate educationpredominantly
in the areas of science, mathematics, and engineering--
in university research, and in the building of campus re-
search facilities.

Despite their growing affluence and their centrality
in the administration of educational programs, however,
the overall coordinative influence of the U. S. Office of
Education and the National Science Foundation on federal
aid to education has been, and remains, seriously limited.
First of all, any efforts to centralize administrative re-
sponsibility for educational activities in one or two fed-
eral agencies have met with strong resistance from other
powerful government departments having no desire to relin-
quish administrative control over educational programs cen-
tral to t eir own missions.
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In addition, however, the effectiveness of these
organizations as coordinative bodies has been hampered
by their relative political weakness within the govern-
ment. The U. S. Office of Education, Munger and Fenno
(1962) suggest, has been

in one sense a victim of its own
success in insulating its position against
political pressure. Like public school edu-
cators generally in the country, it has or-
dinarily tried to be nonpartisan and has iso-
lated itself from the centers of political
power 5. 8.117.

As a result, the Office of Education has suffered little
criticism from Congress over the years, but it has not
had adequate prestige and influence to make strong demands
on the policy process. The National Science Foundation,
on the other hand, as a young agency with a brief history
of relations with Congress, has had few strong Congressional
allies. Responsible to the President yut placed outside
the President's Executive Office, the NSF has lacked the
necessary status to deal with overarching problems of fed-
eral science policy. It has also been dwarfed by other
agencies, such as the Department of Defense and the Atomic
Energy Commission, which play a major part in federal sup-
port of university research (Walsh, 1965). In 1957, NSF
gave up all intentions of performing a formal coordina-
tive role within government on the grounds that:

It would be inappropriate to cast the
Foundation in the role of critical coor-
dinator of Federal agencies which support
basic research. This would be impractical
and unrealistic, especially in the case of
large agencies because of their strongly
mission-related programs gidd, 1959, p.217.

Finally, the coordinative role of the U. S. Office
of Education, particularly, has been restrained by an
ideological commitment to decentralized control of edu-
cational activities. Office of Education personnel have
long feared the accusation that the Office was attempting
to direct educational policy from within the government.
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Bailey (1966) writes:

Whatever the dangers of Federal control, ald
they exist, the historically- and constitu-

tionally-conditioned reticence of USOE in this
area had a crippling effect upon initiative
and leadership. Reinforced in their modesty
by state and local education offices, by edu-
cational professional associations, and by
long-held theology of "local control," USOE
officials were afraid of their own shadows
--except in those limited areas of profes-
sional specialization in which their advice
was "sought 5. lf."

Thus, neither the U. S. Office of Education nor the
National Science Foundation has had a major coordinative
effect on scattered federal higher education programs.

Besides the many agencies and departments which par-
ticipate in or support higher education activities, respon-
sibility for higher education policy is further fragmented
within the government by the number of Congressional com-
mittees through which educational legislation is channeled.
No Congressional committees are devoted exclusively to edu-
cation in either the House of Representatives or the Senate.
Legislation concerning U. S. Office of Education and the
National Science Foundation programs are handled in the
Senate by the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare and
in the House by the Committee on Education and Labor and
the Science and Aeronautics Committee, respectively. Leg-
islation concerning the Public Health Service (including
the National Institutes of Health) and veterans' educa-
tion is also channeled through the Senate Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare, but it is handled in the House
by the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee and the
Committee on Veterans' Affairs, respectively (Green, 1963).
The House Foreign Affairs Committee and the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee deal with the educational exchangepro-
grams of the State Department and the International Coop-

eration Administration; Agriculture Committees in both
houses are responsible for land-grant college legislation;
and the Money and Banking Committees handle the College
Housing Loan Program (Menacker, 1966).
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Nearly every committee of the Congress, Edith Green
(1963) reports, has responsibility for legislation in
some way related to educational programs. During the
85th, 86thl and 87th Congresses, roughly half of the edu-
cational bills introduced in the Senate were handled by
the Labor and PUblic Welfare Committee, while "consider-
ably less than half" of those introduced in the House
were channeled through the Education and Labor Committee.

Finally, any discussion of the legislative processes
pertaining to higher education must take into account the
vital role of the President as chief legislator, or as
the primary initiator of educational legislation. Gen-

erally speaking, the role of the Chief Executive as ini-
tiator in the legislative process had expanded greatly
with the increasing complexity of policy problems in mod-

ern industrial society. Today, the President alone is in

a position to make certain crucial decisions regarding
legislative priorities and to provide the necessary lead-

ership in Congressional lawmaking (Rossiter, 1960). Daniel

Bell (1966) writes:

It is no accident that, throughout the world,
political power has passed increasingly to a
strong executive, and that we have witnessed
the decline of parliamentary, legislative,

and Congressional government. Efforts to
"mobilize" a society--for war or for social
change--necessarily gives the executive an
active and interventionist role, and reduces
the importance of the legislature 5. g.

It is the President, then, who bears a growing re-
sponsibility for articulating national goals and estab-

lishing priorities in the formulation of public policy.
In addition, Bell argues, it is an integral part of the

new "future-orientation" of American government that the

administration has become strongly concerned with health,

education, poverty, and urban affairs--all problem areas
demanding a broad, forward-looking policy perspective.

In the area of higher education, the importance of
the President as a source of major bills had increased
dramatically in postwar years, culminating in the intense
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interest of both President Kennedy and President Johnson
in federal aid to education at all levels. As education
has came to assume a position of central importance in
the domestic programs of these presidents, the Executive
Office of the President has emerged as a critical locus
of decision making regarding higher education, with key
advisors in the White House, the Bureau of the Budget,
and the President's Science Advisory Committee playing
vital roles in the formulation of higher education policy.

Thus, responsibility for higher education programs
rests in many hands within both the executive and legis-
lative branches of the national government. The magni-
tude of government involvement in higher education, com-
bined with the dispersion of authority for education pro-
grams, has created the need for many channels of informa-
tion, advice, and representation between the government
and the higher education system. The considerable decen-
tralization and dispersion and the variety of higher edu-
cation activities in the United States further contribute
to this need.

MACHINERY OF ADVICE AND REPRESENTATION

Functions

Since its inception, the government of the United
States has relied heavily on private citizens as well
as on the occupants of government posts for adequate in-
formation and advice about the condition, needs, and in-
terests of the nation. Private citizens participate reg-
ularly in federal decision-making processes--as indivi-
dual consultants, and as members of public and private
advisory bodies and interest groups. Their involvement
in government activities serves five major functions, ana-
lytically though not empirically separable.

The information function. The government requires
constant information fmm extragovernmental sources re-
garding the functioning of American social institutions.
In addition, private citizens and organizations are in
continual need of information regarding government programs
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affecting their interests and activities. Extragovern-
mental interest groups and governmental advisory bodies
made up of private citizens act as important channels
through which information is transmitted to the governed
as well as to the governors in the American system.

The technical advisory function. Federal agencies
and officials must rely extensively on the technical ex-
pertise of nongovernmental specialists in society to ad-
vise the policy process. (The archetypical specialist
since World War II has been the physical scientist.)

The representative function. A crucial form of in-
formation required by federal policy makers is that con-
cerning the existence, nature, and intensity of particular
interests in the society. Mechanisms for representing so-
cial conflict, or the "special interests" of citizens to
the government, have been an integral part of the American
political system. Although the representation of particu-
lar interests to the government has been viewed by some
critics as a threat to the "national interest" or the "gen-

eral welfare," it is increasingly accepted in modern
tical life as a necessary and positive aspect of the func-
tioning of representative government in a pluralistic so-
ciety.

Although this representative function is described
here as analytically separable from the presentation to
government of objective information or technical advice,
it is important to stress the difficulty of distinguishing
clearly between these functions empirically. Although
the term special interest connotes political pressure,
and the terms objective information and technical advice

suggest disinterested neutrality, we would argue that the
promotion of particular interests is inherent, in some de-
gree, in all advisory activitiesin the selection and
presentation of information and in the dPlivery of tech-
nical advice. At best, advice-giving activities mightbe
roughly ranked according to the amount and importance of
the technical expertise or specialized knowledge which
they are thought to involve.

The innovative function. Relatively few of the ideas
behind federal programs, Yarmolinsk7 (1966) asserts, actually
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originate within the government itself. Rather, he sug-
gests, the most significant source of important policy
ideas is the academic community. Thus, private citizens
(frequently members of the academic world) often contri-
bute--as individual consultants or as members of advisory
bodies--to innovation in federal programs and to the se-
lection of new policy directions by federal officials.

The generation or influence of public sentiment. In-
herent in each of the functions listed above is the pos-
sibility for private citizens to influence the federal
policy process. Here it should be added that the crea-
tion or utilization of advisory groups composed of pri-
vate citizens can also provide the government with a
means of stimulating or influencing public sentiment on
policy issues. The selective use of nongovernmental tech-
nical advisors to legitimate federal policy decisions is
an obvious example. In addition, as Bell (1968) points
out, citizen groups which "advise" or "inform" government
agencies and officials may also "serve as a direct public
relations device to call attention to certain issues and

generate public sentiment for support of various pol-
icies 5p. 295-2277." Bell also notes that pressure may
be exerted by the government on the members of advisory
bodies themselves in an effort to promote the support of
particular policies.

Types of Connectors

As federal involvement in higher education has be-
come more intense, the government has had a growing need
to call upon academicians to advise in the educational
policy process. Members of the academic community have
also become increasingly eager to have their interests
represented in Washington. As a consequence, a multi-
plicity of connective mechanisms have developed between
American colleges and universities and the many govern-
ment agencies, committees, and officials having important
responsibility for policy in higher education.

In many cases, individual members of the academic
world have played critical roles as liaisons between these
separate spheres. In other cases, groups or organizations
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have been created--by the government or by the academic
community--to serve as connectors between them. Some of
these advisory-representative bodies have been temporary
- -concerned with specific or short-range policy problems
- -while others have been more comprehensive in their con-
cerns, and more enduring. Some have been a part of the
formal structure of government; others have been private
bodies, having no formal connection with government bur-
eaucracy. Some have been made up totally of members of
the higher education enterprise; others have includedbusi-
ness executives, foundation representatives, and govern-
ment officials All function as vital mechanisms of
influence through which higher education and the federal
governmcrt are linked.

Individual consultants or advisors from the educa-
tional community. Both the executive and legislative
branches of the government rely on the advice and assis-
tance of prominent individuals from the academic world
in the development of legislation concerning higher edu-
cation. High-prestige consultants from colleges and uni-
versities (such as Nobel Frize winners and universitypres-
idents) travel to Washington, D. C., regulaay to confer
with members of the White House staff or withvarious agen-
cy officials and to testify before committees of Congress.

Presidential task forces, advisory commissions, and
conferences. Serving the Executive Office of the Pr'3si-
dent at any given time are innumerable advisory bodies,
composed (entirely or in part) of members of the higher
education community, whose purpose is to contribute to
the formulation of higher education policy. These advis-
ory bodies range from temporary study groups to permanent
units, such as the President's Science Advisory Committee,
with fixed-term membership. Among the most temporary in
nature are the advisory groups called togetherbythe Pres-
ident for national conferences on vital policy issues, such
as the White House Conferences on Education in 1955 and
1965. Such conferences are also the most visible, pub-
licized mechanisms for obtaining the advice of academi-
cians on policy problems, and they are an important means
by which the President seeks to draw wide attention to
national problems and to gain support for policy propos-
als.
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The President's prerogative to call conferences,
assemble advisory committees, and establish highly qual-
ified advisors in top government poss affords him access
to more extensive and expert information and advice than
is ever available to Congress. The President's superior
access to necessary information is, in fact, one of the
major factors in the growing importance of his role in
Congressional lawmaking.

advisory
and councils. Advisory committees, panals, and councils
composed of academicians pervade the many agencies of gov-
ernment which administer significant education programs.
The Study of the U. S. Office of Education (United States
House of Representatives, 1967) states, for example, that

the great expansion in numbers and
types of programs the Congress has en-
trusted to the Office and the obvious

desirability and, indeed, necessity to
call upon the educational community for
advice and counsel has resulted in the
authorization of 25 advisory committees

5. 57.

Judging from the committee titles listed, at least eight
of these 25 committees are concerned exclusively withpro-
grams in higher education administered by the U. S. Of-
fice of Education. On the basis of this study, the Sub-
committee reported that

.it is widely recognized that many
outstanding educators and citizens, thouh
not available on a full-time basis, do co-
operate with the Office through the advi-
sory committee system. The resulting range
of specialized knowledge and expertise made
available to the Office of Education could

not possibly be brought to bear on the pro-
grams and plans of a single szency in any
other way 5. 527.

Associations. Private voluntary associations, whose
membership consists entirely or in part of members ofthe
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higher education community, constitute a crucial form of
linkage between their academic members and both the exec-
utive and legislative branches of government. The nature
and variety of these organizations are the subjec'us of
two succeeding chapters and need not concern us here. But
it is appropriate, in this context, to emphasize the par-
ticular importance of associations as a source of infor-
mation and advice for Congress.

Although Congress lacks the regular services of any
large nt.'ler of advisory bodies made up of highly quali-
fied, nongovernmental experts, it does have access to two
sources of information and advice from outside of govern-
ment: individual experts, who can be called upon for short
periods to testify before Congressional committees, and

private organizations, which are able to provide expertise

and speak for the various interests in American society.
Thus, as the amount of educational legislation liandled

by Congress has increased, the importance of associations
as connectors between higher education and the legislative
branch has been considerably augmented.

Associations also build close, long-term relation-
ships with federal departments and agencies, for whanthey
constitute crucial client groups. It is not uncommon, in
fact, for association leaders to be recruited into federal
agency posts, while associations frequently recruit top-
level executives from government agencies and departments.

Wabhington representatives of individual colleges
and universities. Many colleges and universities, in
addition to their representation to gavernment by higher
education associations, have found it advantageous to es-
tablish their own institutional representatives in Wash-
ington, D. C. Clifford (1968) has reported that 20 such
representatives have been established in Washington of-
fices--some as full-time university employees and some as
private entrepreneurs hired by educational institutions
on a retainer basis--for the purpose of "keeping tabs on
gavernment programs, assisting in the procurement of fed-
eral funds, and trying to untangle administrative snarls
in government-campus relations 5. 133g." Also repre-
senting the needs and interests of individual institutions
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cial organizations which provide similar representative
services.

Concerned largely with matters pertaining to univer-
sity contracts and grants, such representatives deal al-
most exclusively with the executive agencies of govern-
ment which administer educational programs. Of all the
mechanisms of interaction between government and higher
education described above, they qualify most closely as
representatives of "special" educational interests--one
end of an analytical continuum ranging from the promotion
of narrow self-interests to the presentation of disinter-
ested technical or expert advice on governmental policy
in higher education.

National Associations

As formally organized structures outside the higher
education system, advisory-representative bodies are an
important part of the ancillary structure of higher edu-
cation in the United States today. They provide a con-
text for regular interaction among academicians from di-
verse institutional settings, and they create a two-way
line of influence between the higher education community
and the federal government.

The sheer number of the advisory-representative link-
ages which have emerged in Washington--inside and outside

government--reflects both the many diverse activities and
interests in higher education and the thoroughlyfragmented
federal responsibility for educational policy. Focused
mostly on specific policy problems facing particular agen-
cies and departments or on the concerns of narrow segments
of the higher education community, few structures canclaim
a significant coordinative influence on government policy
or on actual higher education activities.

Two types of advisory-representative bodies do, how-
ever, deal importantly with problems of cohesion: 1) those
few within government having direct access to centers of
governmental power (such as the President's Science Advisory

4-1
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Committee), which tend to deal with, and exert consider-
able influence on, broad policy problems affecting fed-
eral support of higher education; and 2) those private,
voluntary associations which seek to organize and repre-
sent a broad range of higher education interests in their
relationship to the government. The national assuciations
have the potential for playing a uniquely coordinative
role in relations between the federal govermentandhigher
education because of their widely inclusive membership
(few members of the academic community or institutions
of higher education do not belong to at least one associ-
ation), their relative permanence as ancillary structures
on the national scene, their varied purposes as organiza-
tions, and their access to both executive and legislative
branches of government. It is the nature of these ancil-
lary organizations and their politicization which concerns
us in the following pages.
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National Associations and
Higher Education

Studies of voluntary associations usually have
taken one of three distinct approaches. Organizational
analysis focuses on the internal structure and process-
es which characterize associations as an organizational
type (Babchuk and Warriner, 1965). This approach views
the social environment of the association as one influ-
ence on its organizational character and persons parti-
cipating in association activities as "replaceable ac-
tors whose action is viewed as a function of organiza-
tional rather than personal processes 5. 1327."

Associations have also been studied in terms of
their contribution to the lives of individuals in mod-
ern, industrial society. Here analysis focuses on
associations as a setting for individual self-expres-
sion and satisfaction of special interests through col-
lective activity. This sociopsychological perspective
views associations as an antidote for the sense of
alienation, isolation, and powerlessness suffered by
individuals in a mass society. Associations are seen
as providing an opportunity to identify with small
groups, aver which the individual has considerable po-
tential influence, and supplying a form of psycholog-
ical support no longer available through the extended
family, the community, or the church (Babchuk and
Edwards, 1965; Rose, 1967).

A broader perspective views associations and their
contribution to society. Here attention focuses on as-
sociations as a type of "societal building block," with
particular concern for their integrative role in modern

36
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social life (Babchuk and Warriner, 1965). Smelser
(1963), describing the modernization process as "a
contrapuntal interplay between differentiation (which
is divisive of established society) and integration
(which unites differentiated stractures on a new ba-
sis)," counts associations among those integrative
structures which, in the process of social develop-
ment, "attempt with more or less success, to coordi-
nate and solidify the social structure which the for-
ces of differentiation threaten to fragment 5p. 41-
437."

This study will focus on the contribution of the

association to society, although our broadest concern
is not with the structure of the whole society, but
with emerging patterns and processes in one institu-
tional sphere--higher education. We will examine the
way in which higher education associations, in their
increasing involvement with the federal government,
order diverse academic interests on the national level,
thus serving to "coordinate and solidify" the national
educational structure.

Before placing associations in this framework,

however, it is necessary to identify them as clearly
as possible as a form of organization which pervades
American society. It is the purpose of this chapter
to provide some generalizations on the nature, origins,
and politicization of associations in modern industrial
society, as bartkground for a discussion of several dif-

ferent types of higher education associations and their
diverse relationships to the federal government.

ASSOCIATIONS DEFINED

An association is defined by MacIver and Page
(1949) as a group organized for the pursuit of an
interest or group of interests in common5. 47.
Rose (1967) suggests, similarly, that "a voluntary
association develops when a small group of people,

finding they have a certain interest (or purpose) in
common, agree to meet and act together in order to
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try to satisfy that interest or achieve that purpose
5. 2137." Associations, Barber (1950) emphasizes,
always pursue specific interests, and,therefore, have
some explicit purpose. And Goldhamer (1957) adds:

. .since the specialization of interests
leads to a specialization of associational
activities, the members of associations
tend to associate with one another or pursue
common activities only in respect to relatively
narrow segments of their total life activities.
This contrasts strongly with the type of
total participation or association charac-
teristic of such groups as the small com-
munity and the family 5. 595.

Associations based on such specific common
interests have been termed voluntary by sociologists,
in contrast to those involuntary organizations into
which persons are born, or those which they are com-
pelled to join in order to survive in the society.
As Rose (1967) points out, however:

0 in a secular order such as our modern,
urban, democratic, free-enterprise society,
it becomes in a sense, quite possible for
anyone to withdraw from any involuntary
association except a jailhouse. One can
leave his family, his church, and even
his state and the economic system/3S. 21g.

The term voluntary does not, therefore, clearly dis-
tinguish a class of organizations. But by convention-
al usage, voluntary associations are generally differ-
entiated from those organizations or groups into which
an individual is born, as well as from those which he
is physically compelled to join.

Associations are formally independent of the
state, although some must register, and it is not
uncommon for agencies of government to sponsor volun-
tary associations which serve specific agency mis-
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sions (Sills, 1968). Thus, for example, the National

Academy of Sciences--a private association--was created

in 1863 by an Act.of Congress (empowering it to "make
its own organization, including its constitution, by-

laws, and rules and regulations. . .") to provide the

national government with expert science advice.
(National Academy of Sciences and National Research

Council, 1964).

According to the general definitions suggested
above, most formal organizations in Western society

can be accurately classified as voluntary associations.

Associations are most often characterized, however, as
organizations in which the majority of participants are
part-time and nonsalaried, a feature which distin-
guishes them clearly from, for example, most business

firms, foundations, or universities (Sills, 1968).

Nall (1967) further distinguishes between associa-
tions and the "basic organizational units" in the in-
stitutional spheres of which they are a part. "Business

firms oriented to profit making and churches vested
with religious authority are," he suggests,'"the
basic organizational units in the respective spheres

of the econamy and religion," and are thus "socio-

logically different from Tganizations ordinarily re-

ferred to as associations p. 275." To maintain this

distinction in the economic sphere, however, it is

necessary to eliminate from the category "association"

all organizations which are "oriented to profit mak-

ing," or which bring monetary gain to their members--
including many which are frequently classified by

sociologists as legitimate associations, such as the

consumers' cooperative, many trade and labor unions,

and some professional societies. In the religious

sphere, on the other hand, it is difficult to draw

any clear line between churches, "vested with relig-

ious authority," (in which most participants are

part-time and nonsalaried) and religious associations.

In defining his own sample for a survey of national

associations Nall explains,"We arbitrarily excluded

known churches, denominations, and sects as not con-



forming to our definition of an association 5. 2727."

In the economic sphere, then, the distinction be-
tween associations and "basic organizational units"

seems overly restrictive; in the religious sphere, it
remains ambiguous. In the educational sphere, however,
the concept of "basic organizational unit" proves use-
ful in setting off institutions of instruction (the
basic organizations in the educational system) from

educational voluntary associations, which perform no
primary teaching function.

Truman (1955) describes the association as a
dependent organization evolving from "tangent rela-
tions" among individuals interacting in various insti-
tutionalized groups. Truman explains:

It is a group, a continuing pattern of

interactions, that functions as a "bridge"
between persons in two or more institution-
alized groups or subdivisions thereof. The

word "tangent" is apprc,.riate because it
suggests a set of relationships that are
in a sense peripheral to those that define

the central functions of the institutional-
ized groupj/pp. 401-27.

Thus, the relations among workers which constitute the
basis for the labor union are peripheral or tangential
to the hierainchical relations between worker and man-
agement which define the central functions of the bus-
iness organization. And, in higher education, the re-
lations among college professors which give rise, for
example, to the learned society, are tangential to the
professor-student-administrator relationships central
to the teaching function of the college or university.

Finally, the voluntary association is democratic
in formal organization, based on a written constitution
which states the specific purposes of the organization
and which prescribes the organizational structure
through which these purposes will be pursued (Barber,
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elected by the membership and responsible for carrying
out the purposes of the organization. Although all
association members typically may participate in the
election of officials, there i3 a tendency within vol-
untary associations for control to become centralized
in the hands of an active minority of officeholders.
As Michels (1915) points out, these officeholders
manage to retain power and characteristically develop

purposes different from the original objectives of the
organization and from those subscribed to by the
majority of members.

Two Types of Vcluntary Associations

An important distinction between two types of
/oluntary association--based upon differences in pri-
mary association objectives--has been suggested by
Gordon and Babchuk (1959).

Expressive Associations. In the "expressiveas-
sociation, member participation is an end in itself;
the interests and needs of members are satisfied
directly through participation in association activi-
ties, such as social events, sports, the pursuit of
hobbies or of scientific interests. Expressive associ-
ations do not, generally, attempt to influence the
attitudes or behavior of nonassociational peroons.

Instrumental Associations. The "instrumental" or
"social influence" association exists mainly to attain
goals outside the association. Member participation is
not an end in itself, but a means to achieving social
change or maintaining some normative condition in the
19,rger society. Thus, it is the 3xplicit purpose of
the instrumental association to influence nonmembers,
rather than to provide immediate gratification to
those who participate in association activities.

Some associations, Gordon and Babchuk add (1959),
manifest purposefully both expressive and instrumental
functions, and can meaningfully be designated as
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"instrumental-expressive" organizations. It should be
generally recognized, however, that all instrumental
associations perform some expressive function for
their members:

The apparent expressive character of any
organization is consistent with the view
in organization theory that activities
and sentiments tend to develop above and
beyond the requirements of the formal
system. Hence, whatever the purpose of
the organizaticn, it will incorporate
expressive characteristics for its main-
tenance and provide a framework for per-
sonal gratification 5. 2.(27.

And, conversely, most expressive associations engage
either occasionally or secondarily in some form of
instrumental activity--as when, for example, a
hunting club seeks to influence legislation affecting
the use of firearms. Such a club would not be classi-
fied as an instrumental association as long as its
primary focus is on the immediate satisfaction of nem-ber interests and needs rather than on goals outside
the organization (Babchuk and Edwards, 1965).

The Concept of Interest Group

Insofar as voluntary associations have been de-
fined as groups organized around explicit common
interests, any association can be referred to
loosely as an interest group. The term interest
group is generally used more narrowly, however, to re-fer to privately organized aggregations which attempt
to exert influence either on other private groups in
the society or on public policy (De Grazia, 1958).
As used by Truman (1955), for example:

"interest group" refers to any group
that, on the basis of one or more shared
attitudes, makes certain claims upon other
groups in the society for the establishment,



maintenance or enhancement of forms of
behavior that are implied by the shared
attitudes 5. 3.7.

If and when such a group "makes claims through or upon
any of the institutions of government," Truman adds,
"it becomes a political interest group .5. 35."

An instrumental association is, then, from the
viewpoint of the political scientist, an interest
group. And many instrumental associations engage
regularly and extensively in political interest group
activities In fact, the tendency for associations to
make claims upon institutions of government is so
great, Truman asserts, that some students of political
interest group behavior have limited their study to the
activities of groups that can be defined as associa-
tions. While such a definition of political interest
group is clearly too narrow (corporations and educa-
tional institutions also make direct claims upon vari-
ous levels of government and thus function signifi-
cantly as political interest groups), it does draw
attention to the importance of the association as a
mechaniam for the representation of interests to gov-
ernment.

CONDITIONS FOR THE EMERGENCE AND
POLITICIZATION OF ASSOCIATIONS

In general, voluntary associations become more
numerous and more important as societies gain in size
and in technological and social complexity. "The most
marked structural distinction between a primitive so-
ciety and a civilized society," MacIver (1932) claims,
"is the paucity of specific associations in_the one
and their multiplicity in the other b). 141/." Noting
the complexity of the distribution and form of associ-
ations in contemporary social life, Banton (1968)
suggests that a general pattern can nevertheless be
observed. He states:
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Among relatively small and technologically
primitive groups, associations tend to be
organized for recreation and the expres-
sion of distinctions of rank; in larger

tribal societies they may exercise im-

portant governmental functions, and with
an increasing division of labor they tend
to be founded for the pursuit or defense
of economic interests Lp. 35.6.

Frequently, Banton notes, the formation of associations
accompanies change in the form and organization of
economic activity.

Broadly speaking, then, structural differentiation
and the diversification of social and economic in-
terests are conducive to the proliferation of associa-
tions and, particularly, to the development of associ-
ations of the instrumental type. In addition, however,
the proliferation of associations seems to occur only
in societies characterized by limited central author-
ity, so that no single instituti,AJ dominates all as-
pects of social, economic, and 1J1itical life, or is
expected to solve problems at every level of the
social system (Rose, 1967; Glaser and Sills, 1966)

Modern totalitarian governments, for example, tend to
destroy associations (particularly social influence
associations) or to dominate them, using them as a
mechanism of control over the populace (Rose, 1954;
Goldhamer, 1957). De Tocqueville saw an important con-
nection between democratic political organization and
the proliferation of voluntary associations in American
society well over a century ago, and Glaser and Sills
(1966) note a significant correlation in the United
Kingdom, Scandinavia, and the Netherlands between
limited central power and the development of important
voluntary service and associations.

In a democratic society such as the United States
one would expect that increasing structural complexity
would be accompanied by a general proliferation of
voluntary associations. Based upon a survey of the
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origins of 793 natiolial associations, Nall (1967) gives
evidence thE.; the number of associations in the United
States increased most notably during the period of
greatest institutional differentiation--the 20th cen-
tury. About 75 percent of the associations in his
sample were founded between 1900 and the early 1960's.
In this period, Nall notes, the economic sphere exhi-
bited the "highest degree of differentiation and segre-
gation of social roles and activities, and it is there
that the greatest number and variety of national associ-
ations are organized 5p. 280-287.11

If a tradition of limited central authority and a
rapid diversification of interests are among the condi-
tions which have encouraged the development of volun-
tary associations in the United States, however, ex-
panding federal government activity between 1900 and
the present contributed importantly to the association
movement. Especially during crises, the national gov-
ernment has had to look to private voluntary organiza-
tions for aid in mobilizing national resources. This
explains, Truman (1955) suggests, why trade and labor
associations proliferated most rapidly in the United
States duTing war or economic depression. According to
U. S. Department of Commerce and Labor estimates, the
number of regional, national, and international trade
associations in the U. S. grew from 240 in 1913 to about
2,000 in 1919, roughly the period of World War I (Her-
ring, 1929). Truman observes that a similar increase
occurred during the National Recovery Administration (NRA):

A careful study in 1938 indicated that nearly
23 percent of the associations then extant
had been formed in the years 1933-35. Mar.:,

disbanded following the nullification of
the National Industrial Recovery Act by
the Supreme Court in 1935, but the period

produced a permanent increase in number 5. 3.g.

Among the major social conditions contributing
to the proliferation of associations in the United
States, then, are n.pid structural differentiation,

democratic social organization, and general ex-
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pansion of the role of federal government. And each
of these conditions can be seen, specifically, as
contributing factors to the proliferation and impor-
tance of instrumental associations--associations
geared toward influencing their social environment
rather than toward providing consummatory activities
for their members. Thus, shared concern for practi-
cal social problens and their solutions has provided
the incentive for the organization of countless vol-
untary associations in this rapidly industrializfing,
urbanizing,and diversifying society in the 20th
century.

In addition, however, increasing division of
labor and the concomitant desire on the part of oc-
cupational groups to pursue or defend economic or
occupational interests have led to the transformation
of many expressive voluntary associations into highly
active instrumental organizations. Writing of the
development of the trade association movement in the
United States, Truman (1955) asserts that "many of the
early groups primarily engaged in 'innocuous and in-
consequential social festivities' that indicate merely
an increased rate of interaction 5. 7:87." Indus-
trialization, however, brought

. . .virtually all of them 5o assume/
the function of protecting the trade
against the rigors of competition and
the market, either directly through
devices for controlling prices or in-
directly through the application of
various trading rules .5. 7.7.

Gilb (1966) writes similarly of changes in the
focus of early professional associations. Prior to
the turn of the century, many of these associations:

.existed purely for fellowship and the
interchange of technical information
Having other bases for their positions of
eminence, the members apparently were sat-



isfied to :Ise their professional associ-

ation (when they used it at all) primari-
ly as a place for relaxation and informal

communication with men of their own kind

317.

Between 1890 and 1915, however, many members of the
professions came to feel the need for "more compre-
hensive, cohesive, directed, vigorous, practical
organizations 5. 3.97" and reorganized their associ-
ations for the purpose of defending professionalism
actively in the public spher',..

The gradual adoption of instrumental objectives,
both Truman and Gilb make clear, has led to a strong
tendency for trade and professional associations to
make claims upon institutions of government. Recourse
to government, Truman asserts, results from "the need
of these groups for help in furthering their aims and
from their closely related need of protection from
the actIvities of economic and political rivals

. 797 . "

Consequently, both trade and professional associa-
tions have actively defended their interests against
unfavorable regulation or legislation by the state
and, at the same time, have promoted legislation which
would serve to control the activities of rival groups.
The professions have also extensively employed the
sanctions of government to regulate the behavior
of their own members, encouraging the establishment of
state examining boards and strict licensing laws to
screen recruits and to control the behavior of es-
tablished members of the professions.

Diversification of social and economic interests
has contributed, then, to the creation and development
of instrumental associations in the United States and
to their involvement with government. The emergence
of national problems and the expansion of federal

government responsibility in the 20th century has
served, additionally, to draw the focus of associa-



tional interest group activity to the national level.
Prior to the 1900's, when limited governmental con-
trols over the economic enterprise were exercized
primarily at the state and local levels, pressure
from private groups for the promotion or regulation
of economic activity was exerted primarily at these
levels.

As business expanded across state lines, however,
economic problems became increasingly national in
scope. This development has led the federal govern-
ment to assume new responsibility for the operation
of the national economy and stimulated a concentration
of trade and labor interest group activity in Washing-
ton, D. C. Similarly, the involvement of the federal
government in policy areas affecting the professions
in the postwar period (Medicare being a notable
example) has resulted in new efforts on the part of
professional associations to relate to federal agencies,
as well as to state governments where responsibility
for the regulation of professional practice has general-
ly rested.

The widespread tendency in the 1960's for national
associations to represent their interests to the fed-
eral government is demonstrated by Nall's (1967)
finding that the principal officers of more than 40
percent of 793 national associations surveyed in 1962
have regular contact with federal government officials.
The data from his survey, Nall asserts:

confirm the fact of widespread ties
of more than an ephemeral nature linking
a great many national associations (in

all institutional spheres) with agencies
of the federal government. There can be
little doubt that linilages of this kind

produce mutual influences and accommoda-
tions, and it would be reasonable to suppose
that they indicate an important locus of
associations' pressures on the government
5. 3027
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THE EMERGENCE OF VOLUNTARY ASSCCIATIONS
IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Those general social conditions which brought
about the rapid proliferation of voluntary associa-
tions in American society during the 20th century
have been critical factors, as well, in the prolifer-
ation of voluntary associations in the sphere of
higher education. First of all, the growth and diver-
sification of American higher education since the late
19th century have created a multiplicity of interests
which seek expression in organizations outside the
university.

Structural differentiation has occurred both
among and within institutions of higher education.
Reflecting the diverse educational needs of an indus-
trializing, urbanizing society, educational structures
have increasingly specialized along a variety of di-
mensions, including academic level (two-year and four-
year colleges and gradvate schools), subject matter
(libe-zal arts colleges, broad universities, and techni-
cal institutes), religious affiliation (Catholic and
Protestant colleges as well as secular institutions),
and sources of control or support (private or public,
state or local). And for each type of educational
institution established in the United States, it would
appear, at least one interinstitutional association
has been formed to provide a forum for the consider-
ation, and often the promotion, of common organiza-
tional and educational objectives.

Specialization within institutions of higher
learning has also occurred along a number of dimen-
sions. Perhaps the most profound structural division
which has arisen within the university in the late
19th and early 20th centuries has been that between
administration and faculty. Before the Civil War,

only two or three administrative officers were re-
quired to operate most jnstitutions of higher educa-
tion, but since that time the growth in size and the
broadening function of universities and colleges have
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brought about a gradual multiplication and diversifi-
cation of administrative tasks. To the original
managerial staff of president, treasurer, and part-
time librarian, there were eventually added, as
Rudolph (1965) recounts:

. .first a secretary of the faculty, then
a registrar, and then in succession a vice-
president, a dean, a dean of women, a chief
business officer, an assistant dean, a dean
of men, a director of admissions, and in
time a corps of administrative assistants
to the president who were in charge of
anything and everything--public relations,
church relations, civic relations, student
relations, faculty relations f-pp. 434-4327.

To students and faculty were thus added a third
class of organizational participants, "the managers--
the white collared, chief executive officers and their
assistants5. 437," within whose ranks a continual
diversification of role and function has contributed
to the growing complexity of the university. As new
offices have been established within the university
bureaucracy, administrators have formed a vast array
of associations with their counterparts in other in-
stitutions for the purpose of confronting educational
problems and concerns from a shared organizational
perspective.

Specialization of function within the university
and the tendency to establish cosmopolitan ties along
extra-university lines have been even more pronounced
among university faculties, however. During the late
19th and early 20th centuries, a shift from emphasis
on the teaching role of the professor to emphasis on
research and publication gave scientific and scholar-
ly specialization a new impetus and a new tmpact on
university structure. As disciplinary departments
and divisions, as well as research centers, multi-

plied within institutions of higher education, learned
societies grew up outside the institutions to provide
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channels of interuniversity communication among re-
search specialists and to supply them, in particular,
with journals through which to publish. Rudolph (1965)
writes:

The older learned societies which had ser-
ved a more general purpose--the American

Philosophical Society of 1743, the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences of 1780,

and the American Association for the
Advancement of Science of 1848 which
testified to the early attraction of
science--were now joined by societies
that represented the fragmentation of
learning and that gave scholars a means
of pooling their energies and their dis-
coveries p. 406 .

Thus, as Table 1 indicates, a significant prolif-
eration of higher education associations accompanied
the turn of the century. Of the 399 national higher
education associations for which founding dates are
given in the Encyclopedia of associations (1968)
only 13 (about 3%) were in existence prior to 1880.
In the next 20 years132 new associations were formed,
and in the first two decades of the 20th century170
more organizations were created. The total number in
existence by 1920 was 115, or near1y 29 percent of the
total number for 1966. This increase in the rate of
emergence of national associations clearly reflects the
growth and structural change taking place in American
higher education.

It is striking to note that only 49 percent of 399
national higher education associations that were in
existence in 1966 had been founded by 1940; over half
of these 399 organizations were established, then,
during World War II and the postwar period. In con-

trast to this figure, Nall (1967) reports that of 758
national associations (in all institutional spheres)

surveyed by him in 1962, nearly 80 percent were founded
prior to 1940, with the greatest increase in number
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Table 1

Number and Percentage of National Higher
Education Associations by
Period in Which Founded

Cumulative
Period Number Percentage Percentage

1960-66 55 13.9 100.0

1940-59 148 37.1 86.1

1920-39 81 20.3 49.0

1900-19 70 17.5 28.7

1880-99 32 8.0 11.2

1860-79 6 1.5 3.2

1840-59 4 1.0 1.7

1820-39 1 0.2 0.7

1800-19 0 0.0 0.5

Pre-1800 2 0.5 0.5

Total 399* 100.0

*The number of higher education associations for
which dates of origin are available in the Encyclopedia
of associations (1968). Founding dates are not listed
for 10 additional higher education associations identi-
fied. Altogether, 409 national associations meet the
following criteria:

1) They are associ.ations in which membership is
made up entirely or in significant part of individual
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occurring between 1900 and 1920. (Of the 758 associa-
tions listed by Nall, 24.3% were founded in 1900 or
earlier; 30.2% between 1900 and 1920; 25.2% between 1920
and 19)40; and 20.3% in 1940 or later.) Although in
Nall's data the pattern of proliferation differs from
sphere to sphere, the emergence of economic associations
(the largest group in his sample) follows roughly the
pattern for the total sample: of 322 economic associa-
tions, nearly 77 percent were founded before 1940, with
the greatest increase in number between 1900 and 1940 (28%
between 1900 and 1920 and 30.7% between 1920 and 19).i0).

members of the academic community and/or associations
similarly made up of academic individuals or institu-
tions. Where the members of these associations are
individuals, the majority of the members are
time and nonsalaried. Where the members are
organizations, the number of full-time, paid
tion officers is, in some instances, greater
number of organizational members.

part-

primarily
associa-

than the

2) Their primary interests or purposes relate
closely to higher education activities: instruction,

research, or the administration of higher education
institutions. Here an ambiguity lies in the distinc-
tion between "higher education" associations, on the one
hand, and "professional" associations, concerned pri-
marily with professional practice, on the other. Associ-
ations having practitioners among their members are in-
cluded here if it appears that they represent the "pure
disciplines" (originating from a research rather than a
practice base) and that they are heavily influenced, in
their organizational objectives, by the research focus
of their academic members. Excluded from the "higher
education" category (despite their academic members) are

such practice-oriented organizations as the American
Medical Association and the American Bar Association.

See Appendix A for a complete list of the national

higher education associations identified from the En-
cyclopedia of associations.
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To account for the differential patterns of pro-

liferation of national voluntary associations within
the higher education and economic spheres, the emer-

gence of national problems and the expansion of fed-

eral government activity in the 20th century must be
considered in relation to structural change in these

spheres. During the early part of the century, indus-

trialization was responsible for rapid structural dif-

ferentiation in the economy and for the emergence of

a nationwide economic system. Before World War I,the

need for national promotion and control of commercial
activity involved the federal government significantly
in the economic system, but the ,7ar served to itensify
the economic changes already taking place in the United

States--the expansion, diversification, nationaliza-
tion, and government promotion and regulation of busi-

ness enterprise. These developments help to account

for the proliferation of national economic associa-
tions during the early years of the century as well as

for the early tendency of these associations to relate

closely to the national government.

Higher education, on the other hand, was still in

the early stages of structural diversification at the
beginning of World War I, and it remained highly de-
centralized in its sources of control and support; it

was not yet perceived as a vital national resource re-

quiring extensive government-sponsored mobilization.
World War I, therefore, had a lesser impact on the
structure of higher education than on the structure

of the national economy.

Nevertheless, during the war years, a number of

higher education voluntary associations were created

with direct government encouragement to aid in organ-

izing university resources in the service of national

needs. The American Council on Education, the Social

Science Research Council, and the National Research

Council were all formed in 1918 to provide a link be-

tween higher education and the national government.

The Depression years, as well, saw a significant

multiplication of higher education associations, many
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of which contributed directly to the national recovery
effort. But it was World War II which profoundly af-
fected the structure of American higher education and
which stimulated a massive proliferation of academic

voluntary organizations.

During and following World War II, government ex-
penditures on science research and other extensive
programs, including the Servicemen's Readjustment Act
of 1944, contributed to a major expansion of the high-
er education enterprise and to an accelerated diversi-
fication and specialization of activities and interests
within the academic community. This acceleration ac-
counts at least in part for the rapid increase in the

number of higher education associations following 1940.

In addition, however, recognition of the new cen-
trality of higher education to the national welfare
focused the attention of academicians (as well as
government officials) more firmly than ever before on
nationwide educational problems and needs, thus stimu-
lating the establishment of organizations specifically
charged with the coordination of national higher educa-

tion activities and programs. Finally, as Chapter 1

emphasizes, the great intensity of federal government
involvement in the academic enterprise during World
I4ar II and the postwar years created the need for new

structures to represent higher education in Washington,
D. C.

The importance of the federal impact on higher
education as a stimulus to the proliferation and
political involvement of associations since World
War II is clearly indicated by the strong concentra-
tion of academic association headquarters in Washing-
tion, D. C. Of 409 national higher education associa-
tions identified from the Encyclopedia of associations
(1968), 102 (or 25%) had central or major office
headquarters in the Capital in 1966. The cnly other

city having a significant concentration of association

offices in that year was New York, with 64 (15.6%),
while Philadelphia and Chicago were the locations of
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16 and 11 association offices, respectively (6.6%
combined). Although the location of an association
office in Washington, D. C., cannot be assumed to in-
dicate a direct relationship with the federal govern-
ment in every instanc, nevertheless it can be inter-
preted as an indication of some form of instrumental
(or interest group) activity on the part of the associ-
ation officers--activity which involves many of them
with agencies and officials of the government.

A number of higher education associations with
headquarters outside Washington deal occasionally--
or even regularly--with the government, as well. Of
792 national associations surveyed by Nall (1967),
only 24.2 percent have their headquarters in Washing-
ton. However, more than 40 percent report they are
in "regular contact" with federal officials.

In the years since 1940, then, national higher
education associations have expanded dramatically in
number and have become increasingly instrumental in
focus. The instrumentalization process has occurred
not only through the creation of new organizations to
promote the interests of academicians on the national
scene but also through the adaptation and elaboration
of older structures--many of them once primarily ex-
pressive in orientation--to meet developing needs.
Of 91 higher education associations whose offices were
located in Washington in 1966, 54 associations (about
59%) had established their Capital offices since 1956.
Of these 54 associations, 21 were new organizations
setting up offices for the first time. The remaining
33 associations, however, previously had offices in
other locations and moved their headquarters to
Washington (or established additional offices there)
between 1956 and 1966. The present concentration of
association offices in Washington reflects, conse-
quently, not only the multiplication of higher educa-
tion associations in recent years but also a tendency
for voluntary organizations previously centered else-
where to establish offices in the Capital.
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POLITICIZATION OF ASSOCIATIONS AND

THE INTEGRATION FUNCTION

The adoption or development of instrumental pur-

poses has important consequences for the integrative

function which these national higher education associ-

ations perform within the higher education system.
Studies of associations tend to share an implicit, if

not explicit, assumption that these voluntary organi-

zations play an integrative role in modern social life.

This role can usefully be conceptualized, Babchuk and

Edwards 1965) suggest, in both sociological and
sociopsychological terms. From a sociopsychological
perspective, voluntary associations can be seen as a

source of "affectual support" for their members and

as social structures contributing to the integration

of the personality system. Expressive associations,

which are geared toward the immediate gratification of
member interests, can be thought to be integrative pri-

marily at this psychological level. Instrumental

associations which seek to affect their social environ-

ment, can be thought to be integrative primarily for

the social system.

The view of associations as mechanisms of cohe-
sion in modern social life is widely held by contem-

porary social theorists. Rose (1967), for example,

writes that

most voluntary associations act to
tie society together and to minimize the

disintegrating effects of conflict. While

they are themselves sometimes conflict

groups, associations practically never

carry their conflicts to the extreme of

tearing the society asunder /p. 250/.

This has not always been the prevalent assumption

about associational interest groups, however. Re-

flecting on the premises which have, in the recent

past, guided the study of interest groups by politi-

cal scientists, Eldersveld (1958) remarks:
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'Ve have operated usually with a 'conflictual' theory,
that interest groups pit group against group and

thereby exacerbate social relationships and promote
tension 5. 187." It has been a common criticism of
political interest groups, particularly, that their
commitment to limited, private interests places them
in direct opposition to the public interest and to
national unity.

A change in the view of interest groups as a
disintegrative force has resulted, however, from the
recent tendency in social science to emphasize the
potentially unifying effects of conflict. Simmel

(1955) wrote as far back as 1908 that

. .a certain amount of discord, inner
divergence and outer controversy, is or-
ganically tied up with the very elements
that ultimately hold the group together;
it cannot be separated from the unity of
the sociological 5p. 17-187.

Reflecting Simmel's view today, Coser (1956) asserts:

Conflict as well as cooperation has

social functions. Far from being
necessarily dysfunctional, a cer-
tain degree of conflict is an es-
sential element in group formation
and the persistence of group life

3.17.

In addition to the growing tendency among social
theorists to accept conflict as an essential element
of any social system, there has been increasing rec-
ognition of an important source of constraint on the
expression of conflict among interest groups. Associ-

ations are prevented from destroying each other, and
from seriously jeopardizing the social order, by the

tendency for their memberships to overlap. Since

associations involve persons only with respect to

narrow segments of their total interests and activ-
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ities, most individuals do not identify entirely with
any one group in which they participate; rather, the
diversity of interests held by members of a complex,
urban society tends to involve each of them in a
variety of organizations or groupings. As a result,
Truman (1955) points out:

The leaders of a Parent-Teacher Association
must take some account of the fact that
their proposals must be acceptable to mem-
bers who also belong to the local taxpayers'
league, to the local chamber of commerce,
and to the Catholic Church 5. 5027.

The constraints thus placed on th ctilTities of any
single organization reduce the danger, for the social
system, of competition among a multiplicity of interest
groups.

Lipset (1960) sees multiple interest groups with
overlapping memberships as a source of particular sta-
bility and cohesion in a denocratic social system:

The available evidence suggests that the
chances for a stable democracy are en-
hanced to the extent that groups and in-
dividuals have a number of crosscutting,
politically relevant affiliations. To
the degree that a significant portion
of the population is pulled among con-
flicting forces, its members have an
interest in reducing the intensity of
political conflict rip. 88-897.

And Coser (1956) writes:

The multiple group affiliations of indi-
viduals make for a multiplicity of con-
flicts criss-crossing society. Such seg-
mental participation, then, can result in
a kind of balancing mechanism, preventing
deep cleavages along one axis5p. 78-727.
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Evaluating the integrative function of competing
interest groups in a democratic society, Bayles (1960)
concludes:

Pressure groups are not a handicap to a unity

seen as the coordination of diverse and fre-
quently conflicting interests. lath that
form of unity which is seen as the identity
of interests, interest group organization
does interfere LBut/ tie unity on which
a free society is based must be the product

of constant tension and balance of forces.
Its unity is based on the temporary and
shifting results of voluntary, piecemeal
resolution of conflicts, rather than any
overriding identity of belief 5. 5.7.

The emergence and instrumentalization of higher
education associations in Washington, D. C., must be
viewed, then, as the mobilization of many varied and
potentially conflicting academic interests on the
national scene. The concentration of so many associa-
tion offices in a single urbul center and, particular-

ly, the efforts of many of these organizations to re-
present their diverse interests to government have height-

ened competition and conflict among academic interests on
the national level. An important constraint on this
rivalry, however, has been the considerable overlap
in membership among those higher education organiza-
tions which are most active as national interest
groups. But more important, a strong influence on
intergroup relations among academic associations in
Washington has been exerted by the federal government
itself.

This influence has been noted by Hall (1965) in
relation to trade associations seeking to participate
in policy formulation in the Capital. Hall argues that

the government, besieged by representatives of the
multiple interests which make up each institutional
sphere, has increasingly pressed interest groups to
reach agreement among themselves on policy issues af-
fecting them mutually and to approach federal agencies
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and Congress with policy recommendations reflecting,
wherever possible, a united front. Executives of

national business associations have reported, for ex-
ample, that both Congress and the Executive tend to

favor bills which can be said to represent consensus

among potentially conflicting interests within an in-

dustry, so that passage of such bills will be unlikely

to offend any of the important groups whose interests

they affect. Desire for sustained and effective par-
ticipation in the shaping of federal policy thus pro-
vides strong incentive for associations dealing with
the government to engage in intergroup bargaining, ne-
gotiation, and alliance, and to go to Vie government

with broadly supported policy proposals.

In this same way, the government has become an
important source of pressure on academic associations
to concert action in Washington among diverse groups

and interests. The cohesive effect of this pressure
on interorganizational relations among higher educa-
tion associations is the subject of Chapter 6.

Quite apart from their interorganizational rela-
tions, however, higher education associations in
Washington focus academic concern on national educa-
tional interests and needs, define them, and give them
articulation. Such organizations, suggests a report

of the American Political Science Association (1950),

tend to "counteract and offset local interests; they

are a nationalizing influence. Indeed, the prolifer-

ation of interest groups has been one of the factors

in the rise of national issues 2p. 22:7 in the United

States.

As active interest groups, then, national higher
education associations tie members of the academic
community into a wider social context by informing
them of events in the larger society which affect
their interests and interpreting these events for
them, by defining policy views consistent with associ-
ation purposes, and by giving their members a form of

influence on national decision-making processes. In

these important ways, academic associations in Wash-
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ington contribute to the emergence of a national high-
er education system.

But instrumental associations contribute, as
well, to the social organization of activities which,
because of their technical or political nature, are
not regulated directly by the state. We have re-
ferred, for example, to the responsibility assumed by
professional associations for the establishment and
maintenance of uniform standards of professional
practice through state law and codes of ethical con-
duct. Similarly, national higher education associa-
tions have assumed responsibility for the accredita-
tion of institutions and programs of higher education
and for many other efforts to standardize procedure
across a highly diverse and decentralized educational
system.

The following chapters, however, focus upon only
one aspect of the instrumental activity of academic

associations--their involvement with the federal gov-
ernment, and the special implications of this involve-
ment for the achievement of national order and coordi-
nation among higher education interests and activities.
The nature and degree of politicization of higher edu-
cation associations in Washington, D. C.,vary signifi-
cantly with the purposes and interests around which
these groups are organized. Chapter 4 suggests a
typology of higher education associations which will
point up differences in the extent to which each type
of organization has been used by members of the aca-
demic community to represent their interests to gov-
ernment, indicating what effects these differences
have on the structure of intergroup relations among
academic associations in Washington.
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Types of Higher Education Associations

and Federal Government Relations

Creating a typology of higher education associations
is hazardous, especially since we agree with Babbidge and
Rosenzweig (1962) that these associations are "so varied,
overlappingL and uneven in size. . .that they defy gener-
alization Lp. 927." Tremendous diversity-among higher
education voluntary organizations--in size, nature of
membership, degree of instrumental activity, and in focus
of that activityinsures that a typology emphasizing simi-
larities among organizations on one dimension will ob-
scure considerable differences on others. However, a typ-
ology provides useful categories for explaining variation
in one aspect of association behaviornamely, the degree
of involvement of different association types with the
federal government.

The typology presented here groups associations ac-
cording to primary interests and purposes. Of course,
basic interests of various association types occasion-
ally overlap, since all are concerned with some aspect
of higher education. However, emphasis on differences
in organizational focus is useful in analyzing associa-
tion relations with federal agencies and Congress. We
will distinguish among associations which are oriented
primarily toward 1) advancing educational institutions,
2) developing academic disciplines, 3) enhancing pro-
fessional status of academic faculties, and 4) perform-
ing a number of special tasks within higher education.

The following examples point up some central char-
acteristics of each association type and show (in some
cases) significant variation within these types. Since

63
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history determines the nature and scope of associational
interests to some extent, and the interests are expressed

in structure and growth, we cannot avoid including some
details of the structure of these organizations and the

emergence over time of their differentiating functions

and purposes.

(1) INSTITUTIONALLY TIED ASSOCIATIONS

Institutionally tied associations are primarily

concerned with the development of higher education pol-

icies and programs from the perspective of educators

(typically administrators) formally responsible for the

viability and advancement of their educational institu-

tions. Membership of these associations is composed
predominantly of higher education institutions or seg-

ments of these institutions (although members of some

institutionally tied associations also include other
higher education associations), represented to the asso-

ciation, in most cases, by administrators. In a few

instances, the members are, or include, individual ad-
ministrators; but these individuals usually participate

as representatives of the institutions with which they

are affiliated and within which their status as academi-

cians is defined (e.g., president, chancellor, or dean).

For individuals, then, participation in association ac-
tivities ordinarily is contingent upon affiliation with

an institution of higher education rather than upon in-

dependent professional qualifications, such as the at-

tainment of an academic degree.

The National Association of State Universities

and Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC)

The Natioual Association of State Universities and

Land-Grant Colleges is the oldest of the institutionally

tied associations in the higher education system; it was

established (as the Association of American Agricultural

Colleges and Experiment Stations) in 1887 (National Asso-

ciation of State Universities, 1968). This national or-

ganization of higher education institutions was a direct
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outgrowth of the Morrill Land-Grant Act of 1862, through
which the federal government provided land to each state
for the establishment or support of colleges emphasizing
instruction in "agriculture and the mechanic arts." The
Land-Grant Act, Thackrey (1965) writes, soon

.necessitated a series of meetings of
those institutions charged with carrying
out common policies in the programs in
agriculture, engineering, and national
defense and. . required an organiza-
tional structure to deal with the Federal
Government 5. 237.

By 1881, representatives of the land-grant schools
had begun to meed informally in Washington, D. C., to
discuss the common needs, problems, and objectives of the
institutional recipients of federal grants under the
Morrill Act; and in the mid-1880's, steps were taken to
formalize this exchange.

As a result of the gradual realization that land-
grant institutions had interests and needs in common
with other state universities, the original association
of land-grant colleges subsequently combined membership
with the National Association of State Universities
(founded in 1895) and the State Universities Association
(founded in 1918), and the organization assumed its pre-
sent nam and composition in 1963. Members of the Asso-
ciation now include 69 lard-grant schools (located in
each state and in Puerto Rico and 31 state universities
which have not been recipients of federal land under
the Morrill Act.

Representatives to the Association are the chief
executives of member colleges and universities (presi-
dents, chancellors, and provosts), as well as other
chief administrators responsible for major areas of in-
stitutional organization and service--such as fiscal
matters or research policy. The major policy making
bodies of the Association, the Senate and Executive Com-
mittee, however, are composed primarily of chief execu-
tives of member institutions, and elected officers of
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the Association have consistently been college presidents
or chancellors. A predominance of chief executives in
the leadership of the NASULGC (and of other institution-
ally tied associations having whole institutions as mem-
bers) has led to the tendency, especially among associ-
ation staff members in Washington, D. C., to refer to
these organizations as "presidents' clubs."

The Association's five Councils and seven Commis-
sions reflect the administrative structure of the uni-
versity. They are: the Council of Presidents, the
Council for Academic Affairs (composed of chief admin-
istrative officers responsible for the academic programs
of their respective institutions), the Council for Busi-
ness Affairs (composed of administrators responsible for
fiscal matters), the Commission on Graduate Education,
the Commission on Education for Engineering, and the
Commission on Education for the Teaching Profession.

The functions performed by the NASULGC's national
office in Washington (established in 1947) indicates the
nature and focus of the Association's interest group
activity on the national level. The Association's Of-
fice of Institutional Research, for example, gathers and
disseminates to the public information on higher educa-
tion in the United States in an effort to "focus atten-
tion on the needs of public higher education for greater
support from public and private sources Rational Asso-
ciation of State Universities, 1968, p. 2." The Wash-
ington office staff also provides information on Associ-
ation policies to federal agencies and officials, and
it

assists in arranging for testimony re-
garding these policies before appropriate
Congressional committees by representatives
of the Association; and serves as a means of
communication among member institutions and
other organizations, institutions, and agen-
cies--public and private 5. 7.

In its frequent dealings with the federal government, and
in its role as a vehicle for communication between its
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member institutions and other national organizations,
the Association's Washington office is, in fact, a pro-
totype for the offices of many younger institutionally
tied associations more recently established in the Capi-
tal. Its broad range of consultative and representa-
tional activities will concern us particularly in Chapter
6.

A clear indication of the serious effort on the part
of the NASULGC to exert influence on the formulation of
federal higher education policy is provided by a state-
ment entitled Recommendations for national action af-
fecting higher education, which was issued jointly in
1967 by the NASULGC and the Association of State Colleges
and Universities (renamed in 1968 the American Associ-
ation of State Colleges and.Universities). Among a
great many recommendations for national action, the two
associations stressed the importance of "increased sup-
port for our colleges and universities, through public

and private channels, to enable them to keep down the
charges to students and their families 5p. 8-7." Re-
garding the specific nature of this financial aid, the
Associations urged "a substantial program of institu-
tional grants" to complement the expansion of support of
academic research through federal project grants and con-
tracts. Such institutional support is necessary, the
statement asserts,

to protect the essential integrity of
colleges and universities as such, and to
enable additional institutions to develop
the capacity to contribute more effectively
to the achievement of national goals and
objectives 5. 117.

The Associations also registered their strenuous objec-
tion to the "mandatory cost-sharing concept" (according
to which higher education institutions must contribute
some funds of their own to meet the costs of federally
financed academic research) which had been included in
recent legislation regarding federal research grants.

In these, as in other of the:.r joint recommendations
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for national action, the two Assuciations made clear
their primary commitment to the development of educa-
tional institutions as viable (reasonably integrated)
organizations rather than to the promotion or develop-
ment of any single program or type of activity carried
on within those institutions.

In addition to its frequent dealings with Congress,
the NASULGC carries on working relationships with a
broad range of government agencies, including the U. S.
Office of Education, the National Science Foundation,
and the Departments of Agriculture and Defense. Two
joint committees with the Department of Agriculture, the
Committee on Education for Government Service and the
Committee to Study Cooperative Extension Service, re-

flect a long-standing 000perative effort to develop ag-
ricultural education in American land-grant colleges
and universities.

The Council of Graduate Schools in the United
States (CGS)

Although a number of distinct administrative units
within the modern institution of higher education (de-
partments, schools, and colleges) e 1e represented na-
tionally on the councils and commissions of associations2
such as the NASULGC, there has been a growing tendency
in recent years for administrative segments of univer-
sities and colleges to organize independently on the
national level,in order to establish a broader repre-
sentative base and to gain greater autonomy in the con-
sideration of issues and problems confronting their
members. Thus, the Association of Graduate Schools (a
subunit of the Association of American Universities)
initiated efforts in 1960 to establish a Council of
American Graduate Schools, an organization which would
be ". . .independent of organizations presently existing
and nationally representative, including as members a
large majority of the institutions presently granting
doctoral degrees gOuncil of Graduate Schools, 19622
p. g." Among the younger of the institutionally tied
associations on the national scene, the CGS came into
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formal existence in March 1961, with the adoption of a

constitution and the election of officers; its Washing-

ton office was established in February of 1962 (Arlt,

1962).

The primary purpose of the Council, as stated in

Article 2 of the Constitution of the Council of Gradu-

ate Schools in the United States 7-5567irlYthe improve-

ment and advancement of graduate education." Article 2

continues:

The purview of the Council includes all mat-

ters germane to this purpose. The Council

shall act to examine needs, ascertain best

practices and procedures, and render assis-
tance as indicated; it may initiate research
for the furthering of the purpose. It shall

provide a forum for the consideration of prob-

lems and solutions, and in meetings, confer-

ences, and publications shall define needs

and seek means of satisfying them in the best

interests of graduate education throughout

the country. In this function the Council may

act in accordance with the needs of the times

and particular situations to disseminate to

the public, to institutions, to foundations,

to the Federal, State and local governments,

and other groups whose interest or support

is deemed of concern, information relating

to the needs of graduate education and the

best manner of satisfying them.

Membership in the CGS is limited to accredited in-

stitutions which have conferred a total of 40 graduate

(masters and/or doctoral) degrees in at least three sep-

arate disciplines during the three-year period prior to

their application to the Council (Council of Graduate

Schoo?.s, 1962). Member institutions numbered 248 in

1968 (Encyclopedia of associations, 1968). Representa-

tives of these institutions to the Council are, primar-

ily, the deans of their graduate departments, schools,

or divisions.
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A five-point program was adopted by the CGS in 1962.
As described by the Council's president, Gustave Arlt
(1962), the program illustrates the concerns which have
characterized this voluntary organization:

Point 1: "The Council will develop criteria for
self-evaluation of _graduate schools." While most of the
members of the CGS are opposed to the idea of evaluating
graduate schools separately from the larger institutions
of which they are a part, the Council faces an increas-
ing tendency on the part of supporting agencies--the
federal government and foundations--to evaluate graduate
programs separately according to their own criteria.
Arlt states:

Whether or not such evaluations are valid,
they do not necessarily represent the stan-
dards which graduate schools would set for
themselves. It therefore becomes necessary
for the Council, on the basis of its col-
lective experience and wisdom, to develop
and establish a set of clear and objective
criteria for the measurement of graduate
work to establish a set of objective
standards against which every school can
measure its own quality and plan its own
improvement 5. V.

Point 2: "The council will develop criteria for
the establishment of new Ph.D. programs." In response

to the tremendously rapid growth of new doctoral pro-
grams in institutions which have previously granted only
bachelor's or master's degrees, the Council has attempted
to advise and help expandilig institutions to maintain ap-
propriate standards of evaluation for new programs.

Point 3: "The Council will suggest means for re-

ducing the duration of doctoral study." Protesting

that doctoral study in the United States is unnecessar-
ily prolonged, the Council has suggested a model time
schedule for graduate study and has discouraged exten-
sive employment of graduate assistants.
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Point 4: "The Council will act to promote improve-
ment and, as far as possible, standardization of student
personnel records." The Council has established a list
of vital statistics to be recorded on permanent record
cards for graduate students and has recommended a model
format for transcripts.

Point 5: And finally, "The Council will intensify
its campaW in favor of substantial Federal aid to the
humanities." The Council has attempted to counteract
the imbalance created in graduate education by extensive
federal support of science and technology "while the
spiritual and esthetic values of the humanities and the
arts are being lost Li. g." An active campaign on the
part of the CGS was, in fact, a major factor in bringing
about the establishment of the National Foundation on
the Arts and Humanities.

One of the original functions of the CGS, as envi-
sioned by its founders, was to "provide a channel for
bringing to bear, in concentrated and effective fashion,
the wisdom and experience of all those most knowledgeable
about graduate education upon government agencies and
foundations interested in questions affecting the gra-
duate schools 5. 0." President Arlt announced in 1962
that already

in the relatively brief period of its
existence, the Council LEag established
good working relations with the United States
Office of Education, with the National
Science Foundation, the National Institutes
of Health, various agencies of the Depart-
ment of Defense, and others 5. g.

In addition to these relations with agencies and
depextments of government, the Council had also formed,
by 1965, a Liaison Committee with the Association of
American Colleges and a Liason Committee with the Educa-
tional Testing Service, as well as more informal ties
(see Chapter 6) with other institutionally tied associ-
ations centered in Washington.
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As a vehicle for voluntary consultation and cooper-
ation among formally autonomous educational institutions,
the Council of Graduate Schools is inevitably somewhat
limited in its effectiveness by the lesser authority of
graduate deans than of college and university presidents
in the administration of higher education. Where the
recommendations of the Council involve changes in uni-
versity policy, these changes must be negotiated with
the chief executives of the institutions involved. Where
the CGS recommendations touch upon the interests of the
academic disciplines--as they do, for example, in the
case of establishing standards for the accreditation of
graduate programs and in the case of the Council's ef-
forts to reduce the duration of doctoral programs--gra-
duate deans must meet opposition from powerful faculty
groups from their own position of limited administrative
authority. The voluntary cooperation of graduate deans
on the national level does not, therefore, assure the
cooperation of the institutions they represent.

The American Association of Colleges of
Pharmacy (AACP)

The American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy was
established in 1900 for the purpose, as stated in its
Constitution, of promoting pharmaceutical education and

research. As an association concerned with pramoting edu-

cation and research in a particular discipline, the AACP
represents a marginal example of an institutionally tied
higher education association (sharing same features of
the discipline-oriented association as this type is de-

fined below). It is included in the institutionally tied
category, nevertheless, because of its primary focus upon
the development of colleges of pharmacy as educational
organizations (i.e., as administrative subunits of higher

education institutions). The AACP, like a number of

other institutionally tied associations (but in contrast

to the two described above) is committed to the develop-
ment of a university program as a means of advancing a
specific professional field.

The membership of the AACP is made up of colleges

of pharmacy which are accredited by the American Council
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on Pharmaceutical Education, and which meet other AACP
criteria relating to size of faculty, extensiveness of
curriculum, and so on, as stated in the Association's
bylaws (1964, Article 1). Member institutions are re-

presented at Association meetings by faculty-elected
delegates, who must be "directly connected with the in-
stitution as members of its teaching staff article ],g."
Thus, while participants in Association affairs are fac-
ulty members rather than academic.: administrators (in

contrast to most institutionally tied associations),
these faculty members attend association meetings as
elected representatives of institutions rather than by
sole virture of their faculty status or disciplinary
affiliation.

The primary concern of the AACP with tho develop-
ment of institutional programs is reflected in its
standing and continuing committees, which include the
Committee on Educational Policies, the Cammittee on
Curriculum, the Joint Committee on Pharmacy College Li-
braries, the Committee on Future Enrollment Problems,
the Committee on Graduate Programs, and the Committee

on Recruitment Aids. At the same time, the.strong ties
of this Association with the broader (largely nonacademic)

professional field of pharmacy are indicated by its prac-
tice of sending delegates or representatives to the Amer-
ican Pharmaceutical Association, the National Drug Trade
Conference, the National Association of Retail Druggists,
and the National Advisory Commission on Careers in Phar-

macy, as well as to the educationally oriented American

Council on Pharmaceutical Education, and the Association

of American Medical Colleges.

The AACP differs from the NASULGC and the CGS in

belonging to the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science. Like these other two institutionally
tied associations, however, the AACP also belongs to

the American Council on Education (ACE).

The central office of the AACP moved to Washington
in 1961, as a result of increased government activity
in the area of health education, to allow the Executive
Secretary of the Association to follow closely all legis-
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been a major responsibility of the Executive Secretary,
since that move, to monitor legislation related tohealth
education and research, to inform Association members
and other pharmacy associations of legislative action
relevant to their interests, to testify before Congres-
sional committees regarding such legislation, and to
arrange for other AACP members to testify. Where testi-
mony before Congress is planned, the AACP statement is
frequently submitted to other pharmacy associations for
their prior approval.

The Executive Secretary also acts as consultant to
the Commission on Federal Relations of the ACE. In addi-
tion, the AACP has recently created a Special Committee
on Pharmaceutical Science and the National Institutes of
Health to represent the Association in relations with the
Public Health Service (Bliven, 1 966).

The American Council on Education (ACE)

The American Council on Education came 'into existence
in 1918 under the temporary name of the Emergency Council
on Education. Its founding members were fourteen national
education associations seeking (with direct encouragement
from the federal government) to assist with the coordina-
tion of higher education resources to meet national war
needs. As it became apparent to these original members
that the need for such a coordinative body would persist
into the postwar period, its present name was adopted and
its range of concerns broadened (American Council on Edu-
cation, undated, a). The 1966 Annual Report of the ACE
states that the basic purpose of the Council--one which
has continued to cast it in the role of liaison between
higher education and the government--is to "advance edu-
cation and educational methods through comprehensive vol-
untary and cooperative action on the part of American edu-

cational associations, organizations, and institutions5. iF . "

The ACE is the most broadly representative associa-
tion of higher education institutions and organizations
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in the United States. Its membership in 1966 was com-
posed of 187 national and regional associations and
organizations, 1,247 institutions of higher education,
and 51 affiliated institutions and organizations (Amer-
ican Council on Education, undated, a). The major poi-
icy-making body of the Council--its Board of Directors--
is made up primarily of representatives of the Council's
institutional members. In 1965-66, the Board was com-
posed of 24 members, 21 of whom were representatives of
institutions belonging to the ACE. Nineteen of these
were the chief executives of their respective colleges
and universities (American Council on Education, 1966).

Collaboration between the Council and its constitu-
ent organizational members is, on the other hand, largely
informal, taking place jlrough voluntary consultation
and cooperation among their executive officers. Among
the formal bodies within the ACE, the Executive Director
of a constituent association, Thackrey (1965) points out:

none is charged with concern for rela-
tionships with its constituent members, and
the services which may be performed for them,
ways in which consaltation and coordination
may be more effective. Of the twenty-four
professional staff members as of the close
of 1963, one was designated, on a part-time
basis, for liaison with constituent members
5. 24E.

As a result, Thackrey asserts, "the American Council on
Education, founded as an organization of constituent
members, is no longer (has not for many years been) the
creature of its organizational constituency 5. 2477."

In its formal leadership, then, the ACE is primar-
ily an "association of institutions," while in the make-
up of its constituent membership and its broad coordina-
tive purposes it functions in Washington as a "peak
association" of institutionally tied higher eaucation
clubs. The significance of its largely informal rela-
tionship with other higher education organizations in
Washington will be explored in Chapter 6.
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Reflecting the broad coordinative concerns of the
Council are the five national Commissions into which it
is presently organized: the Commission on Plans and
Objectives for Higher Education, the Commission on Inter-
national Education, the Commission on Academic Affairs,
the Commission on Administrative Airairs, and the Com-
mission on Federal Relations.

The Commission on Federal Relations was established
in 1940 (as the Committee on Relationships of Higher Edu-
cation to the Federal Government) to act as special liai-
son between the federal government and the institutional
members of the ACE. This body was strengthened and made
a Commission in 1962, as part of the broader reorganiza-
tion of the ACE, to meet the need for stronger, more co-
herent leadership in representing the interests of the
higher education community to the government (American
Council on Education, undated, b). Since 1962, particu-
larly, the ACE, through this Commission, has come to
play a key role in coordinating the legislative activi-
ties and articulating the common policy interests of
institutionally tied associations in Washington. Con-
sidered by federal agencies and Congress to be the major
spokesman for higher education in Washington, the ACE
has frequently been called upon to testify on matters
of broad higher education policy.

In the 1966 Annual Report, ACE's president said:

. .the Council now has an able and experi-
enced staff in the area of Federal relations.
Your staff members and others operating in
behalf of the Council are in constant touch
with congressional committees, executive
agency officials, and a wide range of non-
government groups. Our Commission on Federal
Relations and our Board of Directors, repre-
senting our entire constituency, give policy
guidance to the Council's Federal Relations
staff. . .Council representation on sigher
education polici7 issues can be most effective,
however, when there is full consultation with
the Washington-based association secretariat
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and with responsible executive agencies
In recent months, the Council staff, usually
in close collaboration with other education
associations, has presented the point of
view of a united higher education in such
diverse matters as selective service, long-
and short-range administrative procedures,
implementation of civil rights legislation,
and the need for better and more timely

statistical information5. g.

The coordinative and representative role of the ACE
in Washington is a central topic of Chapter 6. It is
our inmediate purpose, however, to contrast the institu-
tionally tied associations described above--with their
primarily administrative focus on educational problems--
to three quite different types of national higher educa-
tion associations.

(2) DISCIPLINE-ORIENTED ASSOCIATIONS

The discipline-oriented association, or learned so-
ciety, has been defined by Joseph Kiger (1962) as:

an organization camposed of individuals
devoted to a particular discipline or branch
or group of disciplines in the humanities,

social sciences, or natural sciences and pri-
marily committed to the study and acquisition

of knowledge in such a discipline 5. 27.

The primary interests and purposes of the discipline-
oriented association relate to research--or the advance-
ment of knowledge--in a discipline, in a group of re-
lated disciplines, or around a problem area. The aca-
demic members of such organizations are, for the most
part, individual faculty members, although members may

include academic administrators (participating in this
organizational context as scholars rather than as repre-
sentatives of institutions). Members of discipline-
oriented associations also include nonacademic scholars
who, in same instances, outnumber the academic members.
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(For example, only 10% of the membership of the American
Chemical Society consisted of academic personnel in
1950 strauss and Rainwater, 19627.) Such organizations
are included here as higher education associations when
they represent the "pure" disciplines, whose "primary
structural anchorage," in Parsons' (1966) words, "is
clearly in the academic world 5. 127," so that their
most basic commitment is to research rather than to pro-
fessional practice.

Although the members of discipline-oriented associ-
ations are most often individuals, some may be organiza-
tions--such as educational institutions and other learned
societies. In contrast to institutionally tied associa-
tions, however, discipline-oriented associations do not
have a major interest in maintaining or developing the
educational institutions in which their members work.

There is, nevertheless, a growing tendency for such
discipline-oriented societies to concern themselves with
the development of university programs (and particularly
the graduate programs) through which their members are
trained. This tendency is one aspect of a significant
change taking place in the structure and focus of dis-
cipline-orientee associations in the United States today.
A comparison of the traditional learned society with the
traditional (fully developed) professional association
(no examples of which are included here as higher educa-
tion associations) suggests the nature of this change.

In the case of the professional association (whose
members are typically fee-for-service professionals),
ft

. .the raison d'etre and primary emphasis," Kiger
(1962) wriTe-s7ris upon the application of knowledge
and/or for pecuniary purposes 5. g." Such professional
societies as the American Medical Association and the
American Bar Association are centrally concerned with
professional practice, although they are also interested,
to an increasing degree in the 20th century, in the ad-
vancement of the bodies of knowledge upon which profes-
sional practice is based. Their strong focus on the ap-
plication of knowledge has characteristically involved
professional associations in the performance ofa fiduciary
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role--in the assumption of responsibility for enforcing
minimum standards of professional training and perfor-
mance through the accreditation of professional schools
and through the adoption and enforcement of codes of
ethical conduct for practicing professionals (Parsons,
1966).

The pure learned society, on the other hand, is only
secondarily committed to the application of the knowledge
its members possess or create. Its members are not, char-
acteristically, engaged in professional practice, and, as
a result, membership in the pure learned society is less
likely to be contingent upon the satisfaction of formal
educational requirements. Nor do learned societies tend
to regulate the behavior of their members through the de-
velopment and enforcement of professional codes of con-
duct.

Another important difference between the learned so-
ciety and the professional association lies in the ten-
dency for the professional association to have well-de-
veloped machinery for promoting the autonomy, prestige,
and authority of the practitioners it represents. Pro-

motion of the professions and of favorable conditions of
work for practitioners became a major commitment of vol-
untary professional organizations at the turn of the cen-
tury, Gilb (1966) explains, when urban, industrial condi-
tions threatened the status which professionals had ear-
lier enjoyed in the rural society of the 19th century.

Because of the organizational revolution in
business, labor, and other fields, and in
particular because of the rise of the corpor-
ation, doctors and lawyers felt that they
would have to organize more effectively or
become mere employees, lose their clients
and patients to corporations, or at the
very least be forced to accept fees and con-
ditions imposed by third-party intermediaries

5. 32.
The pure learned society, by contrast, has little organ-
izational machinery for promoting the occupationalprestige
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or conditions of work of its members either within the
academic community or in the larger society. In these
respects, then, the professional association is more
strongly instrumental in focus than the learned society,
which is organized around the scholarly pursuits of its
members and has a lesser tendency to engage in "social
influence" activity.

Changes taking place in the modern university and in
the general society, as well as developments in modern
science, have had an impact, however, on the expressive
character of such discipline-oriented associations.

Parsons (1966) points, first of all, to the profes-
sionalization of academic roles.

The most obvious aspect of this has been the
progressive diminution of "amateur" status in
academic matters, in favor of the role played
by people to whom it is an occupational role
in the full sense. .This trend has been ac-
companied by the formalization of prerequisites
for academic appointments in the sense 'of
training requirements. It is only in about
the last generation that the Ph. D. has come
to be the standard qualification for "good"
appointments in the system. By the criteria
both of full-time employment and relatively
formalized training prerequisites--though
not licensing--the core members of the aca-
demic disciplines, those in academic appoint-
ments, certainly constitute professional
groups 5. 1257.

At the same time, the size of the academic professions
has increased very considerably since World War II. In

line with these developments, discipline-oriented asso-
ciations have themselves undergone dramatic growth and
have, in many instances, taken steps to iestrict their
membership to applicants possessing academic credentials.

Second, heightened importance of scientific know-
ledge and of basic research for technological and social
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advance, as well as the growing cost of reGearch opera-
tions and facilities in many fields, has brought the
academic disciplines to rely directly upon extra-univer-
sity sources of financial aid, encouraging them to com-
pete among themselves in the public arena for research

funds. Under the pressure of these developments, a sig-
nificant number of discipline-oriented associations have
begun to engage actively in the representation of member
interests to both private and public granting agencies.

In addition, new pressures are being placed on research
scientists to take responsibility for the application of
the new knowledge in the solution of social and techno-
logical problems--leading to new interdisciplinary dis-
putes concerning jurisdiction over areas of practice.
Here, too, many academic associations have come to play
a broader instrumental role in defending the legitimacy
and autonomy of their members as professional practition-
ers.

Third, the new size and centrality of the academic
disciplines in modern industrial society has created a
need, many academicians argue, for codification and en-
forcement of standards of ethical conduct on'the part of
the academic professions themselvis. As a result, a num-
ber of discipline-oriented associations have recently de-
veloped (or have considered developing) codes of ethics
applying to the diverse aspects of the professional per-
formance of academic scholars: research, publication,

consultation, and social action.

Finally, it should be added, as institutions of
higher learning have became increasingly bureaucratized
in the 20th century, academic faculties have faced a
threat similar to that confronted by practicing profes-
sionals at the turn of the century (and confronted pre-
sently by those practitioners who work for large organi-
zations)Ithe potentiality for finding themselves in the
status of mere "employees." Significantly, however, the

task of organizing faculty members to defend their status
and autonomy within the university has fallen not so much
to the discipline-oriented associations of which they are
members as to the organizations defined later as faculty-
oriented.
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The American Sociological Association (ASA)

The American Sociological Association was founded
in 1905 at a joint meeting of the American Historical,
Economic, and Political Science Associations (Kiger,
1962). Its specific purpose, as stated in Article II
of its Constitution, is to stimulate and improve socio-
logical "research, instruction and discussion, and to
encourage cooperative relations among persons engaged in
the scientific stuay of society." Membership in the ASA,
according to Article III of its Constitution, is open to
"any person interested in the objects of this Association."

Between 1905 and the beginning of World War II, the
ASA remained a small scholarly society (with fewer than
a thousand members as late as 1939) devoted primarily to
holding conferences and annual meetings and to the publi-
cation of the American Journal of Sociolor, the American
Sociological R-e717,71-e-stablished in 193 and the annual
Publication and Proceedings of the American Sociological
Society. The total expenses of the Association in 1939
amounted to $7,893, of which more than $6,000 was devoted
to the publication of the American Sociological Review
(Faris, 1965). During these years, the headquarters of
the Association shifted fram campus to campus, following
a succession of elected administrative officers who man-
aged Association affairs on a purely voluntary basis.

By 1948, however, the membership and annual budget
of the ASA had more than doubled, encouraging the estab-
lishment in that year of a permanent Association office
in New York City and the appointment of a paid executive
officer and office staff. By 1965, the membership had
climbed to more than 8,000, and the budget of the Associ-
ation was just under $1 million.

Major subdivisions within the ASA are based on spe-
cialization of sociological interest among its members,
who have created Sections for the exploration of problems
within specific subject matter areas. In addition, two
subject areas are represented by sociological societies
affiliated with the ASA: the Society for the Study of
Social Problems and the Rural Sociological Society. Also
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affiliated with the Association are six regional soci-
eties which elect members to the ASA Council.

In addition to a rapid increase in size and the in-

creased specialization of scientific interests among its

members, the ASA has undergone--particularly in the last

decade--a process of gradual professionalization affect-

ing its policies and activities with regard to membership,

certification, professional ethics and standards, and the

relationship of the Association to the federal government.

Membership. In 1946, the ASA adopted a recommenda-

tion, stated in its bylaws (1967), to classify its mem-

bers and restrict full membership and voting rights in

the Association (previously enjoyed by any person who

paid the Association dues) to applicants having:

(a) --a Ph. D. or equivalent professional
training in Sociology as determined by

the Classification Committee, or
(b) --substantial achievement in Sociology,

or,

(c) --a Ph. D. or its equivalent or substan-
tial professional achievement in a closely
related field, provided that the applicant's

interest and activities have a sociologi-

cal orientation grticle g.

Certification. In 1956, members of the ASA became

concerned about a policy initiated by the American Psy-

chological Association (APA), as reported by Parsons (1959):

to seek legislative certification of the

rights of psychologists, by title, to offer

their services for fees to clients. This

threatened to exclude, or subject to certi-

fication procedures by Boards of psychologists

only, and on terms determined by them, social

psychologists trained in sociology and km-
fessionally affiliated with sociology 5. 87.7.

Responding to the initiation of this APA policy, the

president of the ASA established a Committee on the
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Profession to consider the professional rights and inter-
ests of sociologists. The Committee on the Profession
established, in turn, a Subcommittee on Legislation that
Certifies Psychologists, to deal for the Association with
the APA. An agreement was eventually reached (Sanders,
1961) whereby the APA "undertakes to see that an exemp-
tion clause in behalf of sociologically-trained social
psychologists 5i7 inserted in any leElslation certify-
ing or licensing psychologists 5. 982/," while the ASA,
for its part, took steps to establish its own certifica-
tion procedures. Following a period of preparation, an
ASA Committee on Certification of Social Psychologists
began in 1965, Clausen (1965) reports, to consider appli-
cations for certification from ASA members having "a ma-
jor commitment to the_provision of counseling or thera-
peutic services 5. 417."

Professional ethics. In 1960, in response to the
growing number of problems concerning professional ethics
which had come before the Association recently, a subcom-
mittee of the Committee on the Profession formulated a code
of ethical conduct for sociologists to cover problems in
the areas of teaching, research, consulting,' writing aad
publishing, the relationship of the profession to the pub-
lic, and professional practice (Young, 1960; Angell, 1963).
Circulation of a draft code to Association members in 1964,
however, led to heated controversy within the Association,
and no formal code was adopted.

In 1967, a new Committee on Professional Ethics was
appointed by the Association president to reexamine the
problem of ethical standards. In the last few years, the
Association's executive officer pointed out (Volkart, 1967,
a),

n
a number of events, particularly involving the fed-

eral government and social scientists, have once again
raised questions of ethical responsibility and propriety,
particularly in sociological research 5. 162/." Congres-
sional concern over invasion of privacy in social research
and an Executive Order making the Department of State re-
sponsible for reviewing and approving all federally fi-
nanced social science projects to be carried on overseas
were among the developments which seemed to threaten free-
dom of sociological inquiry. "It may be," the executive
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officer warned, "that if social scientists themselves
cannot agree on at least some fundamental principles
guiding their research, external standards and norms may
be imposed by legislation or administrative action or
both 5. 162/."

Members of the new Committee on Professional Ethics
met in June 1967 and agreed to explore further the ques-
tion of what kind of ethical code the ASA might most ap-
propriately adopt (Volkart, 1967, b). By the summer of
1968, the ASA had taken no official action on the adop-
tion of a code of ethical conduct for its members. But
the continued concern of the Association with problems
of professional ethics is symptomatic, in itself, of the
pressure upon many learned societies in the United States
today to assume a fiduciary role in relation to the aca-
demic disciplines.

Professional standards. During the late 1950's, the
Committee on the Profession initiated a study of graduate
training in sociology and established a Committee on
Training and Professional Standards to consider the re-
sults of this study when completed. Ultimately, it is
the purpose of this Committee on Training to formulate
H
a set of recommendations on desirable and necessary fa-
cilities for graduate training" in sociology (Campbell,
1965). In 1967, a similar Committee on Teaching Under-
graduate Sociology was formed within the ASA (Hollings-
head, 1967). The formation and activities of these two
committees--and the other committees described above--
are an important indication of the increasing concern of
the ASA in recent years with establishing professional
standards.

Relationship to the federal government. A Subcom-
mittee on Sociology in the Federal Government was estab-
lished by the Committee on the Profession in the late
1950's (Clausen, 1959) "to provide relevant information
about and a measure of representation of the Society's
interests in the Federal government 5. 8827." Pleading
its own inability to represent sociologists in Washington
on anything but a "partial and temporary basis," this sub-

committee urged the installation of a permanent, paid
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representative of the Association in Washington to help
meet the needs of Congress and federal agencies for soci-
ological expertise in formulating governmental programs.
A Washington representative, the subcommittee pointed out,
would also facilitate relations with other social science
associations already established in Washington, with whom
the ASA might advantageously cooperate in furthering mu-
tual interests.

The executive office of
York to Washington in 1964.
ican Sociological Review, an
serted confidently:

the ASA was moved from New
In a 1965 issue of the Amer-
ASA member (Gans, 1965) as-

we have established a Washington office
and asked the Executive Officer to spend some
of his time lobbying for the advancement of
sociology, and helping to build a coalition
of other research grcups to lobby more ef-
fectively, although we do not use that word
to describe his activity 5. 137.

In 1966, however, the executive officer.reported in
an interview that he had found little opportunity to es-
tablish extensive relations with other social science as-
sociations or with the federal government (Volkart, 1966).
The internal affairs of the Association--which had become
in the 1960's an extensive business operation--preoccupied
the executive officer and nine full-time members of the
office staff, leaving little time or financial support
for providing technical assistance to the government, mon-
itoring government activity and making information on
government programs related to sociology available to ASA
members, or for representing the professional interests
of sociologists in Washington. Nevertheless, rising fed-
eral support of social science (from $73 million in 1960
to $325 million in 1966, for example--an increase of 440%
--according to Orlans, 1967) and the concomitant threat
of unacceptable federal restrictions on the conduct of
social science research had begun to provide strong incen-
tives for the develorment of machinery within the ASA
Washington office for playing a more effective represen-
tative role in relation to government.
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The American Physical Society (APS)

The American Physical Society was established in
1899 by a group of physicists who had previously met
together annually as members of Section B of the Ameri-
can Association for the Advancement of Science. This
independent Society, the purpose of which was the "ad-
vancement and diffusion of knowledge of physics," grew
from a membership of less than 3,000 in 1932 to 10,000
in 1951 (American Physical Society, 1951), and 24,000
in 1968 (Encyclopedia of associations, 1968). By com-
parison, the American Sociological Association, founded
only six years later2 had a membership of less than 4,000
in 1951 (Faris, 1965) and less than 12,000 in 1967 (Amer-
ican Sociologist, 1967).

The APS Constitution provides for three types of
membership: Fellow, the main requirement for which is
an original contribution to physics theory through in-
dependent research; Member, open to physics students and
teachers or persons working in related fields who have
not completed research justifying Fellowship status; and
Honorary Member, open only to outstanding scientists from
other countries. Only Fellows can hold office in the So-
ciety (American Physical Society, 1951).

Six Divisions had been established within the APS
by 1960 (Kiger, 1962), each of them dedicated to "the
advancement and diffusion of knowlede of a specified
subject or subjects in physics 5. 81/." Regional Sec-
tions were also added to the Society same years after its
formation and numbered five in 1951 (American Physical
Society, 1951).

Since its inception, the Society has maintained a
central office in New York; the office had a paid staff
of 28 in 1968 (Encyclopedia of associak,ns, 1968). The
primarytasks of this office are the arrangement of seven
or eight technical meetings each year, the publication
of several technical journals and of the APS Bulletin,
which provides the membership with the programs of So-
ciety meetings in advance.
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Significantly, there are few indications within the
APS of the kind of professionalization process occuring
in the American Sociological Association, despite a much
larger membership, a greater number and percentage ofphy-
sicists doing applied research in industry and in govern-
ment, and an earlier and more intense :Invoivement of the
physical sciences in national defense and welfare pro-
grams which has resulted in much more extensive federal
support of physical science than of social science re-
search. Despite many indications of the centrality of
physics in modern industrial society, the APS has not,
for example, established a permanent representative in
Washington, D. C., has not concerned itself extensively
with promoting or defending the physics profession to the
general public, and has not taken steps to regulate the
professional conduct of its members through the adoption
of a code of professional ethics.

One partial explanation for the retention by the
APS of a narrower, more technical focus is undoubtedly
the lesser involvement of physicists (than of many other
kinds of scientists) in research or practice directly in-
volving human subjects. Certification and licensure have
not been considered necessary in relation to the pursuit
of physics, nor has there been as much pressure on phy-
sical science associations as upon associations repre-
senting the social, biological, and medical sciences to
play a fiduciary role with regard to the professional
conduct of their members.

More importantly, however, the APS seems to have
retained the more expressive focus of the traditional
learned society as a result of its membership in a com-
prehensive or "umbrella" physics association--the Ameri-
can Institute of Physics--which has as an explicit pur-
pose the representation of physics to industry, the gov-
ernment, and the general public. It is in the activities
of this larger Institute that changes in physics as a
profession have been most clearly reflected in recent
decades.

The American Institute of Physics AIP)

The American Institute of Physics was founded in 1931
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by a joint committee of the American Physical Society,

the Optical Society of America, and the Acoustical So-
ciety of America. To these three founding members were
shortly added the Society of Eheology and the American
Association of Physics Teachers, and more recently, the
American Crystallographic Association and the American
Astronomical Society (AIP, 1968). The AIP's Constitution
was changed in 1948 to allow for individual as well as
organizational membership, making the individual members
of the constituent societies automatically members ofthe
Institute as well. The total number of individual mem-
bers in the five member societies in 1932 was roughly
3,500, a combined membership which had grown to about
25,000 in the early 1960's (Kiger, 1962). In 1968, in-
dividual AIP members--including the members of all seven
constituent societies--numbered 35,500 (of which 242000
were members of the American Physical Society alone); and
17 affiliated societies, 160 Corporate Associates (cor-
porations, institutions, and laboratories), and 270 stu-
dent sections had been added to the Institute (Encyclo-
ioledia of associations, 1968).

Originally conceived as a means of offsetting the
dispersal of physicists into specialized fields, this
federation of societies is dedicated to:

. .the advancement and diffusion of the
knowledge of physics and its applications
to human welfare. To this end the Insti-
tute publishes for itself and the societies
33 journals (including translations) bulle-
tins and programs; promotes unity and ef-
fectiveness of effort among all who are
interested in physics, renders numerous
direct services to physicists and the pub-

lic and cooperates with government agencies,
national associations, educational institu-
tions, technical industries and others in
such a manner as to realize the opportunities
and fulfill the responsibilities of physics
as an important and constructive human ac-
tivity LAmerican Institute of Physics, 1968,

P .g
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While stressing the commitment of the AIP to the
advancement and diffusion of knowledge in the physical
sciences, this broad statement of purpose indicates, as
well, an intention to promote the application of physics
toward national technological advance and to represent
physicists as a professional group to governmental and
private organizations and to the general public.

Three years after the founding of the AIP, an Ad-
visory Council on Applied Physics was appointed within
the Institute to give special attention to promoting
physics to industry. A past director of the AIP has re-
ported (Barton, 1956) that the

recommendations of this group were suc-
cessfu3 in producing a much more open attitude
on the part of industries toward the employment
of physicists and a greater willingness of phy-
sicists to take jobs outside of the academic
environment 5. 57.

In addition, the advice of this Council resulted in a
Joint Meeting on Applied Physics in 1936, involving all
of the Institute's member societies, and in the estab-
lishment of an AIP-sponsored Journal of Applied Physics.

During World War II, the director of the AIP, H. A.
Barton (1956), by his own report, "spent half of his time
in Washin:gton, mainly on manpower and Selective Service
problems Lp. 607," and was instrumental in establishing
the Office of Scientific Personnel of the National Re-
search Council. An AIP War Policy Committee was also
appointed to represent physics in Washington during the
war years. Barton states:

The Committee issued statements urging the
study of physics, the training of teachers,
and the use of occupational draft deferments
to further the technological war effort.
Much of the Committee's effectiveness, how-
ever, was in direct recommendations to high
officials and boards in the War Manpower
Commission, the War and Navy Departments,
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and the War Production Board. As a result
of these, the over-all contribution of
physicists in those times of great emer-
gency and confusion was much greater than
it might otherwise have been 5. 67.

Following World War II, however, the central office
of the AIP remained in New York, and despite a constantly
grming paid Institute staff (numbering 168 persons by
the middle 1960's, LEncyclomdLa of associations, 196g7),
no permanent AIP office or representative was established
in Washington until 1966. During this two-decade period,
no formal AIP committee seems to have dealt regularly
with federal agencies and officials, and relations with
the government were a rare topic in the Institute's an-

nual reports.

In the AIP annual report for 1963, the institute's
director, Hutchisson (1964), asserts that "a major effort
of the Institute is directed toward the development of
greater understanding and appreciation on the part of
the public of progress in physics 5. 4i7" Az part of
this public relations program, the Institute undertook
in 1963 to prepare and distribute to news media popular-
ized versions of more than 40 physics journal articles
in an effort to increase public understanding of advances
being made in physics research. In addition, the AIP (as

in previous years) maintained pressrooms at the meetings
of each of its member societies, making available to the
press abstracts, in lay language, of papers presented

there.

Through its Education and Manpower Department, the
AIP has also made extensive efforts, Hutchisson (1964)

states, "to encourage and assist in the training of phy-
sicists in adequate numbers and depth of understanding
to !Lc:et the needs of the highly scientific age in which

we are living 5. 41167." The Institute cooperates with

the National Science Foundation in gathering current in-
formation on the education and employment of physicists
for the National Register of Scientific and Technical
Personnel, and.it has established a number of programs to

attract students to physics and to improve the training
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of physicists on the secondary, undergraduate, and grad-
uate levels.

In its early encouragement of the use of physicists
in industry, in its role as liaison with the government
during World War II, and more recently, in its public re-
lations and education and manpower activities, the AIP
has consistently encouraged the development and support
of physics as a profession as well as its involvement in
national advancement--thus alleviating pressures on its
member learned societies to pramote or defend the pro-
fessional interests of their members in the public sphere.
The cammitment of the AIP to professional concerns as
early as 1931 reflects the early growth and specializa-
tion of the physical sciences and the increasing central-
ity of physics, even before World War II, in American In-
dustrial life.

Given the particular importance of physics research
as a national resource during and following World War II,
and given the close interdependence of science and gov-
ernment since the early 1940's, it is necessary to ac-
count for the minimal activity of the AIP 8.6 a spokesman
for physical science interests in Washington, D. C., dur-
ing much of this critical period in science-government
relations.

Chapter 2 provided a description of the growth of
federal support of academic research during and follow-
ing World War II and of the need which this massive fed-
eral aid created for new channels of communication and
influence between the university community and the gov-
ernment. The spectacular accomplishments of scientists
during World War II gave the national government strong
incentive to look to the technical expertise of scien-
tists to guide the development of federal government-
university relations. In the early postwar years, the
system of project research (in which university scien-
tists, acting as members of advisory groups, made recom-
mendations to federal agencies concerning the research
proposals of their peers) gave scientists considerable
control over the allocation of federal funds for academic
research. Greenberg (1967) writes:
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Though reins and restrictions existed and the
principle of accountability (loathsome to the
scientists) was never absent, the essential
point was that, in practice, scientists wrote
most of the rules for the use of federal re-
search money; scientists staffed the agency
that dispensed the money, and scientists from
the university community advised these same
staff scientists on the distribution of the
money 5. 2707.

In addition, the advent of Sputnik in the late 1950's
raised scientific research to a new level of public con-
cern and resulted in the establishment of a network of
high-level science advisors within the executive branch
of government. The post of Special Assistant to the Pres-
ident for Science and Technology, the President's Science
Advisory Committee, the Federal Council for Science and
Technology, and the Office of Science and Technology were
all created within the space of six years to advise the
President directly about the support needs of science.
Harvey Brooks (1964), a onetime member of the President's
Science Advisory Committee, states that "an important
part of the task initially facing the Special Assistant
he President's Science Advisor/ was to promote the sup-

port of sciencea particularly basic science, in every way
possible 5. 82/." Having played a highly influential
role in the design of the grants and contracts system of
research support, scientists thus continued to wield con-
siderable influence over the shaping of federal science
policy through participation in scientific advisorybodies
at all levels of the government. And during the last
decade particularly, the scientific community has had
highly influential spokesmen in government with direct
access to the President.

As a result of the development of such effective
linkages between the executive branch of government and
nongmernmental scientists, there was little pressure on
scientific discipline-oriented associations during the

two decades following the war to serve as representatives
of the scientific community to government. Nor did the
government have need to call upon these associations to
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policy decisions. Even the National Academy of Sciences,
chartered by Congress in 1863 to provide the government
with expert scientific advice, remained somewhat remote
from the mainstream of government-science relations dur-

ing this period of deep and extensive federal interest
in scientific advance. D. S. Greenberg wrote in 1965:

At one time members of the scientific commun-
ity looked upon the Academy as their Washing-
ton embassy, but now they have found many
friends to look after their needs in the
Capital. Executive agencies still ask the
Academy for advice, and it is the task of
fulfilling these requests that occupies
the Academy staff and their consultants.
But the executive agencies feel increas-
ingly confident of their own scientific

abilities, and it is not uncommon for them
to use the Academy for only routine pur-
poses or to seek its imprimatur when they
want to acquire some insulation for a poli-
tically controversial move 5. 70.

Thus, the availability of scientific expertise within
the executive agencies themselves and, conversely, the di-
rect access of university scientists to the loci of impor-
tant decision making within government reduced the incen-
tive for national science associations sLch as the AIP

(and, similarly, the American Institute of Biological
Sciences and the American Association for the Advancement
of Science) to develop organizational machinery for repre-
senting the scientific disciplines in thepolitical sphere.*

*This is not to say that these scientific societies
had no direct dealings with the government during the post-

war years. Many did extensive work under grant and con-

tract for a wide range or government agencies. The AIP,

for example, which has always relied more heavily on in-
dustrial than on federal support, nevertheless received
$1,500,000 in contracts and grants from four government
agencies between 1931 and 1960 (Kiger, 1962).
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The 1960's (which have seen a dramatic increase in

federal support for social science research) have wit-

nessed, however, a gradual leveling off of government al-

locations for research (and particularly basic research)

in the natural sciences as well as a growing skepticism
in Congress regarding the unlimited value and legitimacy

of previously well-supported science programs. The first

signs of change in the postwar pattern of government-sci-

ence relations appeared, in the early 1960's, in the form

of a report by the House Intergovernmental Relations Sub-

committee (chaired by Congressman Fountain of North Caro-
lina) which recommended a partial reorganization of the
National Institutes of Health's (NIH) research grant pro-

cedures. The review and assessment of NIH grant appli-

cations by an advisory committee of nongovernmental sci-

entists should be supplemented, the Fountain committee

suggested, by a more systematic budget examination to be

conducted by "qualified analysts" in NIH's Division of

Research Grants to assure the appropriate use of, and
adequate accounting for, NIH funds. In this recommenda-

tion, Greenberg (1967) asserts:

Fountain was chopping at the ventricles of the
economic system that pure science had labori-
ously assembled in the postwar puiod, for, in
effect, he was contesting the traditional sci-
entific view that the internal value system of
science guaranteed an ethical standard jn the
use of federal fundg that required no outside

surveillance or reinforcement 5. 2727.

Followed a year later by Congressman Fountain's

open accusation of "waste and extravagance" in the use

of NIH funds, the Fountain report ushered in a new era

of Congressional concern for federal support of science.

Congress had tended through the 1940's and 1950's

to play a somewhat passive role in acceding to requests

from the executive branch for science appropriations.

In the early 1960's, however, the sheer magnitude of gov-

ernment expenditures for scientific research, and their

dramatic rate of increase since World War II, began, in-

evitably, to attract closer Congressional attention to
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this area of federal activity--particularly as the Viet-
nam war cut into domestic spending. New Congressional
reluctance to maintain the postwar rate of inefaase in
allocations for ,:cience called for new forms of coordi-
native activity among members of the scientific community,
who feared that tighter money might lead to open compe-
tition among disciplinary groups for scarce research funds.

An early response to this threat came from the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences (NAS) which established, in
1962, a Committee on Science and Public Policy (COSPUP)
to act as a single spokesman to government for the sci-
entific community (National Academy of Sciences, 1964, b).
Composed of "senior statesmen" of the NAS who represented
fourteen scientific disciplines, the COSPUP was created
to provide a locus outside of government for a realistic
appraisal by scientists themselves of scientific research
needs in coming years. And with new tensions rising be-
tween government and the scientific community over cut-

backs in research support, a major factor in the legiti-
macy of this Committee as an objective spokesman for sci-
entific interests was precisely its extragovernmental
status (National Academy of Sciences, 196)+, 'a). In his
1963 Annual Report to the members of the American Insti-
tute of Physics, Hutchisson (196)+), states directly:

It has become very clear that unless physi-
cists and other scientists themselves analyze
critically the needs of various areas of basic
research, a competition for funds will develop
which will be settled not by scientists but by
others who may not see as clearly as scientists
do the long-range implications of the research.
The National Academy of Sciences has already
taken steps to meet this problem and the In-
stitute stands ready to help in any way it can
5. log.
In 1967, an AIP Committee on Physics and Society

(COMPAS) was established to study the relationships be-

tween the physics community and education, industry, and
government. One fundamental purpose of the Committee,
an early cl.scription (AIP establishes new programs, 1967)
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stated, "will be to advise the Governing Board of the AIP
on the future goals and direction of the organized
physics community in America in regard to the direction
and financing of basic and applied research 5 52." A
subcommittee of this body immediately "commissioned a
study of the effects of cutbacks in government funds on
academic physics research gohnsrud, 1968, p. 5.0.7. One
year earlier, the Institute had already formally "extended
its activities to Washington, D. C." with the appointment
of an AIP representative, and the establishment of an of-
fice, in the Capital (Hodes, 1967).

Neither the COMPAS nor the new AIP representative
in Washington represents dramatic change in the instru-
mental activity of the Institute in the political sphere,
but these developments are among the many indications of
increasing pressure on the AIP and other scientific dis-
cipline-oriented associations in the 1960's to enter into
a more active role as advocates for the needs of science
in the changing relationship between science and govern-
ment. An important aspect of this change in government-
science relations is the new centrality of Congress in
determining science policy. Az the locus of critical
decisions regarding science support in the coming years,
Congress faces a growing need for high-caliber scientif-
ic advice, and because of the demand of the legislative
branch for continuing independence from the executive
(and its network of science advisors) in its awn quest
for scientific expertise, Congress has begun to turn to
scientific organizations outside the government to pro-
vide it with technical advice. An article in Physics
Today (Daddario urges docieties) reported in 1967, for
example, that

Congressman Emilio Daddario (D-Conn.), chair-
man of the House Sub-committee on Science,

Research and Development, wants the scien-
tific societies to step forward and help

Congress assess the impact of science and
technology on national problems. This is
not the first time Daddario has sought the
assistance of scientific societies, but in
recent months he has once more, and with
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particular stress, repeated his plea for
the authoritative technical advice that
scientific councils can provide.

In a recent address before the National
Association of College and Uhiversity Busi-
ness Officers, the congressman noted, "There
is one important source of advice to the
Congress which I do not believe has been
sufficiently tapped. I refer to the profes-

sional society 5. sg."

In recognition of both the new importance of Con-
gress in formulating science policy and enhanced Congres-
sional needs for technical advice, the NAS's Committee
on Science and Public Policy accepted an invitation in
1964 to provide sr!ientific and engineering advice to
Daddario's House Science and Astronautics Committee (Na-
tional Academy of Sciences, 1964, b). In this new will-

ingness to enter into harsh Congressional politics--for
which the scientific community has long had a particular
distaste--the NAS set a precedent which other scientific
associations such as the AIP will, no doubt, be increas-

ingly compelled to follow.

Thus, the professionalization of many social and
natural science learned societies has brought them, in
the middle 1960's, to the brink of politicization--a
term used here to mean the active involvement of associ-
ations in providing expert information and advice to
government, in representing the interests and needs of
their members to government, and in defanding the pro-
fessional autonomy of their members in their widening
and deepening relationships to federal auncies and Con-

gress. For most social science associations, such as
the American Sociological Association, politicization
means a relatively new involvement with government. For

many natural science societies, on the other hand, the

politicization process means an extension of the role of
service organization, performing innumerable research
tasks for the government under agency grants and contracts,
to include advocacy to government of the needs of the sci-

entific community.
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For both the social science and the natural science
associations, there are strong incentives in the 1960's
to begin to defend scientific values in the political
arena against political decisions regarding research pri-

orities or acceptable research procedures. In addition,

as the cost of advancing knowledge soars, these discipline-
oriented associations are being pressed to the task of

promoting adequate support for the disciplines whose ad-
vancement remains their central concern. And finally,

as academicians perceive the potential utility of their
scientific knowledge in the solution of technical and so-
cial problems, they look to their disciplinary associa-
tions to pramote the use of that knowledge in practical
programs--programs often sponsored and administered by

government agencies.

FACULTY-ORIENTED ASSOCIATIONS

The primary focus of the faculty-oriented associa-
tion is on the promotion of the profession of teaching
within institutions of higher education. Concerns in-

clude, therefore, institutional policies related to such
matters as academic tenure and freedom and faculty sal-

aries. Many of the interests of the faculty-oriented
organization overlap those of institutionally tied asso-
ciations and involve the development of educational in-
stitutions within which scholarly activity can be car-
ried on under favorable or desirable conditions. There

is, however, little overlap of membership between insti-
tutionally tied and faculty-oriented associations, the
former having primarily institutional members and the
latter having a membership composed entirely of indivi-

dual faculty members.

There are, within higher education, two major na-

tional associations of the faculty-oriented type--the
American Federation of Teachers (AFT) and tne American

Association of University Professors (AAUP). Only the

AAUP has a membership composed entirely of college and
university faculty and is concerned exclusively with

college-level teaching. Consequently, it is this organ-

ization which will be considered here.
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The American Association of University Professors (AAUP)

The American Association of University Professors
was founded in 1915 by 650 eminent college and univer-
sity professors. By January of 1968, its membership was
roughly 90,000 (Membership, 1968). An early expression
of interest in such an association was contained in a
letter sent in 1913 by 18 faculty members of Johns Hop-
kins University to professors at a number of other lead-
ing American universities and colleges; the letter as-
serted that while

the specialized interests of academics
were served by the disciplinary societies

their institutional and societal in-
terests, which were equally important and
pressing, were not being adequately cared
for; and that for this purose an ecumeni-
cal society was required Metzger, 1965,
p. 231; italics ming.

Of particular concern to the society's early mem-
bers, Metzger reports, was the negative impact on the
professorial profession of the rapid growth of higher
education in the United States. Academic standardswere
threatened, they believed, by the hiring of larger num-
bers of faculty members. Universities were coming under
increasing administrative domination, and academic free-
dom was becoming more vulnerable to attack from external
pres..ure groups.

These concerns strongly resembled the basic concerns
of the fee-for-service profes:ionals at the turn of the
century who felt it necessary to organize more effectively
to protect their prestige, authority, and autonomy in a
rapidly industrializing, urbanizing society (Gilb, 1966)
The professional interests of college professors differed
primarily in being focused on the organizations in which
they were employed and within which their autonomy and
authority (if not their wider occupational prestige) were
threatened. The focus of the AAUP also differed clearly
from that of discipline-oriented associations (and con-
tinues to differ, even as these societies professionalize)
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in its lack of direct concern for the advancement of
knowledge in a particular discipline or group of related
disciplines.

As a professional association, then, the AAUP has
a strongly institutional, rather than disciplinary, fo-
cus. To qualify for Active Membership in the AAUP, for
example, an applicant must hold, according to the Consti-
tution of the Association (1967), "a position of teaching
or research in a university or college in the United
States or Canada. .or in a professional school of
similar grade fArticle 2, p. 2437. II

And in the last half century, the majority of Asso-
ciation activities have consisted of attempts to influ-
ence institutional policies related to the employment of
faculty members.

The first committee established at the 1915 organi-
zation meeting of the Association--and one which has been
continuously active ever since--was the Committee on Aca-
demic Freedom and Tenure (Committee A). A 1965 AAUP
Bulletin (American Association of University Professors)
asserts:

Its defense of academic freedom is that part
of the Association's work for which it has been
most widely known, at least until quite recent
years, both inside and outside of the academic
world. And of all the current activities which
the Association carries on, the work of Commit-
tee A is the greatest in volume and complexity;
we have estimated that it consumes roughly from
40 to 50 percent of the time and energies of
the professional staff at Washington 5. 1451.

Until the late 1950's, Metzger (1965) reports, "an

objective observer would have had to conclude that the
AAUP was Committee A to all practical and apparent pur-
poses75. 236, italics ming."

The work of Committee A consists primarily of in-
vestigations into cases of alleged infringement by higher
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education institutions of AAUP standards on academic
freedom and of the formulation of recommendations re-
garding the imposition or removal of censure from those
institutions investigated.* In this, as in other areas
of AAUP activity, efforts to influence university proce-
dure take the form of published AAUP statements regarding
acceptable faculty employment practices and of public cen-
sure of institutions judged not to meet these Association
standards. The following documents are among those guid-
ing Committee A decisions on appropriate institutional
behavior or policy: Statement on procedural standards
in faculty dismissal proceedings (Spring 1964), Committee
A statement on extramural utterances (Spring 1965), and
The standards for notice of non-reappointment (Autuma1964).
Such statements have occasionally been prepared with the
assistance of institutionally tied associations whose in-
terests they directly affect. The important 1940 state-
ment of principles on academic freedom and tenure was,
for example, prepared in conjunction with the Association
of American Colleges, and has been approved in 1968 by60

other higher education associations (Endorsers of the 1914.0
statement, 1968). In addition, two statements have been
prepared in recent years in cooperation with.the American
Council on Education, and the Association's general secre-
tary has reported cooperation with a number of other asso-
ciations in completing the AAUP Statement on the academic
freedom of students in 1967 (Jacobson, 1967).

The last decade has seen an expansion of AATP activ-
ities on behalf of the college and university teaching
profession through the establishment or reactivation of

11=IIS

*At the 1968 annual meeting of the AAUP, for example,
a record total of nine higher education institutions was
censured by the Association for failing to uphold its
standards on academic freedom and tenure, while removal
of censure was authorized for six institutions whose pol-
icies had changed in recent years, bringing them into new
accord with AAUP principles. Ten previously censured col-
leges and universities were retained on the Association's
censure list (Jacobson, 1968).
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a number of committees (American Association of Univer-
sity Professors, 1965). A long dormant Committee on Pro-
fessional Ethics (Committee B), for example, was revital-
ized and charged with formulating a statement of prin-

ciples or code of ethics concerning the conduct of fac-
ulty members as a correlative of the many Association
statements regarding academic freedom and tenure. A
Committee on College and University Teaching, Research,
and Publication (Committee C) has recently conducted

studies regarding the recruitment of
college teachers, provisions for sabbatical
leaves, institutional support for attendance
at meetings of learned societies, and other
matters of great importance for the main-
tenance of professional standards; and it
hopes to launch, with foundation support,
a study "in depth" of the academic profes-
sion under the_Euidance of Professor Talcott
Parsons 5. 1027.

The Committee on Accrediting of Colleges and Universities
(Committee D) has made efforts to establish.contact with
regional accrediting agencies, to convey to these agen-
cies the AAUP's vital interest in the accrediting pro-
cess as a means of maintaining quality in higher educa-
tion, and to urge the agencies to pay special attention
to faculty morale and status and local conditions of aca-
demic freedom and tenure at the institutions they examine.

Since 1959, the Committee on the Economic Status of
the Profession, Cammittee Z, has presented annual reports
on the results of a salary grading program in which let-
ter grades are assigned to academic institutions; these
grades are based on the minimum salaries paid to faculty
members in each academic rank and upon the average sal-
aries paid in each rank. The Report of the Self-Survey
Committee of the AAUP (American Association of University

Professors, 1965) states:

at the end of six years' experience,
it can be asserted that there has been a
remarkable increase in salary levels at all
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ranks, the number of institutions cooper-
ating in making reports and consenting to
publication has almost tripled, and there
has been an enormous increase in the morale
of members of the profession. The annual

reports of the Salary Grading Program have
became, perhaps, of all the Association's
reports, the most avidly read by presidents
and professors alike 5. 10$7.

Among the ma;ijr accomplishments of the AAUP in re-

cent years, according to a statement by the general sec-

retary of the Association (Jacobson, 1967), has beenthe

work of the Committee on the Relations of Higher Educa-
tion to Federal and State Government (Committee R). The

Report of the Self-Survey Committee of the AAUP states:

. .since higher education and researthin
this country are now largely supported by

government and since they are subject
to myriad influences and controls through
governmental channels, it is inevitable
that the Association, in prcmoting these
interests, deals extensively with govern-
mental agencies 5. 1727.

Thus, with the growing impact of government on the
functioning of higher education institutions and on the
work of faculty members, the AAUP has had to broaden the

scope of its instrumental activities, which were previ-

ously focused almost exclusively upon the universities
and colleges within which its members were employed.

In line with its major concern for academic freedom,
the Association has become involved with the federal gov-

ernment primarily over questions related to the profes-

sional autonomy of university faculty members. The AAUP

has been, for example,

. .in the forefront of organizational
opposition to legislative prescription
of loyalty oaths and disclaimer affi-

davits as conditions of participation in
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governmental programs dealing with educa-

tion and research. It was lirobably the

strongest and most active opponent of the
disclaimer affidavit in tae National De-
fense Education and National Science Foun-
dation Acts, and it is now concerned with
the reappearance of a similar affidavit
requirement in the new Economic portun-

ity (poverty program) Act 5. 177

As federal support of higher education expands to cover

new educational programs and activities, a rising number

of such legislative issues will undoubtedly lead to in-

creased AAUP activity in the political sphere.

Where infringement on academic freedom is threatened
by federal legislation, the basic concerns of the AAUP

overlap, of course, those of national discipline-oriented

associations, whose members are often the direct recipi-

ents of conditional research funds. It is with institu-

tionally tied associations in Washington, D. C., however,

that the AAUP has found itself in greatest accord in its

opposition to restrictive education legislation. Where

disclaimer affidavits are included in such proad legis-

lation as the National Defense Education Act, for instance,

institutional autonomy and the academic freedom of indi-

vidual professors are equally threatened. Thus, the 1965

Report of the Self-Survey Committee states:

.it is in connection with federal gov-
ernment representation that the Association's

connections with other organizations in the
field of higher education seem to be strongest.

While there are certainly differences of
opinion among the various organizations and

their representatives, the interchange of

views and information among them is highly

valuable, and there are many occasions in

which they can act in concerted fashion

and multiply their strength 5. 178-177.

Among the national associations with which the AAUP

has had frequent occasion to cooperate are the American
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Council on Education, the Association of American Col-
leges, the Association of American Universities, the
National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges, and the American Association of Junior Colleges.

Roughly five or six percent of the time of the pro-
fessional association staff in Washington was devoted to
federal relations in 1965. The Report of the Self-Survey
Committee of the AAUP suggests that "in view of the grow-
ing importance and complexity of Lrelations with the gov-
ernmeng the present expenditure of time and resources is
minimal, and. . .will and should increase 5. 17$7."

SPECIAL TASK ASSOCIATIONS

Special task associations, though most similar to
institutionally tied associations in the nature of their
basic interests, are distinguished from the latter by
their narrow focus on specific problems or functions re-
lated to the development, coordination, or support of
higher education programs. Among the most important
functions performed by special task organizations, from
the point of view of promoting order in the higher educa-
tion system nationally, is the provision of national ac-
crediting and testing services. Other association tasks
included here as involving a relatively narrow focus
are fund-raising and the distribution of funds through
scholarships, fellowships, and the like. Membership in
special task associations consists of both academic ad-
ministrators and faculty as well as of educational and

noneducational organizations.

The National Commission on Accrediting (NCA)

The National Commission on Accrediting was created
in 1949--the outgrowth of a Joint Committee on Accred-

iting established ten years earlier by the Association
of Land-Grand Colleges and Universities and the National

Association of State Universities. The purpose of the

Joint Committee, and of the subsequent Commission, was
to simplify, coordinate, and improve accrediting stand-
ards and practices in the United States (Heffeilin, 1965).
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The formation of the Joint Committee on Accrediting

in 1938 has been referred to by Hefferlin (1965) as a

"presidential revolt" against the proliferation, during
the 1930's, of myriad accrediting agencies whose demands

on American colleges and univeTsities were frequently in
competition, and which seemed to be 'setting institutional

policies by remote control 5.7." Many of these accred-
iting bodies were professional organizations (such as the

American Medical Association) seeking to raise profes-
sional standards through the improvement of education pro-

grams in their respective professional schools. The mul-

tiplication of such agencies, with their specialized and
uncoordinated demands upon academic institutions, seemed
to higher education administrators to threaten the lib-

eral arts function of American colleges and universities
and to undermine administrative authority uver them. In

response to the need to defend institutional autonomy

against the undue and fragmenting influence of outside

groups, university presidents determined to create their

own organization to accredit accrediting agencies.

The long-range purpose of the Joint Committee, its
founding associations agreed, would be to direct itself

toward

. .an elimination of some of the ex-

isting accrediting agencies, if possible,

simplification of the procedures, reduction
of duplication, removal of dictation from
groups outside the educational field; and

restoration of res2onsibi1ity to states

and institutions LHefferlin, 1965, p. g7.

It was a purpose subsequently inherited by the NCA. By

1954, however. the Commission had not succeeded in elim-
inating a number of professional agencies or placing their
functions under the supervision of more comprehensive re-
gional associations (responsible for accrediting higher edu-

cation institutions rather than separate professional pro-

grams). Thus, it was established that:

o the Commission would henceforth con-

tinue to place major responsibility for
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accreditation on the regional associations,
but it would not expect them to supervise
the professional agencies nor to assume
the latter's accrediting functions. In-

stead it would expect all agencies to im-
prove and coordinate their own activities
gefferlin, p.

It would be the NCA's function to discourage the further
proliferation of professional accrediting bodies and to
stimulate the improvement of the standards and procedures
of agencies already in operation (Mayor, 1965).

In 1965 the membership of the Commission was r-ade

up of the more than 1,200 institutional members of even

constituent associations: the American Association of
Junior Colleges, the Association of American Colleges,
the Association of American Universities, the Association
of State Colleges and Universities, the Association of
State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges, the Associa-
tion of Urban Universities, and the State Universities
Association (National Commission on Accrediting, undated).
Each of these constituent associations appoihts six repre-
sentatives (all presidents or chief administrative offir

cers of member institutions) to the NCA governing body,

the Board of Commissioners. The Commission has no legal
authority over its member institutions; but it is expected
that these colleges will deal only with accrediting agen-
cies approved by the Commission, and they are bound by
the constitution to "consult with and inform the Commis-
sion before undertaking action contrary to the rulings
and recommendations of the Commission 5ational Commis-
sion on Accrediting, undated, no pagg."

An NCA Advisory Committee to Study the Future Role
of the National Commission reported in 1966 that the rapid
growth of federal aid to higher education, and its impact
on voluntary accrediting in the United States, was "per-

haps the most crucial issue for accreditation in this de-

/cade National Commission on Accrediting Reports, 1967,
p. 14 ." Despite a general pattern of federal recogni-
tion of established voluntary accreditation procedures
as a basis upon which to allocate government funds, the
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expansion of federal support into even broader areas of
higher education activity has become a source of consid-
erable anxiety for the Commission.

Since the Korean War GI Bill (in 1952) institu-
tions of higher education have had to be accredited by
a nationally recognized agency to be eligible for parti-
cipation in federal programs. The 1952 bill thus required
that the U. S. Commissioner of Education maintain a pub-
lic list of nationally recognized accrediting agencies
and associations whose authority in the assessment of
educational institutions and programs the governmentwould
accept (National Commission on Accrediting Reports, 1966).
In some instances, it must be noted, the preparation of
such an approved list has given the U. S. Commissioner
discretion to choose between two nationally recognized
agencies competing for jurisdiction in the same field or
area. And as a result, the U. S. Commissioner's list
has not agreed entirely with the list of approved accred-
iting agencies published by the NCA. The 1966 report of
the Commission included the lists of the U.S. Commissioner
and of the NCA, noting their agreement on 26 regional and
professional accrediting agencies and their.differences
on a total of 13. As the basis upon which federal funds
are, in fact, distributed, the U. S. Commissioner's in-
dependent listing is clearly a potential threat to the
authority and legitimacy of the NCA in this area.

In addition, the 1965 amendments to the Nurse Train-
ing Act of 1964 gave the U. S. Office of Education author-
ity to undertake for itself the accreditation of programs
when it found no appropriate accrediting body available
to do so (Cartter, 1966). While a subsequent agreement
between the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
and the relevant accrediting organizations amended the
breadth and significance of this option, it nevertheless
raised a new challenge to the principle of voluntary ac-
creditation in the United States, introducing, by one
possible interpretation,

an incipient trend in the direction
of substituting executive action where edu-
cation Lis7 either too slow or incapable
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of acting in the public interest. It

anticipates expanding Federal programs
in areas of specialized training--espe-
cially at the semi- or sub-professional

level--where traditional accreditation
procedures are unlikely to suffice LT, 64-
65/.

As a result of these disturbing developments, the
Advisory Committee to the NCA urged that the Commission
give serious attention to the expanding activity of the
federal government in areas related to accreditation, and
that the NCA

should initiate and support strongly
the primary responsibility of voluntary
associations. Further, we recommend that
the Commission explore a role for itself
in connection with the determination of
eligibility gor federal support7. We
propose, as an example, that the Commis-
sion should nominate or have a voice in
the selection of advisors committees aid-
ing federal agencies in the determination
of institutional eligibility. It also
should explore means to become actively
involved in the formulation of policies
covering institutional eligibility. This
can be done initially by its executive
staff in Washington 5. 57.

SUMMARY

The expansion of federal aid to higher education
in the last three decades has came to touch directlyupon
the basic purposes and interests of higher education as-
sociations of all four types, stimulating them to develop
(or to consider the developmenT, of) new organizational
machinery for representing their interests to government.
The distinction suggested above between four types of
higher education associations makes it possible to differ-
entiate among the specific areas of legislative interest
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which have begun to draw these various association types
more actively into the federal policy process. This dis-
tinction also allows certain generalizations regarding
the degree of politicization of higher education associ-
ations in the late 1960's.

Institutionally tied associations, which represent
the institutional concerns of administrators in Washing-
ton, have been committed to promoting broad federal sup-
port for higher education and particular support of a
type which preserves the autonomy and integrity of the
university as an educational institution. Thus, insti-
tutionally tied associations hav tended, for example,
to promote: 1) institutional support for universities to
counteract the fragmenting effects upon universities of
categorjcal aid (ana particularly of grant and contract
research support in the scientific fields) and to allow
academic administrators maximum responsibility for the
allocation of funds within the institution; 2) an increase
in federal support in previously "deprived" areas, such as

the humanities, to bring better "balance" into university
research programs; and 3) a reduction of the indirect cost

to universities themselves of housing federally funded re-
search projects, thus allowing for a concentration of un-
iversity resources in areas whj.ch benefit least from fed-
eral support.

Discipline-oriented societies, on the other hand,
are more narrowly concerned with assuring adequate fed-
eral support for research in specific fields and with
preventing the passage of legislative measures which re-
strict research autonomy in specific fields of study as
a condition of federal support.

The AAUP, the one faculty-oriented association des-

cribed above, has tended to focus its attention on legis-
lation threatening to restrict th9 wcrk autonomy of all
faculty members (or large groups of them) as a condition
for participation in federal higher education programs.
It has thus been active in opposing such legislative mea-
sures as disclaimer affidavits and loyalty oaths when
these are appended to federal funds for research or other
educational activities. In matters related to the defense
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of academic freedom, according to the report of the 6elf-
DarnyCommittee(American Association of University Pro-
fessors, 1965), the AAUP has been "in the forefront of

organizational opposition 5 1717."

The varied tasks performed by special task associ-
ations make it difficult to generalize broadly about the

issues which tend (or promise) to involve these associa-

tions with the federal government. A number of these

organizations, however, perform functions in the criti-

cal areas of educational testing and accrediting--areas

in which higher education has been under particular pres-

sure in recent years to develop voluntary procedures as

a means of avoiding the establishment and enforcement of

educational standards by the federal government. The NCA,

for example, is vitally interested in that aspect ofhigher

education legislation which specifies the basis uponwhich

federal funds will be allocated to selected institutions

and programs, for it is in determining the eligibility of

colleges and universities and professional proc ,ms tore-

ceive federal funds that the government represents a po-

tential threat to the American system of voluntaryaccredi-

tation by private associations.

Given these basic differences in associational fo-

cus, historical patterns of federal aid to higher educa-

tion (particularly during and since World War II) have

been an important determinant of variations in the degree

of politicization of the four association types.

As described in Chapter 2, the first massive wave

of federal assistance to higher education in the 20th

century took the form of support for academic science

research during and inmediately following World War

The basic feature of government-university relations dur-

ing this period was the system of grants and contracts

through which specific science research projects were
conducted on university campuses with federal government

support. During the postwar years it was gradually to

become apparent to university administrators, who played

only a minimal role in setting up the grant and contiact

system, that this pattern of federal aid to sciencewas, in

fact, placing serious strains on the cohesion and integrity
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of the university as a broad educaDlonal institution. In
their efforts to encourage wider support of universitypro-
grams, however, academic administrators lacked the aura
of technical expertise which had buttressed the authority
of natural scientists as participants in the policy pro-
cess. Government officials who considered themselves
quite incapable of understanding the problems and needs
of science were less reticent to consider and assess for
themselves the technical problems of university adminis-
tration. Even more importantly, however, legislationpro-
viding general aid to educational institutions was consid-
erably more controversial in the 1940's and 1950's than
was government support of science, with the consequence
that major educational issues (in contrast to scientific
ones) have long received close Congressional attention.
The programs of institutional aid advocated by higher edu-
cation administrators have also stimulated the active con-
cern of a number of powerful nonacademic interest groups
in the society (including the Chamber of Commerce, the
AFL-CIO, and a number of national religious organizations)
whose claims have frequently competed with those of ace,-
demic administrators in the legislative arena.

As a result of the earlier need to represent and
defend their policy views in Congress, and their lesser
claim to technical expertise as advisors to government
on the needs of higher education, university administra-
tors began in the 1950's to establish a strong organiza-
tional position outside of government--through the estab-
lishment and politicization of institutionally tied asso-
ciations in Washington--from which to enhance their role
in the higher education policy process. By the middle
1960's, institutionally tied associations had formed the
politically sophisticated higher education community in
Washington, to which our attention will shortly turn.

Also involved with controversial educational policy
in the 1950's and 1960's, and joining forces with insti-
tutionally tied associations when its own interests were
touched by federal activity, was the faculty-oriented
AAUP. For reasons which will be discussed in Chapter 6,
however, the AAUP has remained somewhat aloof from the
organized efforts of institutionally tied associations



to promote broad federal support of academic institutions.
And as a result, the AAUP has had a less persistent rela-
tionship with federal agencies and Congress than have the
administrator-daninated organizations which make up the
core of the Washington higher education community.

Discipline-oriented associations have, on the other
hand, only recently begun to develop an organizational
position outside of government from which to represent
the needs of the scientific community to federal agencies
and particularly to Congress. Social scientists (because
of rising federal interest in social research) andnatural
scientists (because of a leveling off of funds for natural
science projects) have begun to turn their attention in
the 1960's to strengthening the role of many discipline-
oriented associations as liaisons between the scientific
disciplines and the national government.

For the one special task association described above
--the National Commission on Accrediting--changes in fed-
eral policy in the 1960's have also created new legisla-
tive interests. In its attitude towrd institutional ac-
creditation by private educational o-anizations (as in
its new mood regarding federal support of the natural sci-
ences), Congress may, Cartter (1966) suggests, be begin-
ning to question the legitimacy of self-regulation by pro-
fessionals:

Congress is beginning to show impatience
in a variety of areas where it is the
agent approving support but where it is
relatively impotant in the administra-
tion of approved programs. This shows
up in dissatisfactions over foreign pol-
icy, the defense establishment, AID pro-
grams, regulations concerning research
grants and contracts, etc. It is also
noticeable in the general attitude of

Congress--itself largely made up of pro-
fessional men--toward othe/ professional
groups whom it feels aspire to priviliged
status. Accreditation is seen, consciously
or unconsciously, as a means of establishing
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and protecting status. At its best, accred-
iting is a means of protecting the public,

but at its worst, accrediting is a means of
resisting change and exerting monopolistic

power for self-aggrandizement. Two persons
with whom the author discussed these atti-
tudes mentioned the Medicare debates as a
case in point, sensing that the professional
ire of lawyers (who consider themselves ser-
vants) was raised against the professional
attitude of those medical doctors who (they
felt) put private position above the public
good. Similar feelings are often raised

against educators in general, the latter
being pictured as individuals who want
absolute independence coincident with free
access to the public trough 5. 67.

The implications of this charge in Congressional at-
titude for relations between science and government have
been described at length above. For academicians con-
cerned with accreditation, as well, this change creates
a growing need to organize through associations such as
the National Commission on Accrediting to defend the use
of academic rather than governmental standards and cri-
teria in the evaluation of educational institutions and

programs.



Constraints on Politicel Activity

The broadening and deepening relationship between
higher education and the national government has brought
about proliferation of many kinds of linkages between
these spheres. Views of academicians on educational pol-
icy are sought 1:1, federal officials and agencies through
a growing variety of advisory posts, commissions and com-
mittees within government, and academic organizations out-
side of government. A central feature of the changing
relations between higher education and government seems,
nevertheless, to be enhanced importance of national vol-
untary associations as mechanisms for supplying extensive
information needed by government, and for representing
academic needs and interests to federal agencies and par-
ticularly to Congress.

Increasingly, as a result of developments in the
1960's, academicians must compete in Congress with pow-
erful and well-organized nonacademic interests in promot-
ing adequate support of higher education activities and
defend these activities from what they perceive as undue
restriction or control by legislators. Effective parti-
cipation in the formulation of higher education policy
thus requires considerable organization and political
skill. As permanent structures with a continuity of exec-
utive staff in Washington, associations provide a unique
organizational setting within which an understanding of
the workings of government, and a familiarity with the
complex Washington scene, can be accrued and used to ad-
vantage by representatives of the academic community.
Since associations function independently of government,
they also are able to monitor the broad range of govern-
mental activity affecting higher education and to shift

116
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easily the focus of advisory and representative activi-
ties as the critical locus of federal programs, or of
governmental decision making about these programs, changes.

The American Council on Education (undated, b), sug-
gests that academic advice and assistance available from
organizations independent of government gives academicians
greater influence in determining who speaks to government
for higher education. In the past:

Federal agencies have often gone without advice
or--perhaps more dangerouslyhave gone directly
to individual advisors of their choice. Inev-
itably, the latter practice has on occasion be-
come a device for getting what an agency wants
to hear, rather than what it ought to hear. En-
hancement of Council services in this area would
be a major advance not only for hi her education
but also for the public interest 217.

Finally, associations perform diverse functions for
their members and, thus, attract and represent a wide
range of persons in the society, as they do in higher edu-
cation. Broad membership gives them, in turn, unique ac-
cess to widPly dispersed sources of information and a ca-
pacity for mobilizing and coordinating the interests of
large numbers of private citizens, and it makes them ef-
fective participants in political processes requiring the
exercise of collective strength. However, significant
constraints on the political activity of higher education
associations have played an important part in shapingtheir
role as representatives of the academic community.

MEMBERSHIP RETICENCE TO EXPAND CENTRAL OFFICE

Developing organizational machinery for dealing ef-
fectively with the federal government is time consuming
and expensive. As the discussion of the ASA illustrates,
a Washington office does not guarantee that association
interests gain expression to government or to other pri-
vate organizations in Washington. Monitoring innumerable
federal programs which touch upon association concerns,
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and the establishment of working ties with countless agen-
cies and committees which deal regularly with higher edu-
cation policy, is a virtually unlimited task--and one
which generally requires the attention of specialized as-
sociation personnel. Like the addition of other associ-
ation services, then,the development of political ties
in Washington requires an expansion of central office
staff and facilities at added expense to the dues-paying
members. In addition to member re]uctance to sustain
these costs, however, there are further bases for resist-
ing the growth of the central association office.

There is, first of all, a tendency for professional
staff members--generally full-time, committed to associa-
tion purposes, and closer than elected association leader-
ship to the day-to-day operation of association affairs--
to exercise considerable control over the functioning of
the organization. Describing the position of the staff
member in the civic association, Banfield and Wilson (1963)
note, for example, that:

by making recommendations as to who should be
put on the board and "groomed for leadership,"
by "training" new board members to the organi-
zational (i.e., staff) point of view, by select-
ing program material, by using "research" to

influence policy, by writing speeches and press
releases for uncritical and often uninterested
officers and board members, the staff may--and
indeed often must--play a principal part in
deciding the association's character, style,
and strategy 5. 2537.

There has been considerable reticence among the members of
many discipline-oriented associations, particularly, to
allow a central staff to develop and to assume increasing
responsibility for a broad range of organizational poli-
cies and activities, thus reducing the influence of the
membership over association affairs.

This reticence is increased, in many instances, by in-
ternal divisions among the members of learned societies,
which lead to anxiety on the part of each faction that a
strong, well-organized central office might be "captured"
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by another group and used to enhance its control over the
society's activities and objectives. Factions tend to
develop, for example, along suuedsciplinary lines, with
each subdisciplinary group fearL'g the domination of the
organization by members representing another branch of
the discipline.

Geographical considerations also enter into intra-
organizational disputes. Published reports of the Ameri-
can Sociological Association (Homans, 1964) refer, for
example, to widespread anxiety on the part of society mem-
bers that "the Association is dominated by an 'Eastern
clique' among its officers 5. 8957." An inevitable cuLl-
comitant of this suspicion is the concern among other re-
gional groups that rm expanded Washington office would
provide a power base from which "Eastern" control could
be more effectively exercised.

Thus, membership reluctance to develop strong organi-
zational machinery within a central office must be seen,
in some instances, as a conservative influence on the po-
liticization process. It would seem, however, that where
member interests are directly touched by federal activity
(as this discussion of higher education associations has
stressed), the pressure to develop machinery for represen-
tation in Washington becomes the more compelling force in
determining association development.

THE TAX-EXEMPT STATUS OF EDUGATIONAL
AND SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATIONS

A more powerful source of restraint on the political
activity of higher education associations in Washington
can be found in the tax laws pertaining to their status
as educational and scientific organizations.

Under Section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code

of 1954, as amended (Income Tax Regulations, 1967), "or-
ganizations organized and ope/ated for religious, chari-
table, scientific, testing.for public safety, literary,
and educational purpose Lp.337" (including all the higher
education associations considered here) retain a special
tax-exempt status as long as they do not:
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(i). .devote more thaii an insubstantial part

of their activities to attempting to influence
legislation by propaganda or otherwise; or (ii)
directly or indirectly participate in, or
intervene in (including the publishing or dis-
tributing of statements), any political campaign
on behalf of or in o position to any candidate
for public office pp. 435-37.

As long as educational and scientific organizations meet
these statutory requirements, they are exempt from federal
tax on their income, and contributions made to them are
tax deductible for the contributors.* Just what consti-
tutes a "substantial" part of an association's activities

*Professional associations, on the other hand, are
covered by Section 501(c)6 of the Internal Revenue Code,
according to which they do not pay federal tax on their
income, but contributions made to them are not tax deduc-
tible for contributors. Under this section of the tax code,
there are no limitations placed on the political activity
of professional societies.

Although educational and scientific societies in Wash-
ington are quick to point out that they are not lobbies and
do not hire paid lobbyists, these terms are not, in fact,
inconsistent with a tax-exempt status. The 1946 federal

Regulation of Lobbying Act (Congressional Quarterly Ser-
vice, 1965)

required any person who was hired by some-
one else for the principal purpose of lobbying
Congress to register with the Secretary of the
Senate and Clerk of the House and file certain
quarterly financial reports, so that his activi-
ties would be known to Congress and the public.

Organizations which solicited or received money
for the principal purpose of lobbying Congress
did not necessarily have to register, but they
did have to file quarterly spending reports with
the Clerk detailin how much they spent to influ-

ence legislation Lp. g.
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and what is meant by "attempting to influence legislation"
remain somewhat ambiguous, however--making this statute
a source of considerable anxiety for all tax-exempt organi-
zations which deal directly with the government. For it
is never entirely clear which of the diverse communications
between associations and federal officials will be defined
by the Internal Revenue Service to be attempts to influ-
ence legislation or when the participation of associations
in the policy process will be taken to be a disproportion-
ately large part of their work. Physics Today reported in
1967, for example, that many scientific societies were
still reticent to "communicate with Congress" out of fear
that it would jeopardize their tax-exempt status (Daddario
urges societies, p. 83).

NARROW VS. BROAD POLITICAL ISSUES

A crucial restraint on the political behavior of higher
education associations relates to the range of political is-
sues which these societies consider to be within their legit-
imate domain. While the boundaries of this domain cannot be

The term lobbying does not appear, however, in the sec-
tion of the Internal Revenue Code pertaining to educational
and scientific organizations. Such an organization might,
that is, be a registered lobby and still qualify for tax-
exempt status if no substantial part of its activities con-
sists of attempting to influence legislation (United States
House of Representatives, 1954).

The strong distaste among association personnel for the
term lobby is not due, then, to tax considerations; nor does
it reflect any desire on the part of scientific and educa-
tional associations to avoid public disclosure of their fi-
nances, since these associations publish annual statements
of their financial status--usually in their own journals--
for the information of their members and the general pub-
lic. Antipathy toward being referred to as lobbies is due,
rather, to the negative connotations of the term and to fear
that its use will cast a bad light on association activities.
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sharply defined, the behavior of many higher education
associations in recent years testifies to the importance
attributed by a majority of their members to limiting .che

scope of political issues with which such associations
will become instrumentally involved.

A number of discipline-oriented associations (as well
as the American Association of University Professors) have
been confronted, for example, by internal pressures to in-
volve them in issues of broad public policy relating to
the problems of the society as a whole. While the response
to these pressures has varied somewhat among different

higher education associations, a significant pattern can
be discerned in the examples below.

At the annual meeting of the American Sociological
Association in August of 1967, just over 3 percent of the
voting members of the Association submitted to the Council
a resolution reading in part (Constitutional procedure, 1967):

As human beings, citizens of the United States,
and professional sociologists, we deplore and
condemn the war in Vietnam as an undertaking
which is resulting in the killing of innocent
people and the destruction of a country and its
culture 5. 2217.

Placing the matter before the total voting membership of
the ASA, the Council voiced its awn disapproval of the res-
olution, judging it inconsistent with the "professional
neutrality" of the ASA as a "scientific and professional
body." Accordingly, Association members were asked to
vote by mail on two issues, their individual agreement
or disagreement with the sentiments expressed in the pro-

posal and their views as to whether the ASA should take an
official position on the contents of the resolution. A
65 percent return on a mailed ballot yielded 1,472 votes
of agreement with the Vietnam resolution and 1,247 votes
opposed. The same members, however, voted 1,874 against
the ASA taking an official position on Vietnam and only
989 in favor of an official organizational stance An the
matter (Williams, 1968).

The efforts of American Physical Society members to
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involve the Society (and, indirectly, the American Insti-
tute of Physics) in broad social and political issues met
with similar defeat. In 1967, a letter written by an APS
member on the morality of the Vietnam war was rejected for
publication by the editors of Physics Today, an American
Institute of Physics journal. The basis for this rejec-
tion, the editors explained (Physics Today editors, 1967),
was that "the American Institute of Physics and its pUbli-
cation Physics Today are by charter and intent devoted to
physics as physics and physicists as physicists. The let-
ter did not appear to have any special relation to either
of them 5. 12117."

In the course of a subsequent debate (published by
special arrangement in the "Letters" columns of Physics
Today), an amendment to the APS constitution was proposed,
which would allow Society members to vote on resolutions
on "any matter of concern to the society" (the constitu-
tion of the APS limits society activities to "matters of
direct professional concern to physicists gueller, 1968, p.
3)4.7," and which would open Physics Today to the publica-
tion of member debates on questions of broad public policy.
Fearing primarily (as a number of the publiShed letters
suggest) that the APS might be reduced to a debating soci-
ety on controversial social issues, and that Physics Today
would lose its essentially professional character if em-
broiled in issues not closely related to physics, APS mem-
bers defeated the amendment by a vote of 9,214 to 3,553,
with just over half of the Society's 24,000 members vot-
ing (Sullivan, 1968). In strong opposition to publishing
debates on Vietnam in Physics Today or other AIP journals
was the president of the National Academy of Sciences,
Fredrich Seitz (1968), who wrote:

It seems to me that it would be a great mis-
take for the American Institute of Physics, or
the member societies, to be involved in such
controversial matters unlesF they are tied very
immediately to the profession of physics itself

r-althougg I wish to emphasize that I see
no reason why Physics Today could not be used
for comments on social or economic issues im-
mediately related to our profession 5. 1.27.
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At their fall meeting in 1967, members of the Ameri-
can Political Science Association (APSA) formed a new
group within the Association called The Caucus for a New

Political Science. Protesting the apparent conviction

of the officers of the APSA that "major partisan issues
of the day lay beyond the proper professional concerns
of the Association," the Caucus resolved to "promote a
new concern in the Association for our great social cri-
ses and a new and broader opportunity for us all to ful-
fill, as scholars, our to society and to sci-

ence gayer, 1968, pp. 38-39 ." During the period of the
fall convention, the Caucus achieved a membership of 225

(out of an APSA membership of approximately 14,000 in 1967,
according to figures obtained from the APSA Executive Of-

fice) and adopted a number of resolutions. In addition
to laying plans for a meeting of its own to occur in con-
junction with the APSA convention in 1968, the Caucus ap-
pealed to the APSA Program Committee to schedule a full
day of Association meetings for discussion on the Vietnam

war. It also requested of Association officers that the
full membership be polled regarding its views on the Viet-

nam war. Both requests were subsequently refused (Bayer,

1968). Finally, the Executive Committee of.the Caucus
announced that it would propose an amendment to the APSA
constitution which would "broaden permanently the concerns
of the Association for contemporary political life 5 327.

As a subgrouping dedicated, at least in part, to pro-

moting the study by political scientists of current, crit-
ical political problems, the Caucus represents in two ways
an intermediate solution to the problem of association in-

volvement in broad politics: It retains an emphasis on

research, with a stated commitment to maintaining "academic
detachment and scholarly standards" in the study of con-
temporary issues (Bayer, 1968); and it makes possible the dis-

cussion, within the Association, of controversial issues
on which the total APSA membership may or may not choose

to take an official (organizational) stand.

The distinction between broad, or widely ramifying,

political and social issues and those relating directly
to the fundamental interests of scientific and educational
associations is, of course, not always clear. An official

position on the problem of war was adopted by the American
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Anthropological Association (AAA) a number of years ago,

for example, and was recently reaffirmed by the AAA Coun-

cil as an appropriate expression of a central professional

concern of anthropologists.

The Council of the AAA adopted by acclamation, in 1961,

a resolution put before it by Margaret Mead on "The Use of

Anthropology (Official reports, 1962)1" reading, in part:

Whereas as anthropologists we recognize that
mankind, a single interconnected biological
species, is now threatened with the possibil-
ity of extinction through the methods and pre-

parations of modern warfare--nuclear, biological

and chemical. . .and that mankind is now faced

with an entirely new problem of survival

and that at this crossroads it is urgently neces-

sary that the full resources of our science, of

related human sciences, and of the whole scien-

tific community be brought to bear on the easing

of the immediate crisis and the development of

social institutions which will enable all peoples

to live and work, however great their differences.

Be it therefore resolved,

1) That to this task we devote our scientific

resources as anthropologists, in cooperation

with other american and international science

organizations]. . .

2) That we call upon our governmcntal bodies--

federal, state, and local--to make fuller use

of anthropology and other human sciences in pur-

suit of our stated national policy of the search

for disarmament and the search for peace 5. 6177.

At a Council meeting held in November of 19661 an additional

resolution--relating directly to the Vietnam war--was adopt-

ed "by two-thirds to three-quarters of those voting (Of-

ficial reports) 1967)." It read, in part:

Reaffirming our 1961 resolution, we condemn the

use of napalm, chemical defoliants and the

intentional or deliberate policies of genocide

or forced transportation of populations for the
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purpose of terminating their cultural and/or
genetic heritages by anyone anywhere.

These methods of Jarfare deeply offend human

nature. We ask that all governments put an
end to their use at once and proceed as rapidly

as possible to a peaceftl settlement of the

war in Vietnam 5. 3837.

Although an earlier motion to table this resolution

was defeated by only a narrow margin, the Official report

of the meeting mentioned no discussion among Council mem-

bers as to the appropriateness of an official AAA posi-

tion on the Vietnam war.

One potential danger of embroiling associations in

broad political issues is described by the Self-Survey

Committee of the American Association of University Pro-

fessors (1965):

The representatives of the Association fre-

quently have difficulty enough in coming to an

agreement on matters of direct professional con-

cern. To take positions on more sweeping and

controversial matters might tend to divide the

membership even more sharply and unnecessarily.

Since there is no position with regard to an

important and controversial public issue around

which the entire membership of the Association

would be at all likely to agree, any position-

taking in such areas would tend to alienate

some persons 5. 1817.

An association is, as Rose (1967) has stressed, an

organization of limited purposes--those specific purposes

which originally brought its members together. The fact

that association members share one interest in common in

no way assures that they share other interests or attitudes

as well; attempts to draw an association into activity in

areas different from the original concerns of its members

can seriously threaten the cohesion of the organization.

The fear of alienating a minority of members on issues
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k:uch as Vietnam does not seem as critical a factor in

determining the behavior of disciplinary associations,

however, as the reluctance on the part of a majority of

association members to commit their organizations to broad

political causes which they define as being outside the

basic purposes of these organizations. On the one hand,

those scholars committed to the employment of disciplinary

associations as vehicles for socio-political activism ar-

gue, as the above examples illustrate, that to avoid as-

sociation involvement in broad and controversial political

issues is to neglect the fundamental obligation of their

disciplines to society as well as to science. On the

other hand, those members of the disciplines who defend

a narrower political role for their professional associ-

ations fear that involving them actively in broad politi-

cal affairs will attenuate the commitment of these organi-

zations to professional standards of scholarship and the

development of knowledge. Such involvement also threatens

to undermine the professional legitimacy of the associa-

tion, they argue, in the eyes of the public and of govern-

ment officials--reducing the potential effectiveness of

the association in the pursuit of goals more closely re-

lated to its traditional scholarly purposes. Notably,

the expansion of association activity to include advocacy

to government of narrower disciplinary interests does not

seem to raise similar intraorganizational controversy or

to lie outside of the basic purposes of disciplinary as-

sociations as these purposes are defined by a majority of

association members.

Babbidge and Rosenzweig (1962) provide an example of

the way in which association representatives to government

--and particularly to Congress--may fail to play an effec-

tive role as advocates of narrow higher education inter-

ests as a result of overzealous and unsolicited efforts to

solve broader problems of public policy. Describing the

efforts of university presidents (through their Washington-

based associations) to win federal support for the needs

and purposes of their institutions (1960), these authors

lament:

. when they debated the possibility of aid

to higher education, they were not content to

describe their needs and the most effective
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manner of meeting them; instead, they took on
the larger issue, whether it would constitute
sound public policy to meet these needs. They
did not argue over their needs and interests;
they argued over a broad question of public
policy, in this instance, the so-called Church-
State issue 5. lig.

And Rosenzweig (1965) adds:

The general tendency of these administrators
to try to say too much has been detrimental
to their cause. In many cases, it seems to
me, college presidents (and it is almost al-
ways the presidents who are involved in these
matters) have leaned over backwards to tackle
an issue of public policy which they could and
from a political standpoint, probably should
have avoided and their voluntary pronounce-
ments immensely complicated their legislative
efforts. . .There is a genuine conflict between
the role which they seek for themselves as edu-
cational statesmen and their role as political
operators lobbying on behalf of higher educa-
tion 5p. 60-617.

Similarly, the failure to distinguish between broad
political matters (which touch upon the welfare of the
nation as much as upon the interests of any particular
organization) and the narrower sphere of paramount as-
sociation concerns is exemplified in the opposition of
the American Medical Association (AMA) to Medicare legis-
lation. Here, a desire to protect the professional au-
tonomy and monetary advantage of doctors led their Asso-
ciation to advocate strongly its views on American democ-

racy and the free enterprise system--with the end result,
it has been argued, that the AMA was both ineffective in
preventing the passage of Medicare and unable to partici-
pate in the technical design of this medical legislation,

even when called upon by Congress to do so.

As the House Ways and Means Committee prepared in the
spring of 1965 to devise a Medicare bill, Richard Harris
(1966) stated, "Its members wanted, and needed, all the
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expert assistance they could get on the complicated tech-
nical problems involved 5. 185.7." Inviting witnesses to
appear before an executive session of the Committee, Chair-
man Mills requested specifically that they confine their
testimony to the sphere of their particular professional
competence. Representatives of the AMA, however, spoke at
considerable length "about economics, sociology, public
welfare, and the Social Security system," contribut_Lng (in
the words of one Committee member) "absolutely nothing con-
structive 5. 18g" to the formulation of the bill at hand.
One Representative was finally driven to remark: "1 am
only sorry that we must proceed in the writing of this bill
without the technical astance that your organization
might have given us 5. 165/.''

While the example is, indeed, extr-tuIP_ it illustrates

a potential disadvantage of active association involvement
in broad political problems if the organization seeks, at
the same time, to be effective in representing its members,
as a group with specific expertise and particular interests,
to the government and to the public. This is not to sug-
gest that an association should not enter into broad po-
litical questions which its members define as being directly
related to the basic objectives of the organization. It

does point up, however, the necessity to distinguish as
carefully as possible between broad and narrow political
issues where an association seeks to maximize its influ-
ence in areas of recognized member competence and special
association concern.

Many members of the academic disciplines feel a grow-
ing professional obligation to play an active role in the
golution of broad public problems, and the enhanced size,
visibility, and prestige of the academic professions in
the 1960's has contributed to the desire on the part of
these academicians to employ the status and authority of
their professional voluntary organizations in support of
their wide-ranging social and political views. Thus, ac-
ademic concern for such issues as the war in Vietnam will

undoubtedly continue to seek expression in the organiza-
tional context of higher education associations, and par-
ticularly within the discipline-oriented associations--
the organizations with which academic scholars most directly
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identify. The tension

politicization and the

of discipline-oriented
certainly intensify in

between the forces for narrow
forces for broad politicization
associations will thus almost

future years.



VI

Decision Making in a Coalitional Context

Two contrasting remarks by United States Senators
suggest that important changes have occurred in the
national organization of higher education within the
last decade and that these changL. have came about
with encouragement fram educationally oriented members
of Congress. Addressing representatives of higher edu-
cation associations during the 1960 hearings on College
Aid legislation (U. S. Senate, 1960), Senator Joseph S.

Clark of Pennsylvania admonished:

I a4 somewhat disappointed. . .that despite

the fact that the President's Committee on
Education Beyond the High School made its re-
port over three years ago, there is still no
unanimity among the agencies representing
lalr higher education institutions as to what

kind of help they want fram the Federal
Government. They all know they want help,

but they can't agree on what form it should
take. I hope that conflict will shortly be
resolved 5. 527.

In hearings on the Higher Education Amendments of
1966 (U. S. Senate, 1966), Senator Wayne Morse of Ore-

gon said:

If one were to ask me to name the one major

reason wh we have been able in recent years

to have L EI2 breakthrough in education leg-

islation--with the result that since the first

year of the Kennedy administration we have

131
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passed more Federal aid to educational
legislation quantatively and qualitative-
ly than has been passed in the preceding
100 years I would tell you that it is
because at long last the educational seg-
ment of our country moved forward as a
united body in support of all the various
pieces of education legislation
Lacking this unity of approach I did

not see much optimism for federal aid to
education. To the everlasting credit of
the profession they united and we were able
to get the legislation passed 5. 187.

An important aspect of this new unity of effort is
the development during the 1960's of an effective pat-
tern of communication and alliance among institutional-
ly tied higher education associations on the national
level. This chapter will describe these patterns, their
emergence in the 1960's, and their implications for
higher education-federal government relations.

ANERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION

Warren (1967) suggested a typology of contexts in
which organizational units interact in making decisions,
basing these types on differences in the relationship
of the participating units to an inclusive decision-
making structure. The four contexts are: 1) a unitary

context in which the organizational units are formally
organized for the achievement of inclusive goals, with
final authority over the units residing at the top of

the structure. In this context

norms call for a high commitment to

following the orders of a leadership,

subsystem. The units are expected

to orient their behavior toward the
well-being of the inclusive organiza-
tion rather than toward their own
respective subgoals 5. 40/2.
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2) A federative context for decision making, in which
the units are mmber organizations, rather than de-
partments of a unitary structura, and retain individual
goals while cooperating toward the achievement of cer-

tain inclusive goals. An inclusive structure provides
formal machinery for decision making and for the ac-
complishment of established goals, but authority (to

ratify inclusive decisions) resides in the participat-
ing units themselves. Moderate commitment to the in-
clusive organization is expected, though norms allow
for "considerable unit autonomy." 3) A coalitional
context for inclusive decision making within which or-
ganizations having their own goals collaborate "infor-
mally and on an ad hoc basis where some of LTheif
goals are similar to those of other organizations in
the group 5. 4057," but in which there is no formal
machinery for inclusive decision making. Decision
making occurs, rather, in the informal interaction

among units. In this context,

there is only a minimal prescription of
collectivity orientation by the units,
it being understood that the units are
concerned primarily with their own goals,
and only secondarily with the loose inter-

actional structure in which they happen to
be collaborating 5. 4027.

4) A social choice context in which decisions are made
independently by autonamous units which do not neces-

sarily share any inclusive goals. Their goals may, in

fact, be in conflict. There is no formal structure for
inclusive decision making, and no expectation of com-

mitment to collective ends.

In two of these contexts (the federative and the
coalitional), then, inclusive decision making and the
pursuit of inclusive goals occur voluntarily, in the

absence of bureaucratic (hierarchical) authority,
anong organizational units whose general missions re-

main in partial conflict. If the values and goals of

these units were entirely consistent, there would be
no purpose in their remaining separate and autonomous
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organizations (Litwak and Hylton, 1962). Among organi-
zationally tied higher education associations in Wash-
ington, inclusive decision making and cooperation in
the pursuit of common objectives have occured in the
1960's in an essentially coalitional context. Col-
laboration among these organizations is largely in-
formal, and on an ad hoc basis.

Although the key participants in national deci-
sion making processes are listed among the constituent
organization members of the American Council on Edu-
cation, this membership carries with it little formal
authority over the policy or programs of the ACE, aud
the ACE does not provide (as would the inclusive struc-
ture in a federative context) formal organization and
staff for inclusive decision making. Rather, decision
making among higher education associations takes place
through interaction among the units themselves, with
each of the participating organizations (including the

ACE) committed primarily to the goals established by
its own institutional members and secondarily to the
reconciliation of these goals to the objectives of
other higher education associations and to Collabora-
tion in realizing common ends.

Reorganization of the ACE

As part of a thoroughgoing reorganization of the
ACE in 1962 (American Council on Education, undated,
b), the major governing body of the association was
expanded from an Executive Committee of nine, with
limited authority to act for the Council without
the direct approval of the institutional member-
ship, to a Board of 24 Directors, made up almost en-
tirely of representatives of member institutions.
The Board was given a mandate to act in the conduct
of Council business in their "own best judgment as. .

individualis2 in the interests of higher education
as a wholej. g. With the creation of this Board,
the prestige of university and college presidents was
employed to enhance the national status and leadership
role of the Council through the incorporation of a
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large number of institutional chief executives into
its leadership ranks.

This reorganization marked the ciflmination of a
gradual trend away from formal control over Council
policies by the constituent organizations which founded
it in 1918 and toward the determination of policy by
the Council's large and influential institutional mem-
bership. Other steps were taken at the same tine to
"give the most influential national ffligher education/
organizations a larger responsibility for Council
operations 5. 27," essential4 by establishing Group
A and Group B categories of organizational membership
and providing that the more important Group A consti-
tuent members might,"according to the ACE Constitution,
on request of a majority. . .hold meetings for the pur-
pose of making policy recommendations through the Pres-
ident 5f ACE7 to the Board of Directors." Neverthe-
less,the total effect of the reorganization was (ac-
cording to the staff members of a number of Group A
constituent associations) to increase the responsive-
ness of the ACE to its institutional members rather
than to its constituent members in the determination
of Council policy and behavior. In responding to its
institutional members, the executive director of anoth-
er higher education association (Thackrey, 1965) has
written, the Council has in fact "become competitive
with the constituency which it also wishes to coordi-
nate 5. 2417."

Nevertheless, the ACE does hold as one of its
paramount organizational missions the coordination of
organizationally tied associations in their efforts to
deal with national educational problems and in their
relationships with the federal government. And this
mission was strengthened in 1962 with the aetermina-
tion of the ACE leadership to play a more aggressive
role as spokesman for the higher education community
to government. The Council's president (Logan Wil-
son, 1962) asserted:

Although I agree with our Executive Committee
that it would be a mistake for us to become
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an action or lobbying organization as dis-

tinguished from one engaged in broader
pursuits, I am of the opinion that we have
an obligation to influence educational
developments in the right direction. Whether

we like it or not, this involves a closer

and more effective liaison between educa-
tional leaders and key figures in the leg-
islative and executive branches of govern-

ment. Neither higher education nor the
government is well served when the repre-
sentations being made come mainly from
special interest groups which often are
either ignorant of or indifferent to total
needs and the priorities implicit in them

1:2/.

In an effort to educate governmental decision
makers more effectively as to the needs of higher
education, the Council set out to fashion greater con-

sensus in the policy desires of higher education insti-

tutions and of the various associations representing
them in Washington and to articulate these desires to

Congress and the Executive. In the process it has

acted both as a coordinative and representative struc-
ture and, like each of its constituent organization
members, as an organization committed to its own set

of goals and objectives.

MEMBERS OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION
COMMUNITY IN WASHINGTON

Those associations which have been most closely

involved with the ACE since 1962, in an effort to

achieve a more effective voice in federal higher edu-
cation policy, have been the seven Washington-based
organizations included in Group A of the ACE's con-

stituent membership (the National Association of State

Universities and Land Grant Colleges, the Association

of State Colleges and Universities, the Association
of American Universities, the Association of American

Colleges, the Council of Protestant Colleges and
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Universities, the National Catholic Educational Associ-
ation, and the American Association of Junior Colleges--
two additional Group A members, the Association of Urban
Universities and the Jesuit Educction Association, have
their headquarters in cities other than Washington and
are therefore somewhat peripheral to the functioning of
the higher education community in the Capital); five or-
ganizations having Group B constituent membership status
in the ACE (the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education, the American Association of Universi-
ty Professors, the National Commission on Accrediting,
the National Association of College and University Busi-
ness Officers, and the Council of Graduate Schools);
and one organizational affiliate of the National Edu-
cation Association having no membership in ACE (the
American Association for Higher Education).

The National Association of State Universities and
Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC)

The National Association of State Universities
and Land-Grant Colleges(which has been described at
some length in Chapter it)has the longest record of any
of ACE's Group A members in dealing with the federal
government, and it was one of the fourteen founding
organizations which made up the original constituent
membership of the Council. The 99 institutional members
of the NASULGC are major colleges and universities in
their respective states, and the long history of the
Association in representing them to the federal govern-
ment has made it one of the most influential education-
al organizations on the national level.

As is the case with the other associations describ-
ed below, the NASULGC often accepts, and occasionally
seeks, invitations to testify before Congress on edu-
cational legislation, alone or in concert with other
higher education associations. Such testimony is of-
ten arranged and may even be prepared by executive
officers of the association who are well-informed in
the area of federal relations; but testimony is almost
always presented to Congress by presidents of member
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institutions who are invited to Washington to speak
for the Association. (Because the chief executive of-
ficers of the organization lly tied associations are
among the most knowledgeable members of the higher edu-
cation community on both educationa' legislation and
association policy, it is not uncommon for an executive
officer to accompany a visiting university president to
Congressional hearings to provide any information which
that president is unable to provide. A considerable
effort is made, however, to see that presidents called
upon to testify for an association are well informed
before they make a Congressional appearance.)

The NASULGC has been a strong advocate of unity

among orgmizationally tied associations if they are
to have an impe-Jt on federal higher education policy,
and it has made a consistent effort to support coopera-
tion among these organizations in Washington. One sig-
nificant indication of this effort has been the unwill-
ingness of Association leadership (representing public
institutions) to alienate organizations representing
private colleges and universities by openly opposing
federal aid to private schools. Although some indivi-
dual representatives to the Association are inevitably
opposed to government support of private institutions,
it has been a consistent NASUWC policy to come out
neither for nor against such aid. Thus, while sup-
porting legislation of benefit to its own members, the
NASU1GC has managed not to exacerbate one of the poten-
tially more devisive issues within the higher education
community (Pettit, 1965).

At the same time, the Association has actively
promoted the role of the ACE as the primary spokesman
for higher education organizations to government, at-
tempting to reconcile its own policy views with those
of the ACE wherever possible, to testify before Con-
gress in conjunction with ACE representatives on issues
of mutual interest, and in some instances to speak
through the ACE. An example of such cooperative effort
(on the part of the NASULGC as well as of other higher
education organ3zations) is provided below in the dis-
cussion of the Higher Rducation Acts of 1963 and 1965.
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While the NASULGC has shown itself willing to compro-
mise on some legislative issues and not on others (as
the discussion of recent legislation will demonstrate),
its representation of public institutions of higher
learning is reflected in its outspoken commitment to
federal assistance for the "second twenty" institu-
tions in the United States and its promotion of the
kind of support for public institutions which would
enable them to keep down tuition costs for students,
thus making them more competitive with the top private
schools in the country in their ability to attract
good students. Along the same lines, the Association
has opposed scholarship aid which would allow student
recipients of federal funds to concentrate themselves
in the top educational institutions, "making the rich
richer" and bypassing the less prestig:.ous state and
land grant institutions. While generally opposed to
scholarships as a form of federal assistance to higher
education, the Association has advocated that any
federal support for students at least be administered
by the educational institutions themselves (as are
NDEA fellowships), making them a source of attraction
for talented students to a broader range of'colleges
and universities (Pettit, 1965).

The American Association of State Colleges and Univer-
sities (AASCU)

The American Association of state Colleges and
Universities was established in 196'_ to represent the
interests of four-year wholly or partially state-
supported and state-controlled institutions of higher
learning. Many of its approximately 200 member insti-
tutions were formerly teachers colleges (and members
of the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education) which have since become multipurpose insti-
tutions.

A year after the AASCU's founding, a central
office was established in the ACE building in Wash-
ington, D.C., where the Association staff has main-
tained a close working relationship with the National
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Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Col-
leges. An AASCU representative has explained:

On the national level, the interests of
land-grant institutions and other state
colleges and universities are the same,
On the state level, of course, these same

institutions compete with each other di-
rectly in the state legislatures, and are

in conflict over their respective roles
in a state higher education system. But
there is much less disagreement among them
nationally than there is locally.

In 1967, the AASCU and the NASULGC held their annual
meetings jointly and subsequent1y issued a joint state-
ment (described in Chapter )4), entitled Recommendations
for national action affectinR higher educatiog (National
Association of State Universities, 1967). Strong among
their recommendations was, "expanded institutional
support 5hich7 would help put a brake on rising tuition
charges and reduce the need for additional federally-
supported student financial aid programs 5: 2,7."

At their joint meetings, however, the AASCU and
the NASULGC agreed to disagree on the question of
federal aid to private institutions. While the AASCU
(Court review, 1966) -approved a resolution encouraging
Congress to provide for judicial review on existing

Federal aid legislation that covers private colle es,
including those with religious affiliations 5. B ,"

the NASULGC took no similar action, but reaffirmed
its position in support of feu'al assistance for all
institutions.

The AASCU has also cooperated closely with the
ACE since the establishment of its Washington office
in 1962. While the Association has occasionally
offered supplementary testimony in support of legis-
lation in which the ACE was not directly interested,
it has generally testified in conjunction with repre-
sentatives from the ACE, or has been represented by

them to Congress.



The Association of American Universities (AAU)

The membership of the Association of American
Universities is limited to 40 of the most prestigious
universities in the United States (20 of them private
and 20 public) and two in Canada. Presidents of these
member institutions meet twice a year to discuss
privately among themselves (in closed meetings with no
printed proceedings) the common concerns of university
chief executives. According to a Statement on federal
relations issued by the AAU in 1963, these 42 institu-
tions "have associated themselves because of their
common interest in the promotion of excellence in
graduate education and research 5. 17."

Although the Association established an office and
a small staff in Washington in the early 1960's, it is
not an activist organization in the federal arena, and
it relies upon the ACE to represent its members in
federal affairs. Not only does the Association attempt
to avoid giving Congressional testimony, but it rarely
takes a public stand on educational issues and problems.
A spokesman explained that

There is a tendency in AAU to believe you can
exhaust yourself by testifying too much. If
you do speak out too much, you are not listened
to. While some higher education associations
take a position on everything, the AAU pre-
fers not to exhaust its leverage by speaking
out on too many issues.

Occasionally, however, the Association does come
out with a policy statement, as it did in 1953 and
again in 1963. The latter was the Statement on fed-
eral relations which urged "the continuation of a
policy of selective, rather chan general, gederag
support" of higher education on bne grounds that

. .programs of general operating support
of universities by the federal government
would eventually lead to the erosion of

the independence and diversity of our
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institutions of higher education, and
transfer a substantial influence on uni-
versity academic programs from tne insti-
tutions. . .to government agencies 5. g.

Within this framework of selective general aid, the
AAU advocated widening the range of university activi-
ties supported, and it called upon the government to
reduce the cost to the university itself of federally
funded programs 5p. 5-7. In line with AAU policy,
however, no representatives of the Association had
testified before Congress in support of these recom-
mendations by early 1968.

The Association of American Colleges (AAC)

The Association of American Colleges was founded
in 1915 to promote higher education in colleges of
liberal arts and sciences. Its nearly 900 member
institutions are highly varied in size as well as in
sources of control and support, but well over half
are small, independent or church-related colleges,
and there is a concerted effort within the association
to put representatives of small institutions on the
Board of Directors and on the various AAC commissions.
The AAC has been p-aoccupied in recent years with de-
fining the place and function of the undergraduate
college in modern higher education.

Until the 1950's, the AAC was mainly an organiza-
tion of small private, church-related institutions
with a distinctively conservative view toward federal
participation in higher education. Opposition among
these institutions toward federal assistance was based
in part upon a fear of federal control, but also in-
volved was the church-state issue. Many strongly op-
posed the allocation of federal funds to church-related
institutions.

During the 1950's, however, the Association ex-
panded to include state teachers colleges which were
becoming multipurpose institutions and which were less
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reluctant about receiving federal funds. (AAC member-
ship presently includes about two-thirds of the 1966
members of the NASUIGC and a sizable number of AASCU
members.) Gradually, aver the objection of a small
group of Protestant and independent colleges which
has continued into the 1960's to oppose federal aid,
the Association has assumed a position in favor of
government aid to colleges and universities.

The AAC's Commission on Legislation (subsumed in
1965 under the broader Commission on College and Soci-
ety as the Comnittee on Government Relations) has
strongly supported recent educational legislation,
and its advocacy has generally been conveyed to govern-
ment by the ACE. One staff member asserted:

Our policy outlooks are so similar to those
of the ACE that we have no need for a sepa-
rate voice on educational legislation. Be-
sides, there are enough associations speaking
with separate voices already in Washington.

In 1965, for example, Vice-President Wormald of the
AAC wrote to Representative Edith Green of Oregon:

Having considered the statement published
by the American Council of Education under
the title "Comnitment to Expanding Op-
portunity," our board of directors decided
it was generally acceptable as a state-
ment of the association's own policies
and that, at any rate so far as the high-
er education bill was concerned, it was
not necessary for us to take up the time
of your committee by offering separate
oral testimony 5. 877.

But although AAC leadership (both executive and
elected officers) is firmly committed to cooperation
with the ACE and its constituent organizations in their
relations with the federal government, the diverse
membership of the AAC has not consistently supported
this effort to present a united front to the government.
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In 1964, for instance, when the Legislative Commission
bf the Association proposed withdrawing the Associa-
tion's endorsement of tax credit legislation* to bring
the position of the AAC into line with that of the

ACE on this issue, AAC members voted instead to con-
tinue the AAC's support of tax credits--in public op-
position to the position of the ACE as well as that of

the NASUIGC. This action, as Pettit (1965) indicates,

was brought about by a conservative minority within
the Association, and "suggests the tenuousness with
which the leadership must operate in attempting to
fashion overall policy objectives that allow the or-
ganization to coalesce with other higher education
groups 5. 202."

Although there has been little effort on the part
of the Association to actively promote such legislation,
the AAC was still on record, in 1966, in support of
tax credits. And according to one Association staff
member, there is still much pressure from members
of AAC to take a more independent stand from that of

the ACE. Thus, the efforts of AAC representatives
to maintain unity with other higher education associ-
ations in Washington have had to overcome resistance
from a persistent minority of Association members.

*Tax credit legislation would give tax relief to
the parents of college students and has been viewed
openly by private colleges as a device which would al-

low them to raise tuition levels. It has been stronay
advocated by many private institutions as a form of in-
direct institutional support which would not raise the

controversial church-state and public-private issues.
It has been opposed, on the other hand, by organiza-

tions representing public institutions (such as the

NASULGC), on the grounds that it would benefit most

those parents who need it least (those who can send

their children to high-tuition private schools), and,

as a large depletion of tax funds, would jeopardize

broader legislative measures providing more equitable

federal support for all types of institutions.
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The Council of Protestant Colleges and Universities
(CPCU)

The Council of Protestant Colleges and Universi-
ties was founded in 1959 "to increase the signifi-
cance of the contribution of the Protestant church-
related colleges to the total pattern of American
higher education and to develop services to these
institutions /Encyclopedia of associations, 19687."
By 1966, Council membership included more than 230
Protestant institutions, many of which are members,
as well, of the Association of American Colleges.
In fact, the CPCU, in 1963, established its head-
quarters at the same address as the AAC office in
Washington.

In that same year the president-elect of the
Council, representing the most conservative of the
AAC presidents as well as the membership of CPCU,
testified before Congress as part of a panel strongly
opposing federal aid to higher education in general
and the higher education bill in particular, and sup-
porting tax credits (Pettit, 1965). Since 1963, how-
ever, the CPCU has become less active in its interest
in tax credit legislation and has become an open
advocate of direct federal aid to church-related
schools, bringing its position much more closely into
line with the present commitment of the AAC and the
ACE.

The National Catholic Educational Association (NCEA)

The National Catholic Educational Association was
founded in 1904 to promote, most generally, the wel-
fare of Catholic education (National Catholic Educa-
tional Association, undated). While its primary con-
cern is elementary-secondary education, the Associa-
tion is represented in its relationship to the ACE by
the Associate Secretary of its College and University
Department, located (as are the offices of all seven
of the NCEA's departments) in the quarters of the ACE
in Washington.
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Membership in the College and University Depart-
ment of the NaA overlaps considerably with the mem-
berships of both the Association of American Colleges
and the American Association of Colleges of Teacher
Education, reducing the need for the NCEA to repre-
sent its member institutions actively in the Washing-
ton context and allowing the department staff to con-
centrate on educational programs and problems of cur-
riculum. In addition, the "church position" on high-
er education (and other federal) legislation is fre-
quently articulated to government by the broader
purpose National Catholic Welfare Conference. Thus,

the NCEA has not testified before Congress in recent
years but has allowed its Congressional relations to
be handled by the ACE as well as the NCWC.

The American Association of Junior Colleges (AAJC)

Founded in 1920, the American Association of
Junior Colleges had come by 1966 to represent more
than 600 of an estimated total of 800 junior colleges
in existence in the United States in that year, and its
Washington headquarters staff had expanded to include
12 professionals. It is the only association organ-
ized specifically for the purpose of representing
junior college interests on the national level.

The Association's Commissions on Administration,
Curriculum, Instruction, and Student Personnel at-
tempt to stimulate and direct the development of
junior college programs in the United States. In

addition, a Commission on Legislation has concerned
itself with the role of national, state, and local
governments in the support of junior colleges. Re-

sponding to the grawing potential for federal aid to
undergraduate education in the middle 1960's, the
Commission on Legislation was instrumental in bring-
ing about the establishment, in 1965, of an AAJC fed-
eral relations office under a full-time director of
governmental relations. Supported on a voluntary

basis by member colleges, this office assumed the
task of monitoring and interpreting legislative
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activity with an eye to its relevance for the two-
year college, and the office also began publication
of a regular Federal Affairs Bulletin to keep its
members informed (American Association of Junior Col-
leges, 1965).

More than most national higher education associ-
ations, the AAJC has a sense of special mission in
Washington as interpreter to government, to the pub-
lic, and to other educational organizations, of the
"true objectives and purposes of the junior college
education and the social forces which have brought it
into being in the Twentieth Century fieckes, 1 965-66,
p. 17." Protesting that junior colleges have been
excluded from many programs of federal aid for educa-
tion (such as the extensive programs supporting
graduate and research activity since World War II),
the AAR has launched a vigorous campaign to educate
government officials regarding the unique and vital
function of the junior college in the American educa-
tional system and to remind Congressmen, in addition,
that in most Congressional districts there is at least
one junior college. An Association staff member ex-
plained:

Part of the AAR perspective is shaped by the
fact that junior colleges have had to battle
uphill for many years in the states to get
money from state legislatures, and the mem-
bership feels strongly that battling for funds
is the right and proper way to be repre-
sented nationally also.

This agressive approach to cultivating friends on
Capitol Hill has been particularly successful be-
cause of the natural appeal of the community-and
business-oriented junior college to members of Con-
gress.

Part of the uphill battle for the AAJC has been
a gradual struggle for status within the higher edu-
cation community. Having long felt that its purposes
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were not adequately understood or respected by organi-
zations representing four-year institutions and gradu-
ate schools, the AAR argues that unenthusiastic sup-

port from other associations for aid to junior col-
leges has been partially responsible for the relative

neglect of these institutions in the past in the al-
location of federal funds. The growing political
weight and sophistication of the AAR in the 1960's
has heightened the importance of this organization in
the higher education community, however, and has raised
the problem of its loyalty and commitment to other
higher education associations. While the AAJC has been
willing, on numerous occasions, to testify jointly with
the ACE in support of educational legislation contain-
ing junior college provisions, it has testified, as

well, on behalf of its own special legislative needs,
and it continues to go before Congress independently
when it perceives sone advantage in doing so. Such
unilateral efforts are a source of consternation to
other associations in the higher education community,
and particularly to the ACE, as later discussion will
illustrate.

The American Association for Higher Education (AAHE)

The American Association for Higher Education is
the only national higher education association which
offers individual membership to faculty members and
administrators alike. Named the Association for Higher
Education until 1967, it has a nembership of about
23,500 individuals from 1600 colleges and universities
(both public and private) in the United States and in
24 foreign countries (Association for Higher Education,
undated). For many years a self-governing department
of the National Education Association, the AMIE has
recently taken steps to enhance its autonomy through
the adoption of "Associated Organization" (rather than
departmental) status within the NEA.

This new status will allow the AAHE almost com-
plete independence in framing its own constitution
and policies.
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The Association is

concerned with the full range of issues
and developments in higher education
fang provides a national forum through
which representative thinkers can voice
views on critical problems concerning
higher education Zno pagg.

For a number of years, this organization has maintained
a close relationship with Congress and governmental
agencies as an advocate of broader federal aid to
colleges and universities and of scholarships for both
graduate and undergraduate students (Quattlebaum, 1960).

Though not an organization representing institu-
tions as such, the AAHE has been included in the impor-
tant activities of the higher education community of
organizationally tied associations, primarily, several
informants suggested, because of the long tenure and
considerable political expertise of its Executive Sec-
retary on the Washington scene. A participant in all
major policy decisions among higher education associa-
tions, this AMIE representative has worked closely with
the ACE and has actively supported association efforts
to present a united front to government on questions
of higher education legislation.

The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Edu-
cation (AACTE)

The American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education, like the AAHE, is an autonomous department
of the National Education Association. But it is a
Group B constituent member of the ACE as well. Its
primary purpme J.L, improvement of teacher preparation,
and its members include more than 700 pUblic and private
colleges and universities offering major teacher educa-
tion programs. Over half the members of this organiza-
tion are also members of the Association of American
Colleges, and membership overlap with other organiza-
tionally tied associations--particularly the American
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Association of State Colleges and Universities--is also
considerable, In many instances, teachers colleges
which have become multipurpose institutions join other
associations such as the AAC and the ASCU and retain
their affiliation with the AACTE, sending their deans
of education to represent them in the affairs of this
Association. Thus, while other organizations now
represent the institutions (as whole institutions) on
the national level, the AACTE has come to concentrate
exclusively on problems of higher education.

The AACTE has testified before Congress--largely
on technical problems of educational legislation--
but has attempted to avoid public testimony on con-
troversial problems such as the church-state issue.
For the most part, it has allowed other organizational-
ly tied associations to represent its member institu-
tions in the political sphere.

The Committee on Governmental Relations of the National
Association of College and University Business Officers
(NACUBO)

The Committee on Governmental Relations of the
National Association of College and University Business
Officers developed out of the need of higher education
institutions and federal agencies, following World War
II, for technical advice and information concerning the
financial aspects of government-university relations.
A Committee office with a full-time Executive Director
was established in the ACE quarters in Washington in
1960.

Composed of nineteen nembers (all appointed by the
president of the NACUBO) who are primarily senior busi-
ness officers of higher education institutions, the
Committee meets about seven times a year to discuss
important problens in the fiscal relationships between
the government and higher education. Its interests in
recent years have included patent policies, NDEA loan
administration, and the indirect costs to universities
of federal aid. When such issues are of broad import
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in the higher education sphere, senior staff members
of the ACE are invited to join in Committee discussions,
as are representatives of government agencies when the
topic is appropriate (National Association of College
and University Business Officers, undated). The Com-
mittee has appeared before Congressional committees
or has prepared statements for such committees upon
invitation. "Its activities in relation to legislation
are in support of the American Council on Education,
for which it provides technical assistance in the
business field 5ational Association of College and
University Business Officers, undated, p. go"

The Committee is supported by more than 70 insti-
tutions to which it reports the results of its analyses
of educational legislation. It does not, however, rep-
resent the interests of these particular institutions
to the government or become involved in controversial
questions regarding federal aid. The mission of the
Committee in Washington is, rather, to act as a techni-
cal consultative body for the ACE and for government
agencies and Congress. In this capacity, the Committee
has worked closely with the ACE's Commission on Federal
Relations.

The American Association of University Professors (AAUP)

Like the American Association for Higher Education,
the AAUP represents individual members of the academic
community rather than institutions, and to some extent
the AAHE and the AAUP compete for membership and share
similar concerns--a major focus of both organizations
being the improvement of higher education. The more

homogeneous membership of the AAUP, however, gives it
a stronger faculty orientation and makes its perspec-
tive inevitably somewhat divergent from that of the
AAHE (which represents administrators as well as facul-
ty members) and from that of the community of organiza-
tionally tied (administratively oriented) associations.

Thus, although it has its office in the ACE building
and participates in much interaction among ACE consti-
tuent organizations, the AAUP has not joined these
associations in the active endorsement of broad insti-
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tutional support. In the words of the Self-Survey
Committee of the AAUP (American Association of Univer-
sity Professors, 1965):

The AAUP, like the Congress itself, has been
troubled with the church and state issue in
relation to general programs of federal aid
to education. The Annual Meetings of the

Association and the sessions of the Council
have tended to favor increased federal fi-
nancial aid to higher education, but have
sometimes been sharply divided concerning
the desirability of extending such aid to
church-affiliated institutions. The pos-

sible role of the Association in this poli-
cy area has been greatly weakened by its
inability to resolve its own internal dif-
ferences in this regard 5. 1787.

There are strong pressures, nevertheless, for the
"presidents' clubs" to work with the AAUP in those
areas of federal relations in which their commitments
do coincide (as in the opposition to disclaimer affi-
davits) and in such broad areas of mutual interest as
the improvement of college teaching. The AAUP is a
highly influential organization among college faculties
and is one of the oilly comprehensive faculty organiza-
tions through which such cooperation can take place on
the national level. Thus, while ACE leadership made
the deliberate decision in 1962 not to spread the
efforts of the Council too thin by trying to represent
the whole range of higher education on the national
level, it has looked to the AAUP to provide its one
direct link nationally with higher education faculty.
A working rapport with the AAUP is of critical impor-

tance to the ACE and its Group A constituent members.

The National Commission on Accrediting (NCA)

The National Commission on Accrediting, like the
NACUBO Committee on Governmental Relations, serves in
a primarily consultative capacity in relation to the
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ACE. As special task organizations, these associations
tend to be called in to provide information and advice
when legislative problems arise in the areas of their
special expertise.

The Council of Graduate Schools (CGS)

The Council of Graduate Schools is not yet a cen-
tral member of the higher education communitypartial-
ly, perhaps, because it is relatively new to the Wash-
ington scene, and partially because it is not a presi-
dents' club (most institutional representatives to this
association are graduate deans) with broad concern for
the administration of the whole university. It is in-
cluded in this grouping primarily because of the mem-

bership of its president in the Higher Education Secre-
tariat, to be described below.

PATTERNED INTERACTION AMONG MEMBERS OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION COMMUNITY

One source of continuity among the missions of the
ACE and those of the organizationally tied associations
described above is the very great overlap in institu-
tional membership among these organizations. Not only
does overlapping membership militate against the pos-
sibility of widely divergent policies and programs, but
it can be used as well by association leadership as a
basis for avoiding interorganizational conflict over
specific issues. One association executive reported
that

when members of this association press for
a legislative stand different from that of
ACE's, we tell them "If you don't agree
with ACE, register a complaint directly
to them. You're members of ACE directly,
not just through us."

More important in bringing about consensus among
higher education associations in their relations with
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government, however, has been the extensive inter-
action among executive officers which their heightened
involvement with government in recent years has stimu-
lated. While much of this interaction occurs on an
ad hoc basis, a number of structures have been created
to facilitate communication among executive secretaries
and directors on a regular basis. A majority of these
structures are informal insofar as they are not them-
selves legal entities (with constitutions, bylaws, and
so on), are not parts of formal organizations, do not
involve any formal machinery for decision making, and
have no authority over their participants or other
groups.

The Higher Education Secretariat

Since the reorganization of the ACE in 1962, a
group of 12 executive secretaries has begun to meet
once a month with Logan Wilson, President of the ACE.
This group came into existence at the instigation of
the associations themselves, rather than of President
Wilson or the ACE, and has come to be called the
Higher Education Secretariat. Representing all of
the associations described above except the NACUBO
Committee on Governmental Relations (see Appendix D
for a list of organizational participants in the Secre-
tariat), these executive secretaries discuss any topics
of common concern to them, but one of their major
topics has been federal legislation and association
strategy in shaping it.

Through these monthly sessions the top personnel
of higher education associations are able to keep
each other informed as to the policies and activities
of their respective organizations. They are able to
share information about, and interpretations of, leg-

islative issues and to explore the possibility of as-
sociation consensus on them. Where consensus can be
reached, and a program of action agreed upon, a divi-
sion of labor among the participants may result, with
information-gathering functions and responsibility for

contacting government personnel parceled out to the
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most appropriate organizational representatives. An
occasional feature of these meetings is the arrange-
ment of joint Congressional testimony in relation to
issues on which association views coincide or can be
reconciled.

Only chief executive officers attend the meetings
of the Secretariat; when regular participants are un-
able to be there, no substitute association representa-
tives attend in their place.

Meetings with the Director of ACE's Commission on Fed-
eral Relations (The Morse Group)

A core group of executive officers and government-
al relations personnel comes together from time to time
at the invitation of John Morse, Director of ACE's Com-
mission on Federal Relations, to discuss legislative
questions. Included in this narrower grouping are
representatives of the National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges, the Association
of American Colleges, the American Association of Junior
Colleges, the American Association for Higher Education,
the American Association of State Colleges and Universi-
ties, and the National Catholic Educational Association.
Depending on the issues, representatives of other or-
ganizations, such as the NACUBO Committee on Govern-
mental Relations and the National Commission on Accredi-
ting may be asked to attend as well.

Commission on Federal Relations Meetings

Association representatives are invited to attend,
in a consultative capacity, the meetings of the ACE's
Commission on Federal Relations. (See Appendix D for a
list of organizations which send representatives to

Commission meetings.) Assembling several times a year,
the Commission holds an open session during the morn-
ing, when the executive officers of constituent organ-

ization members are invited to "comment, urge and sug-
gest" with regard to Commission policies and activities.
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Following this session, the Commission members (most
of them executives of ACE member institutions) meet in
closed executive session where Commission policy is
determined. Aside from the ad hoc meetings of associ-

ation personnel with John Morse, it is primarily at
these open sessions that organizational representatives
have an oppoz16unity to exert influence on the operations
of the Commission on Federal Relations.

The Governmental Relations Luncheon Group

The Governmental Relations Luncheon Group, often
referred to more simply as the Tuesday Luncheon Club,
meets every other week at the Brookings Institution
to discuss a wide range of topics relating to federal
and association activity. Initiated as a small, inti-
mate luncheon gathering during the Korean War, it is
now attended by representatives of roughly 25 higher
education associations as well as by members of non-
higher education groups and, freauently, by representa-
tives from the U. S. Office of Education. Attendance
at these sessions is highly variable, and many partici-
pants feel that the meetings have declined in useful-
ness as they have grown in size. While they still af-
ford an opportunity to exchange information of a gen-
eral nature, they are no longer seen as a context for
the consideration of controversial issues or for im-
portant decision making.

Although executive secretaries do attend these
luncheon meetings, many associations are represented
there by lower echelon staff members.

Monthly Meetings with the U.S. Office of Education

A group composed primarily of the Higher Educa-
tion Secretariat meets once 4 month with the Associate
Commissioner for Higher Education, to be briefed on
the activities of the Office of Education and to keep
the Office informed of the association response to
federal programs. Through this monthly meeting, as
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well as through other ad hoc meetings between associa-__
tion executive officers and the Office of Education,

a rapport has been established which has, in fact,

been disturbing to members of Congress. During hear-

ings before the Senate Subcommittee on Education in
1966 (United States Senate,1966), Senator Ralph Yar-

borough (Texa's) of that Subcommittee reacted to
the testimony of an ACE representative reprovingly.

Over the past several years, before the

war in Vietnam was escalated to the present

position, I have been dismayed a number of
times at educational groups coming in and
testifying to a position that, I was very
much surprised when they were asked about
it later, they said, "the Office of Educa-

tion wants this." I don't think that the

testimony of the educational communities
of America is going to be worth much to us

if the educational community phones the
administration and says, "What do you
want?" and then comes up and testifies
for it rip. 252-255.

According to a Congressional staff member, the feeling

that the ACE has been overly responsive to Administra-
tion requests is shared by advocates of educational
legislation in the House of Representatives as well.

COMMUNITY NORMS

When interorganizational relations occur in a

coalitional context, according to Warren's scheme

(1967), "there are no norms of commitment to an

inclusive leadership, but there are general norms

that govern the interaction of the unit leaders in-

volved 5. 4257." In the case of organizationally tied

associations in Washington, the primary commitment of

association leacers is to their memberships, which re-

tain final authority over association policy. There

are norms, however, which govern the interaction among

executive officers in Washington, and which are gener-
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ally consistent with the accountability of these of-
ficers to the memberships they represent.

There is, for example, a tacit agreement of long
standing among the Higher Education Secretariat that
no association will actively protest legislation bene-
fitting the institutional members of other associations.
Honoring this agreement, the National Association of
State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges has never
actively opposed Fcholarship legislation, although it
has long disapproved of federal scholarships (Babbidge
and Rosenzweig, 1962). When, on the other hand, the
AAJC Office of Governmental Relations stated publicly
(in its Federal Affairs Bulletin) its objection to a
bill drafted and strongly supported by the AASCU and
the NASULGC, immediate disapproval was expressed by
more than one executive officer to the AAJC officers
responsible. In such instahces, few powerful sanctions
can be brought to bear against an offending organiza-
tion or officer, but community censure ic; expressed--
and conformity to the norm urged--in each of the vari-
ous contexts in which executive officers interact.

Closely related to this basic community norm is a
tendency to censure organizations who campaign too
actively and independently in pursuit of special bene-
fits for their own members. Several instances in which
the AAJC was thought to have acted inapproriately in
recent years, by urging special consideration of the
junior college in Congress, led during 1966 to two
forms of reprisal. First, their behavior was dis-
cussed and strongly criticized at meetings of the
Secretariat with Logan Wilson--with the result, at
least, that the AAJC was clearly informed of community
sentiment against its activities. But second, and
more important as a possible inducement to change in
the AAJC approach to Congress, was a warning it re-
ceived from Senator Morse. Reacting to an AAJC pro-
posal for separate legislation to support junior col-
leges, Morse stated (United States Senate, 1966):

Yesterday we heard Dr. Priest who is the
president of the American Association of
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Junior and Community Colleges. . .His

testimony, as you will note when you
read it, called for more money and
it also advocated consideration for
a separate act, a separate law for

community and junior colleges sup-
port. . .I am not convinced that
that is a desirable legislative ap-
proach. In Eny colloquy yesterdag
I said one of my first fears was
that it might weaken the unity that
has existed among the educational
institutions of the country to go
back to the old program which, I

think, blocked Federal aid to edu-
cation for years and years in this
country, when each segment of educa-
tion sought to get legislation that

would meet its specific needs but not
legislation giving unified support to
meet the needs of other education
institutions I am a little wor-
ried about drawing a line of separation
between the so-called higher education
institutions, standard 4-year variety,
and the higher education institutions
of the junior and community college
variety 5p. 268-2697.

Thus, the same governmental pressures which stimulated
the development of cooperative patterns among organi-
zationally tied associations in the early 1960's con-
tinue to reinfo:'ce these patterns when deviance from
them threatens to become too great. Such reactions
from members of Congress are greeted by members of the
Secretariat as an important reaffirmation that in unity
lies the maximum benefit for all types of higher edu-
cation institutions.

More generally, it is expected of members of the
Higher Education Secretariat that they will confer
with each other, insofar as possible, before taking
any major action related to educational legislation.
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While it is fully accepted that the policy interests
of the various associations do not completely coincide,
there are pressures on association leadership to keep
each other informed of all important association activ-
ity in relation to government.

General conformity to these norms--along with a
consistent effort on the part Lf many of these organi-
zationally tied associations to emphasize areas of
legislative agreement among themselves and to de-
emphasize issues on which they disagree--was instru-
mental in both 1963 and 1965 in bringing about the
passage of major higher education legislation. The
key to the political success of these organizations,
as Pettit (1965) has emphasized, has been the estab-
lishment of a set of priorities which provide federal
assistance for all types of institutions, on terms
which both public and private colleges could accept
and support, and the putting aside, if only temporarily,

of issues on which consensus among these various asso-
ciations could not be achieved.

THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACTS OF 1963 AND 1965

The passage of the Higher Education Facilities
Act in 1963 marked the culmination of efforts first
inititated in Congress in 1960 to provide higher edu-
cation institutions with federal grants as well as
loans for the construction of academic facilities.
While federal loans had been available to academic
institutions since 1950 (through the College Housing
Loan Program) for the construction of revenue-producing
facilities, population projections indicating the like-
lihood that college and university enrollment would
double within a ten-year period had begun to make clear
the need for federal aid in the construc+ion of non-
revenue-producing classroom facilities as well. The

question was whether assistance for non-revenue-produc-
ing facilities should take the form of loans (for which
repayment would have to be made through increased tu-
ition) or federal grants, or both (Babbidge and Rosen-

zweig, 1962). Although an education bill providing
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matching grants for the construction of academic facil-
ities, in addition to loan funds through a continuation
of the College Housing Loan Program, was first con-
sidered in Congress in 1960, it was not until 1961 that

the organizations described above were able to voice
unanimity in their support of federal grants for class-
room construction, and it was not until 1963 that their
support successfully aided the passage of legislation
providing grants as well as loans to assist the devel-

opment of academic institutions.

The basic issue which divided the higher educa-
tion community in 1960 was the church-state question.
The government had been making funds available to
sectarian as well as nonsectarian colleges and univer-
sities for many years, of course, in the form of cate-
gorical aid and in the name of national defense. But
because of the clear role of the government as a pur-
chaser of higher education products in this form of
support, the inclusion of church-related institutions

in such federal programs had never before raised the
constitutional question of the separation of church
and state. Categorical support was not considered to
be of direct assistance to religious educational insti-
tutions as such; nor were the loans made available to
both sectarian and non sectarian institutions through
the College Housing Loan Program of 1950 considered a
possible violation of the First Amendment, since loans,
it was argued, do not really constitute aid to educa-
tion. The possibility of direct grants to assist the
development of higher education institutions as such,

hcwever, raised the question for many educators as
well as Congressmen of the constitutionality of federal
aid to church-affiliated colleges. Although a 1960
poll of the ACE memoership indicated that 90 percent of
the responding institutional members were in favor of
federal grants as well as loans for classroom facili-
ties (Babbidge and Rosenzweig, 1962), disputes among
the members cf the ACE and the AAC regarding the con-
stitutionality of including sectarian institutions in
such a program prevented these organizations from
actively supporting grant proposals. Only the NASULGC

and the AAR (whose public community college members
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had not been eligible to participate in the College
Housing Loan Program) were immediately in favor of a
program of institutional grants (Pettit, 1965).

Under direct pressure from concerned legislators
for some clear and unified higher education stand on
the matter, other associations were able to concur by
1961 in the endorsement of grants as well as loans for
academic facilities. During Congressional hearings in
1961, a spokesman for the ACE, the AAHE, and AAC testi-
fied in favor of a combination of grants and loans
(Pettit, 1965). The NASULGC had played an important
part in encouraging this change.

Although both the House of Representatives and
the Senate passed bills providing federal aid to
higher education in 1962, the two houses were unable to
reconcile important differences in these bills, and
no higher education legislation was passed that year.
The Senate version provided loans for academic facili-
ties and provisions for federal scholarships, while the
House version included both loans and grants for the
construction of facilities and no scholarship provi-
sions. The Senate would not accept the grant provi-
sions in the House bill (as a result of keen Southern
concern over the church-state issue) and the House re-
mained opposed (on more general ideological grounds)
to the provision of scholarships (Price, 1964).

Although the ACE, the AAC, and other organizations,
such as the AAHE,had been advocates of a scholarship
program for several years (and had strongly supported
student aid provisions in the National Defense Educa-
tion Act of 1958), they indicated their willingness in
1962 to put aside the controversial issue of scholar-
ships in order to focus their efforts on the issue on
which organizationally tied associations were by then
in agreement: the importance of grants as well as
loans for academic facilities. After the two dif-
ferent bills had passed in the House of Representatives
and the Senate, a statement was issued jointly by the
ACE, the AAC, the AAJC, the NASULGC and the AASCU, in-
dicating their unanimous support for a combination of
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grants and loans and making no mention of the scholar-
ship question which had embroiled the Senate bill in
controversy within the House (Pettit, 1965).

This decision on the part of the ACE, particularly,
to give scholarships a low priority in its legislative
recommendations was an important one in bringing about
association unity in 1963 and the passage of the High-

er Education Facilities Act. Neither the NASULGC nor
the AASCU would have supported scholarship provisions;
and though they stood to gain much more for their

member institutions from federal grants for the con-
struction of facilities than from federal loans (many
of these public institutions, like the public junior
colleges, are prohibited by state constitution or
statute from accepting federal loans grice, 1965),
they actively supported loans as well as grints in

deference to the church-state issue and the possibility
that many sectarian institutions night be excluded
from a federal grant program.

Finally, an important conflict within the higher
education community lay in the AAC's advocacy of tax
credit legislation--to which, by this time, all of
the other major higher education associations were
quietly or vociferously opposed. By agreeing to put

this issue aside in 1963 (although, as described above,

it was to be reaffirmed as an AAC concern in 196)-i.),

the AAC paid final tribute to the new unity of the
higher education community in its legislative recom-

mendations.

Other factors, of course, played an important

part in bringing about the passage of the 1963

Higher Education Facilities Act. The assassination of

President Kennedy clearly had an impact on Congression-
al behavior in 1963; and, in addition, a number of
Congressmen in both houses had become convinced of the

need for grants for classroom construction and active-

ly sought association support in their own efforts to

get such legislation passed. It is doubtful, however,

whether such legislation could have passed without the
unified support of the higher education community.
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And despite the reiteration by the AAC at its
1964 annual meeting of its support for tax credit
provisions for the parents of college students, the
unity of the presidents' clubs in their views toward
federal aid persisted into the hearings for the Higher

Education Act of 1965. Here it was most strikingly
the efforts of the NASULGC to avoid intergroup conflict
which resulted in the unprecedented passage of scholar-
ships for undergraduate students.

In its statement,entitled Commitment to expanding
opportunity: Proposals for federal action in education
(American Council on Education, 1965), the ACE placed
greatest emphasis on continued federal assistance for
the expansion of academic facilities. In strong second
place, however, was its endorsement of "new and expLid-
ed Federal programs of financial assistance to students
5. 67." Among the specific proposals of the Council
was that

a program of direct assistance should
be established for needy and able studentc,
with the amount of the award related to the
income of the student and his parents. These

awards might be called "opportunity grants,"
for they would give the student an opportunity
to obtain a higher education which he might
otherwise not have if he had to depend on
loans and student employment alone 5. a7.

In a similar statement prepared by the NASULGC at

its 1964 convention, Recommendations on desirable

national action affecting higher education (National
Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Col-
leges, 1965),the NASULGC expressed its continued op-

position to scholarship aid:

While strongly supporting the expansion of
private and other non-Federal scholarship
aids, our association has for a number of
years consistently opposed a general Fed-

eral scholarship program for undergraduates,

and continues to do so. Opposition to a
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Federal program has been based on two
principal factors: (1) Continuing
lack of evidence that any national
scholarship program will have any
marked effect in assuring college
attendance of an appreciable number
of students who cannot now enroll
under existing programs; and (2) the
fact that higher education has higher
priority needs requiring Federal fi-

nancial assistance 5. 6207.

By 1965, however, a university president representing
the Association before the House Subcommittee on Edu-
cation (U. S. House of Representatives, 1965) was able
to testify that, despite the NASULGC's previous opposi-
tion to scholarship aid for undergraduates, it was
willing to support the scholarship provision of the
1965 Higher Education Act:

But we would like to call to your
attention that it is not really a scholar-
ship bill in the normal sense for the
ablest student academically. It is really
a group of opportunity grants becduse it
is keyed very closely to income levels
rather than to academic standings. It

is in that connection that we want to
give it particular support because most
of our students are from low- or middle-
income families 5. 6227.

Through its emphasis on aid for needy students,

rather than for the most talented ones, the ACE once
again had found a formula for creating consensus among
its constituent organization members, all of whom were
able to support the Council's major proposals for fed-

eral action. As a result, nearly all of these propos-

als were subsequently enacted into law.

This is not to suggest that conflicts of interest
do not remain--some more evident than others--among
the higher education associations described here. Few
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observers would suggest that the church-state contro-
versy--which has threatened to divide public and pri-
vate institutions on the national level--has been in
any sense resolved. Cooperation between public and
church-related colleges has been possible, rather,

because the church-state issue has not been seriously
raised. That is, the constitutionality of federal aid
to church-related schools has not yet been tested.
Should the issue be raised at some future time, with
the result that sectarian schools are excluded from
the benefits of legislation assisting nonsectarian
ones, major differences in legislative interest will
sharply divide these two types of institution.

Even at the present time the tax credit issue, in
some sense, divides them; a number of private colleges
belonging to the AAC are the institutions which have
maintained their support of the tax credit idea, while
the public universities and colleges which make up the
memberships of the NASULGC and the AASCU have most
strongly opposed it. While the issue has not come to
a head through serious Congressional consideration of
a tax credit law, the Executive Director of'the NASULGC
(Thackrey) remarked in 1966:

I do not underestimate the support of the
tax credit proposal, and I think that were
it not for the Vietnam situation, it prob-
ably would have a very good chance of
passage in the current Congress. One
reason for that is that there has never
been an opportunity for hearings on it
in order that the opponents as well as
the proponents would have a chance to state
their case 5p. 160-1617.

Should hearings be held on this issue in the near
future, they would undoubtedly engender open conflict
within the higher education community.

Another continuing scource of strain on interorganiza-
tional cohesion among these associations is the often
independent behavior of the American Association of
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Junior Colleges. While mutual disapproval of the
AAJC's aggressive and unilateral approach to Congress
is, in fact, one of the indices of shared community
values and norms and works in some sense to reinforce
group commitment to these norms (through prolonged
discussion among groups of organizational representa-
tives and, particularly, through the expressed dis-
approval of AAJC behavior on the part of such important
Congressional allies as Senator Morse), there is, never-
theless, apprehension on the part of association per-
sonnel that the notable success of the AAJC, in a
number of instances, in obtaining what they define to
be special consideration fram Congress, will tempt or
compel other organizations to wage similarly indepen-
dent campaigns on behalf of special member interests.

Finally, there is widespread concern among Wash-
ington-based associations regarding the present in-
flux of new educational organizations into the Washing-
ton area. While the representation of many types of
higher education interests on the national level pro-
vides an important opportunity for new forms of inter-
action and coordinative effort, it threatens, at the
same time, the precarious patterns of coalition through
which a small number of higher education organizations
have successfully related to government in recent years.
As new associations establish Washington offices, or-

ganizations with longer tenure in the Capital have an
important stake in seeing that politically naive asso-
ciation representatives do not rush off to Federal
agencies or to Capitol Hill to express uninformed views
on higher education legislation. Yet inclusion of new
representatives in the regular meetings of more experi-
enced association executive officers makes these meet-
ing groups too large and unwieldy for the performance
of important coordinative functions. Having achieved
its major successes in the last decade through strate-
gies devised in small, informal meetings among the
representatives of a few key organizations, the Higher
Education Secretariat must now begin to expand its
ranks (and formalize its patterns of cooperation) or

fail to gain significant influence over the government-
al relations of the many higher education associations
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which are establishing new offices in the Capital every
year.

CONCLUSION

Institutionally tied associations--more than other
types of higher education associations in the United
States--have responded to federal involvement in the
higher education enterprise by seeking to participate
in the federal policy process, in the words of Elders-
veld (1958), not "periodically and intermittently, but
continuously and for the purpose of developing and
sustaining contact and influence 5. 1927" with the
federal administrators and Congressmen who shape higher
education policy. In the process, they have developed
an effective pattern of intergroup relations which,
Eldersveld suggests, is typical of many interest groups
in the United States today. This paAern is, in an
important sense, a response to pressuztls 2lom the gov-
ernment itself to reduce the number of separate and
conflicting demands made upon the legislative process
by the multiplicity of organized interests within each
institutional sphere. Congressional urging in the
early 1960's for some organization or group to "speak
for higher education" was a clear indication of the
need for many differences of interest within a sphere
such as higher education to be resolved independently
of the governmental decision-making processes.

But interorganizational cooperation among interest
groups not only simplifies the task of legislators, it
allows crucial legislative priorities to be established
outside of the governmental context by those whom leg-
islation will most directly affect. Thus, the develop-
ment of an effective strategy of intergroup relations
among higher education associations in Washington has
meant the creation of a national context for inclusive
decision making regarding higher education priorities--
a context which, before 1960, simply did not exist.
Had higher education associations been unwilling or
unable to provide leadership and an inclusive context
for the determination of legislative priorities, the
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task would have fallen almost entirely to the federal
government. Cooperative efforts among these organiza-
tions have thus functioned importantly to preserve the
autonomy of the higher education system in its deepen-
ing relationship with the federal government.

This study of the changing role of acadenic volun-
tary associations in the national higher education

system has tended to account for changes in association
behavior as products of external or environmental for-
ces rather than of internal organizational processes.

In general, the politicization of higher education
associations has been viewed as a response to pressures
upon these organizations from their changing national
environment, and most particularly as a response to
the profound iniolvement of the federal government in
higher education affairs. The development of coalition-
al relations among institutionally tied associations
was attributed chiefly to encouragement from the
government that these organizations seek consensus
among themselves on their educational policy desires
before articulating these desires to government.
Finally, significant modifications in association goals
and behavior were attributed, in the discussion of the
higher education community in Washington2 to the grow-
ing influence upon each of the relevant institutionally
tied associations of the activity of other like associ-
ations with which it regularly interacts in Washington.

This approach to the study of higher education
organizations deviates from the traditional concen-
tration of organizational theorists on intraorganiza-
tional processes and on internally induced organiza-
tional change. There are, it would seem, two important
bases for this deviation. The first is the argument on
theoretical grounds of the appropriateness and useful-
ness of turning attention to the place of organizations
in the larger social system of which they are components
or subsystems. "Perhaps in the normal developmental
course of a science," as Terreberry (1968) suggests,

"intrasystem analysis necessarily precedes the inter-
system focus 5. 597." The trend toward greater

interest in interorganizational processes is, in this
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sense, a natural outgrowth of the earlier theoretical
concern with processes internal to organization.

The second basis for this shift in focus, however,
is empirical evidence suggesting the increasing inter-
relatedness or interdependency of formal organizations
in modern technological society, and the enhanced in-
fluence on organizational behavior of environmental
conditions. As Terreberry points out, a wide range of
current literature on formal organizations supports
the hypotheses

(1) that contemporary changes in
organizational environments are such as
to increase the ratio of externally in-
duced 5rgauizational

7

change to internally
induced change; and ( 2) that other formal

organizations are, increasingly, the im-
portant components in the environment of
any focal organization LTD. 591-5927.

Illustrating this trend in the higher education sphere,
we have tried to describe the general process through
which segments of the federal goverment, and other
academic associations, have become increasingly impor-
tant components in the environment of many higher educa-
tion associations in Washington. And we have suggested
that the new interconnections developing among these
organizations are a source of system integration within

higher education on the national level, while preserving
tae autonomy of the higher education enterprise from

the independent (and necessarily somewhat different)
purposes of the national government.

Within this interorganizational framework, two
theoretical perspectives have guided the foregoing
analysis: First, the literature on interest group
behavior directed our attention to the conditions
under which voluntary associations in any institution-
al sphere tend to assume the important role as linkages
with the federal government and to articulate the
policy demands of their members to federal agencies
and Congress. Interest group theory also drew atten-
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tion to the general connection between a rapid prolif-
eration of interest groups (such as is occurring in a
number of institutional spheres in the United States
today) and the pressure toward increased bargaining
and alliance among organizations representing closely
related interests to a federal government.

Second, a particularly valuable conceptual frame-
work for the analysis of interorganizational relations
among one group of higher education associations in
Washington was Warren's (1967) typology of contexts
for inclusive decision making. This schem would
seem to provide an important point of departure for
future research into developing patterns of inter-
organizational influence within higher education on
the national level. If (as suggested in this chapter)
a coalitional context for interorganizational decision
making can function effectively for a limited number
of organizations sharing certain mutual (or mutually
definable) goals, under conditions of environmental
(in this case, governmental) pressure toward intergroup
cooperation, it would be especially fruitful to explore
further 1) the conditions under which such a coalition-
al context can continue to be effective for inclusive
decision making; 2) the effect on such a context of the
continued proliferation of potential organizational
participants in the inclusive decision making process;
and 3) the possible alternatives to coalitional rela-
tions under conditions in which informal patterns of
intergroup cooperation are difficult to sustain.

Emery and Trist (1965) have stressed the impor-
tance of attention to the "causal texture" of the en-
vironment of formal organizations. "A main problem in
the study of organizational change," they write, "is
that the environmental contexts in which organizations
exist are themselves changing, at an increasing rate,
and towards increasing complexity .5. 47." They sug-
gest a typology of organizational environments which
depicts an evolution (in modern, technological society)
from a "placid, clustered" organizational field to an
increasingly "turbulent" field, with important impli-
cations for the quality, range, and intensity of organ-
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izational interdependencies. Their typology of environ-
mental conditions for interorganizational behavior pro-
vides an extremely valuable guide for the future study
of the role of national organizations in higher educa-
tion.

Finally, it was a basic purpose of this explora
tory investigation to suggest the broad range of higher
education interests represented by academic associa-
tions nationally, and to describe and analyze the com-
mon tendency among these associations to establish
close- ties with the federal government. This study
also emphasizes critical variation, hcwever, in the
basic purposes of several different types of academic
associations in Washington, indicating how differences
in organizational focus have combined with historical
factors to bring about varied patterns of relationship
to the government and among associations of each type.
Further investigation of the role of academic associa-
tions as components of the national higher education
system might begin most productively with a narrower
focus on changing behavior patterns among organizations
of a single type. This narrower focus would not only
allow a more intensive analysis of the distinctive
contribution of each association type to the develop-
ment of an ordered national system, but it would also
become increasingly important, we would suggest, be-
cause of the likelihood that the primary interests and
goals of these different types will further diverge in
future years.

It is quite possible, for example, that the pro-
cess of professionalization, described as a major de-
velopment among discipline-oriented associations, will
lead to increasingly conflictual relations between

these organizations and the administration-oriented
associations which represent institutions on the nation-
al level (with serious implications, it should be added,
for the already-strained relationships between adminis-
trators and faculty members on the university campus).
The professionalization of disciplinary associations

represents a strong thrust toward the more precise de-
lineation and strengthening of disciplinary boundaries,
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with a corresponding stress on the promotion of work
autonomy for disciplinary groups--on the achievement
of greater independence from university, as well as
extra-university, forms of control aver faculty activ-

ity. In this respect, the increasing instrumentalism
and politicization of discipline-oriented associations
threatens to bring them into direct conflict with in-
stitutionally tied associations, whose fundamental ob-
jectives include the maintenance of cohesive, reason-
ably integrated institutions of higher education (a
condition requiring the preservation of a degree of
administrative authority over diverse disciplinary
groups within the university structure).

Emerging patterns of relationship among discipline-
oriented associations--and between these learned socie-
ties and other organizations such as institutionally
tied associations and segments of the federal govern-
ment--provide an especially rich field for continued
research into the national organization of American
higher education.

1
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Appendixes

APPENDDC A

LIST OF HIGHER EDUCATION ASSOCIATIONS BY TYPE

Institutionally Tied Associations

*American Association for Higher Education (NEA)

American Association of College and University Business

Officers

*American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy

American Association of Colleges of Podiatry

*American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education

(NEA)

*American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Ad-

missions Officers
American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business

American Association of Dental Schools

*American Association of Junior Colleges

American Association of Osteopathic Colleges

American Association of Schools and Departments of

Journalism
*American Association of State Colleges and Universities

American Association of Theological Schools

American College Health Association

*American College Personnel Association

*American College Public Relations Association

American Conference of Academic Deans

*Central or branch office in Washington, D. C.

174
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*American Council on Education
American Council on Schools and Colleges
American Schools of Oriental Research
American Society of Journalism School Administrators

American Universities Field Staff
*Association of American Colleges
*Association of American Law Schools
*Association of American Library Schools
*Association of American Medical Colleges

*Association of American Universities
Association of American Veterinary Medical Colleges
Association of College Admissions Counselors
Association of College Research Libraries
Association of College Unions
Association of College and University Housing Officers
*Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture
Association for the Coordination of University Religious

Affairs
Association of Departments of English
Association of Episcopal Colleges
*Association of Governing Boards of Universities and

Colleges
Association of Graduate Schools in Association of Ameri-

can Universities
Association of Hospital Directors of Medical Education
Association of Military Colleges and Schools

Association of Naval ROTC Colleges
*Association of Research Libraries
Association for School, College and University Staff
Association of Schools and Colleges of Optometry
Association of Schools of Public Health

Association of University Evening Colleges
Association of University Programs in Hospital Adminis-

tration
Association of University Summer Sessions
Association of Ufban Universities
College Student Personnel Institute

*College and University Personnel Association
Conference on Jesuit Student Personnel Administrators

*Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges
Council of Catholic Schools of Nursing

Council on Cooperative College Projects
*Council of Graduate Schools in the United States
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*Council of Protestant Colleges and Universities
Council of Mennonite Colleges

Council of Student Personnel Associations
Council of University Teaching Hospitals

*Engineering College Administrative Council
Engineering College Research Council
Evening Student Personnel Association
Inter-University Committee on Travel Grants
Jesuit Educational Association

National Association of College Deans and Registrars
National Association of College and University Summer

Sessions

National Association of Colleges of Teachers of Agri-
culture

National Association of Music Executives in State
Universities

National Association of Schools of Art
*National Association of Schools of Music
*National Association of State Universities and Land-

Grant Colleges

National Association of Student Personnel Administrators
*National Association of Women's Deans and Counselors
*National Lutheran Educational Conference
National University Extension Associaticn
Orientation Directors Conference

Union for Research and Experimentation in Higher Educa-
tion

*United Business School Association
University Council for Educational Administration

Discipline-Oriented Associations

Academy of Applied Science
Academy of Management
Academy of Political Science
Academy of Teachers of Occupations
American Academy of Advertising
American Academy of Arts and Sciences
American Academy of the History of Dentistry

American Academy of Political and Social Science

*American Anthropological Association
*American Association for the Advancement of Science
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American Association for the Advancement of Slavic
Studies

American Association of Anatomists
American Association of Architc.ctural Bibliographers
American Association of Bioanalysts

American Association for the Comparative Study of Law
American Association of Evangelical Students
American Association of Housing Educators
*American Association of Immunologists

American Association for Middle Eastern Studies
American Association of Physical Anthropologists
*American Association of Physics Teachers
*American Association for Social Psychiatry
American Association of Teacher Education in Agriculture
American Association of Teachers of French
American Association of Teachers of Gelman
American Association of Teachers of Italian
American Association of Teachers of Slavic and East

European Languages

American Association of Teachers of Spanish and Portu-
guese

American Astronomical Society
*American Catholic Historical Association
*American Catholic Philosophical Association
American Catholic Psychological Association
American Catholic Sociological Society
American Ceramic Society
*American Chemical Society
American Classical League
American Comparative Literature Association
American Council on Education for Journalism
American Council of Learned Societies
American Council on Pharmaceutical Education
American Economic Association
*American Educational Research Association
American Entomological Society
American Epidemiological Society

*American Ethnological Society
American Eugenics Society
American Federation of Information Processing Societies
American Folklore Society
*American Genetic Society

American Geographical Society

44
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*American
*American
*American
*American
American
*American
American
American
American
American
*American

American
American
American
American
American
American
American
American
American
American
*American
American
*American
*American
*American
*American
American
American

*American
American
*American
American
American
*American
*American
American
American

American
American
American
American
American

Geological Institute
Geophysical Union
Historical Association
Home Economics Association

Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Institute of Biological Sciences

Institute of the History of Pharmacy
Institute of Indian Studies
Institute of Industrial Arts Teacher Education
Institute of Musicology
Institute of Physics
Law Institute

Law Student Association

Mathematical Society
Microchemical Society
Name Society

Ornithological Union

Philological Association
Philosophical Association
Philosophical Society
Physical Society
Physiological Society
Phytophalological Society
Political Science Association
Psychiatric Association
Psychological Association
Psychopathological Association
Risk and Insurance Association
Society of Adlerian Psychology
Society of Biological Chemists
Society of Christian Ethics

Society for Engineering Education
Society of Ethnohistory
Society of Human Genetics

Society of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists
Society of Landscape Architects
Society for Legal History
Society of Mammalogists

Society of Mechanical Engineers
Society of Microbiology
Society of Naturalists
Society of Papyrologists
Society of Parasitologists
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*American Society for Pharmacology and Experimental
Therepeutics

American Society for Political and Legal Philosophy
American Society of Professional Biologists
*American Society for Public Administration
American Society for the Study of Religion
American Society for Theatre Research
American Society of University Composers
American Society of Zoologists
*American Sociological Association
American Sociometric Association
*American Statistical Association
American Studies Association
American Theological Society
American Vacuum Society
Animal Behavior Society
Archaeological Institute of America
*Associated Organizations for Teacher Education
Associated University Bureaus of Business and Economic

Research, Bureau of Business and Economic Research
*Association of American Geographers
Association of American Rhodes Scholars
Association for Comparative Economics
*Association for Counselor Education and Supervision
Association for Education in International Business
Association for Education in Journalism
Association for the Education of Teachers in Science
Association for Evolutionary Economics
Association of Existential Psychology and Psychiatry
Association for General and Liberal Studies
Association of Marshal Scholars and Alumni
*Association for Measurement and Evaluation in Guidance

*Association for Professional Broadcasting Education
Association of Professors of Medicine
Association for Research in Growth Relationships
Association for Research in Ophthalmology
Association of Social Science Teachers
*Association of Student Chapters, American Institute of

Architects
*Association of Student International Law Societies/Ameri-

can Society of International Law
Association for Student Teaching
Association for the Study of Soviet-Type Economics
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Association for Symbolic Logic
Association of Teachers of Japanese
Association of Teachers of Preventive Medicine
Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy
Association of University Anesthetists
Association of University Radiologists
Biophysical Society
*Business Education Research Foundation
C.G. Jung Foundation for Analytical Psychology

*Catholic Anthropological Association
Catholic Economic Association
Ceramic Educational Council

College Art Association of America
College Language Association
College Music Society
Collegiate Council for the United Nations
Committee for the Development of Art in Negro Colleges
Comparative Education Society

*Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences
Conference on British Studies
Conference on College Composition and Communication

*Conference on Latin American History/Hispanic Foundation
Cooper Ornithological Society

Council for Distributive Teacher Education
Council on Education in Professional Responsibility
Council on Hotel, Restaurant and Institutional Education
Council on Optometric Education
Council for Philosophical Studies
Council for Professional Education for Business
Council of Social Work Education
Ecological Society of America
Econometric Society
Economic History Association
Electrochemical Society
Endocrine Society
Engineers Council for Professional Development
English Institute
*Entomological Society of America
Far-Eastern Prehistory Association
*Federation of American Societies for Experimental

Biology

Fellows in American Studies
Genetics Society of America
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*G..ochemical Society

Geological Society of America

Great Plains Historical Association
Hispanic Society of America
History of Education Society
History of Science Society
Institute for Intercultural Studies
Institute of International Education

Institute of Mathematical Statistics
Inter University Consortium for Political Research
Intercollegiate Society of Individualists
International Association for Philosophy of Law and

Social Philosophy--American Sector

International Studies Assoclation
Jesuit Seismological Association
Jewish Academy of Arts and Sciences
John Dewey Society
Joint Committee on Continuing Legal Education
Joint Council on Economdc Education
Journalism Association of Junior Colleges

Kroeber Anthropological Society
Law Student Civil Rights Research Council
Linguistics Society of America
Mathematics Association of America
Mediaeval Academy of America
Metaphysical Society of America
*Modern Humanities Research Association
Modern Language Association of America

Mongolian Society
Mycological Society of America
National Academy of Education
*National Academy of Engineering
*National Academy of Sciences--National Research Council

*National Association for Busines Teacher Education

*National Association of College Wind and Percussion

Instructors
National Association of Dramatic and Speech Arts

*National Association of EducatiJnal Broadcasters
National Association of Geology Teachers
National Association of Industrial Teacher Education

National Association for Phys4ca1 Education of College

Women
National Association for Practical Nurse Education and
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Service

National Association for Research in Science Teaching
National Center for Education in Politics
National College Physical Education Association for

Men
National Collegiate Association for Secretaries
National Conference of Professors of Educational Admin-

istration
National Conference on Research on English
National Council for Geographic Studies
National Council on Measurement in Ethtcation

National Federation of Modern Language Teachers' Asso-
ciations

National Institute for Architectural Education
*National Institute of Social and Behavioral Sciences
National Institute of Social Science
National Organization on Legal Problems of Education
National Society of College Teachers of Education
National Socie+y for the Study of Communications
National Society for the Study of Education
National Student Nurses' Association
Nuttall Ornithological Club
Operations Research Society of America

Organization of American Historians
Parapsychological Association
Philosophy of Education Society
Philosophy of Science Association
Phycological Society of America
Psychometric Society
Psychonomic Society
Radiation Research Society
Rural Sociological Society
School and College Conference on English
Scientific Research Society of America
Seismological Society of America
Society for the Advancement of Education
Society for American Anthropology
Society of American Archivists

*Society of American Foresters
Society of American Historians

Society for American Philosophy
Society for Ancient Greek Philosophy
Society for Applied Anthropology
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Society of Architectural Historians
Society for Developmental Biology
Society for Ethnomusicology
Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine
Society for French Historical Studies
Society of General Physiologists
Society for General Systems Research
Society for the History of Discoveries
Society for the History of Technology
Society for Italian Historical Studies
Society of Multivariate Experimental Psychology
Society for Phenomenology and Existential Philosophy
Society for Projective Techniques and Personality

Assessment

Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues
qnniety for Psychonhysiological Research
Society for the Scientific Study of Sex
Society for the Study of Evolution
Society of University Surgeons

*Society of Women Geographers
Sociological Research Association
Solar Energy Society
Southern Historical Association
Speech Association of America
Standards Engineers Society
Student American Wdical Association

*Student National Education Association
*Student Personnel Association for Teacher Education
Tissue Culture Association

*United States Committee for Byzantine Studies
University Aviation Association
Urban History Group
Wilson Ornithological Society

Faculty-Oriented Associations

*American Association of University Professors
*American Federation of Teachers
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Special Task Associations

Accrediting Association of Bible Colleges

African Scholarship Program of American Universities
*American Alumni Council

*American Association of Accreditation of Laboratory
Animal Care

*American Association of University Women
*American College Testing Program
Associated Collegiate Presses
*Associated Universities, Inc.
Association of American University Presses
Board of Schools of Medical Technology
College Band Directors National Association
*College Entrance Examination Board
College Retirement Equity Fund
Cooperative College Registry
Council for Financial Aid to Education
Council of Social Science Data Archives
Council on College Level Examinations
Council on College Magazines Associated
Council on Evaluation of Foreign StMent Credentials
Educational Council for Foreign Med4cal Graduates
Engineering College Magazines Associated
Independent College Funds of America

*Jesuit Research Council of America
National Alumni Association
National Association for Foreign Student Affairs
National Association of Catholic Alumni Clubs

*National Association of College and University Business
Officers

*National Commission on Accrediting

*National Commission on Teacher Education and Profession-
al Standards

*National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
National Council of College Publications Advisers
National Fund for Graduate Nursing Education

National Scholarship Service Fund for Negro Students
Negro College Committee on Adult Education

*Scientific Manpower Commission
*Social Science Research Council

Teacher Insurance and-Annuity Association
*United Negro College Fund

-
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*United States Student Press Association
University Film Foundation
University Film Producers' Association
*University Research Association
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APPENDIX C

CONSTITUENT ORGANIZATION MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATED
ORGANIZATION MEMBERS OF THE AMERICAN COUNCIL

ON EDUCATION, 1966

Constituent Organization Members

Group A

American Association of Junior Colleges
American Association of State Colleges and Universities
Association of American Colleges
Association of American Universities
Association of Urban Universities

Council of Protestant Colleges and Universities
Jesuit Educational Association
National Association of State Universities and Land-

Grant Colleges
National Catholic Educational Association

Group B

Accrediting Association of Bible Colleges
American Alumni Council
American Association for the Advancement of Science
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy
American Association of Collegiate Registrars and

Admissions Officers
American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business
American Association of Dental Schools
American Association of Osteopathic Colleges
American Association of Theological Schools
American Association of University Professors
American Association of University Women
American College Health Association

American College Personnel Association
American College Public Relations Association
American Council on Pharmaceutical Education
American Dental Association (Council on Dental Education)

American Historical Association
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American Home Economics Association
American Institute of Physics
American Library Association
American Osteopathic Association (Bureau of Profession-

al Education)
American Personnel and Guidance Association
Americaa Pharmaceutical Association
American Political Science Association
American Psychological Association
American Society for Engineering Education
Association for Higher Education
Association of American Law Schools
Association of American Medical Colleges
Association of College Admissions Counselors
Association of College and University Housing Officers
Association of College Unions

Association of Governing Boards of Universities and
Colleges

Association of University Evening Colleges
Association of University Programs in Hospital Adminis-

tration

College English Association, Inc.
College Entrance Examination Board
Commission on Engineering Education
Conference of Catholic Schools of Nursing
Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges
Council of Graduate Schools in the United States
Engineers' Council for Professional Development
Mathematical Association of ."merica
Modern Language Associatim of America
National Association of College and University Business

Officers

National Association of College Women
National Association of Educational Broadcasters
National Association of Schools of Music
National Association of Student Personnel Administrators
National Association of Women Deans and Counselors
National Collegiate Athletic Association
National Commission on Accrediting
National Council of Teachers of English
National League for Nursing, Inc.
National Research Council
National University Extension Association
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Phi Delta Kappa
Speech Association of Amerifm
United States National Stude*at Association

National Organizations Which Are Associated Organization
Members

American College Testing Program
American Council of Learned Societies

American Educational Research Association
American Federation of Teachers
American Nurses' Association, Inc.
American Teachers Association
American Textbook Publishers Institute
American Vocational Association, Inc.

Board of Christian Education of the United Presbyterian
Church in the United States of America

Board of College Education, American Lutheran Church
Board of College Education and Church Vocations, Luther-

an Church in America
Brookings Institution
Catholic College Aftissions and Information Center
College Student Personnel Institute
Council for Financial Aid to Education, Inc.
Division of Christian Education, National Council of

the Churches of Christ in the U.S.A.

Division of Higher Education, Board of Christian Educa-
tion of the Presbyterian Church in the United States

Editorial Projects for Education, Inc.
Educational Records Bureau
Educational Testing Service
General Board of Education of the Methodist Church
Independent College Funds of America, Inc.
National Association of Independent Schools
National Association of Secondary-School Principals
National Education Association of the United States
National Educational Television and Radio Center
National Lutheran Educational Conference
National Merit Scholarship Corporation
National Scholarship Service and Fund for Negro Students
Smithsonian Institution
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association
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Teaching Film Custodians, Inc.
Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation
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Additional Consultants to the ACE Commission on

Federal Relations

American Alumni Council
American Association for the Advancement of Science
American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy
American Association of University Women
American College Public Relations Association
American Council of Learned Societies

American Library Association
American Personnel and Guidance Association
American Pharmaceutical Association
American Political Science Association
American Society for Engineering Education
Association of American Law Schools
Association of American Medical Colleges
Association of Governing Boards of Universities and

Colleges
Association of Urban Universities

Commission on Engineering Education
Commission on Higher Education
College Entrance Examination Board
Council for the Advancement of amall Colleges
Jesuit Educational Association
National Association of Independent Schools

National Catholic Welfare Conference

National Education Association
National Research Council
United States National Student Association

Additional Organizations Which Send Representatives

to the Governmental Relations Luncheon Group

American
American
American
American
American
American

American
American

Alumni Council
Association of University Women

Book Publishers Council
College Public Relations Association
Educational Research Association
Friends Service Committee

Library Association
Personnel and Guidance Association
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American Psychological Association
Association of American Law Schools
Association of Governing Boards of Universities and

Colleges

College Entrance Examination Board
Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges
Foundation Library Center
League of Wcmen Voters in the United States
National Acadeny of Sciences
National Catholic Welfare Conference
National Education Association
Rutgers University

State University of New York
United States Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare
United States Office of Education
University of California
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